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CODES FOR MARKS 

 

Code    Interpretation   

310    Filing number   

320    Filing date   

750    Applicant   

731    Applicant’s address   

740    Representative address   

510    List of goods and services (Nice class)   

540    Description of mark   
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I. LOCAL TRADEMARKS ACCEPTED  

 

(310) RW/T/2022/482 (320) 28/07/2022   
(750) NYAMAGABE DISTRICT 
(731) Nyamagabe, Southern province, Rwanda 
(740) Hildebrand NIYOMWUNGERI, Nyamagabe, Southern Province 
(510) (30) Tea, Tea based beverages. 

(540) KITABI    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/483 (320) 28/07/2022   
(750) NYARUGURU DISTRICT 
(731) Nyaruguru, Southern Province, Rwanda 
(740) Emmanuel MURWANASHYAKA of Nyaruguru, Southern Province 
(510) (30) Tea 

(540) MATA   
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/485 (320) 28/07/2022   
(750) NYABIHU DISTRICT 
(731) Nyabihu District, Western Province, Rwanda 
(740) Antoinette MUKANDAYISENGA of Nyabihu District, Western Province 
(510) (30) Tea, Tea Based Beverages 

(540) NYABIHU    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/260 (320) 31/03/2023   
(750) JOHANN RADAUER GMBH 
(731) Gewerbestrabe 19-23 5301 Eugendorf, Salzburg, Austria 
(740) STABIT ADVOCATES of Kimihurura , Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali 
(510) (32) Fruit Juice; soft drink; non-alcoholic beverages, Non-alcoholic fruit extracts; non alcoholic fruit juice beverages 

(540) POWER MANDELA    
________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/264 (320) 03/04/2023   
(750) AURA ENTREPRISES LTD 
(731) KN 6 Ave 6 , KIYOVU,NYARUGENGE,KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 
(740) Loïc RWAGASANA of NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 
(510) (39) Courrier activities,; delivery of goods and (43) Bar services; Cafe services; Food catering; Restaurant services 

(540) AURA ENTERPRISES (and logo)  the word" enterprise" separately and 

apart of the mark as a whole 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/581 (320) 11/08/2023   
(750) BUHORO TRADING RWANDA(BTR) Ltd 
(731) Nyarugenge; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Laurent SINDAYIGAYA of Kagarama; Kicukiro; Kigali 
(510) (30) Rice 

(540) IKINYONI    
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/582 (320) 11/08/2023   
(750) BUHORO TRADING RWANDA(BTR) Ltd 
(731) Nyarugenge; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Laurent SINDAYIGAYA 

Kagarama; Kicukiro; Kigali 
(510) (30) Rice 

(540) SAFARI   
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/583 (320) 11/08/2023   
(750) BUHORO TRADING RWANDA(BTR) Ltd 
(731) Nyarugenge; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Laurent SINDAYIGAYA of Kagarama; Kicukiro; Kigali 
(510) (30) Rice 

(540) NDEGE   
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/588 (320) 14/08/2023   
(750) XUPING JEWELRY CO., LTD. 
(731) No. 60, Industry Avenue, Longyu Town, Longyu District, Wuzhou City, Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, 

Peoples Republic of China 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (14) Jewellery; jewellery charms; Bracelets [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; Brooches [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; Chains 

[jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; Pearls [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; Paste jewellery; Rings [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; 

Earrings; Jewellery findings; Jewellery boxes; Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; Alloys of precious 

metal; Clocks; Watches. 
(540) XUPING JEWELRY  (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/591 (320) 18/08/2023   
(750) SHIMIRWA COMPANY Ltd 
(731) Rulindo; Northern, Rwanda 
(740) NYIRABAHIRE Beatrice of Rulindo; Northern 
(510) (30) Cereal  preparations 

(540) KURA (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/592 (320) 18/08/2023   
(750) DIJECEG Ltd 
(731) Rulindo; Northern, Rwanda 
(740) SINAMENYE Dieudonne of Rulindo; Northern 
(510) (30) Cereals preparations 

(540) HOZAHO (and logo)    

 
  

 

__________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/617 (320) 22/08/2023   
(750) NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EXPORT DEVELOPMENT BOARD(NAEB) 
(731) Magerwa Street/ KK 6 Av, Rwanda 
(740) Claude BIZIMANA of Magerwa Street/ KK 6 Av 
(510) (31) Tea (Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products) 

(540) RWANDA TEA (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/646 (320) 31/08/2023   
(750) KRYSTAL FIVE Ltd 
(731) KG 296, No.1, Rwanda 
(740) BWIZA Gloria of KG 296, No.1 
(510) (30) Maize flour; curry spice; flour/meal; chips; biscuits; spices; cooking salt 

(540) KRYSTAL (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/649 (320) 01/09/2023   
(750) Yiwu Jinmin Electrical Appliances Co., Ltd. 
(731) 2F, Building 6, Yian Second Zone, Houzhai Street, Yiwu City, Zhejiang, Peoples Republic of China 
(740) Blessed Faw Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House, 3rd floor, No.548, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (9) Plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; Switches, electric; Wires, electric; Batteries, electric; 

Electric plugs; Electric sockets; Distribution boxes [electricity]; Electric door bells; Electricity meters; Electrical 

voltage tester pens; Lightning conductors; Locks, electric; Measures; Scales; Television apparatus; Loudspeakers; 

Alarms; Radios. and (11) Lamps; Sockets for electric lights; Lighting apparatus and installations; Hair dryers; 

Heaters for baths; Electric fans for personal use; Air conditioning apparatus; Refrigerators; Fabric steamers; Coffee 

machines, electric; Drinking water supply apparatus; Electric ovens; Microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; Kettles, 

electric; Multicookers; Cooking apparatus and installations; Roasting apparatus; Air fryers; Kitchen ranges [ovens]; 

Soya milk making machines, electric. 
(540) Qualitec (and logo)    

    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/650 (320) 01/09/2023   
(750) GUANGZHOU TIGER HEAD BATTERY GROUP CO., LTD. 
(731) No. 132 North Gongye Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou, Peoples Republic of China 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of P.O.Box1639 Kigali 
(510) (9) Ultracapacitors for energy storage; lithium accumulator; lithium ion battery; solar panels for the production of 

electricity;  inverters [electricity]; converters, electric; batteries, electric; battery chargers; portable power chargers; 

electrical control equipment for energy management; carbon material; wafers for integrated circuits; quartz crystal; 

transistors [electronic]; circulators (electronic components); power controller; heat regulating apparatus; power 

station automatization equipment. 
(540) TIGER HEAD (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/651 (320) 01/09/2023   
(750) GIZZA GROUP Ltd 
(731) Gisozi; Gasabo; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) UWIHIRWE GIRAMATA Isabelle of Gisozi; Gasabo; Kigali 
(510) (3) Detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes 

(540) IZA (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/652 (320) 04/09/2023   
(750) ESME'S FOOD CO.Ltd 
(731) Muhazi; Rwamagana; Eastern, Rwanda 
(740) Valentin MBONYUMUKURA of Muhazi; Rwamagana; Eastern 
(510) (29) Beans, preserved;, (30) Beans, meal and (31) Beans, fresh 

(540) LaFamilia Cooked Packaged Beans (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Cooked", "Package" and 

"Beans" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 
  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/653 (320) 04/09/2023   
(750) CORBAN Limited 
(731) Kimihurura; Gasabo; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Asante TWAGIRA of KG 14 Ave, Don Bosco, Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (41) Arranging and conducting of colloquiums; Online publication of electronic books and journals; Providing online 

electronic publications, not downloadable; Publication of books Publication of texts, other than publicity texts; 

Teaching / educational services / instruction services and (45) Alternative dispute resolution services; Intellectual 

property consultancy Legal advice in responding to calls for tenders / legal advice in responding to requests for 

proposals [RFPs]; Legal advocacy services; Legal compliance auditing Legal consultancy relating to patent mapping; 

Legal conveyancing; Legal document preparation services; Legal process serving; Legal research; Legal research in 

the field of environmental protection; Legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; Legal 

services in the field of immigration; Legal services relating to licences 

(540) CORBAN (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/654 (320) 05/09/2023   
(750) RWANDA CYCLING FEDERATION 
(731) P.O Box 1044 Kigali, Amahoro National Stadium, Rwanda 
(740) KARANGWA Francois of Kigali 
(510) (35) Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions and (41) Education; providing of 

trainings; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities 
(540) 2025 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS KIGALI RWANDA (and logo)  Disclaim the wording 

"UCI", "ROAD WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP" and "KIGALI, RWANDA" separately and 

apart from the mark as a whole 

 

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/655 (320) 06/09/2023   
(750) BM AZMARINO GENERAL TRADING Ltd 
(731) Kimironko; Gasabo; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) BEMNET ANGOSOM MISGINA of Kimironko; Gasabo; Kigali 
(510) (3) Cleaning preparation; detergent, other than for use; soap; toilet preparations, (29) Oil for food; olive oil for food; 

sunflower oil for food; tomato paste and (30) Vinegar; sugar; wheat flour; coffee 
(540) SALAMA (and logo)    

    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/656 (320) 06/09/2023   
(750) HEBUZA BUSINESS GROUP Ltd 
(731) 051A Chic Building; Nyarugenge; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) MUKABAGENI Fridaus of Kigali 
(510) (35) Business Management and organization consultancy 

(540) HEBUZA (and logo)    

 
 

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/657 (320) 06/09/2023   
(750) NIWE FASHION Ltd 
(731) Nyarugunga, Kicukiro, Kigali, KK 129 st, Rwanda 
(740) Nadia NIWEMUTONI of Nyarugunga, Kicukiro, Kigali, KK 129 st 
(510) (25) Clothing, dresses; ready-made clothing; ready-made lining; shirts, skirts; suits; trausers. 

(540) NIWE (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/658 (320) 06/09/2023   
(750) MADAR SOLUTION GROUP Ltd 
(731) Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) STABIT ADVOCATES of Kimihurura , Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali 
(510) (9) Computer programs recorded; computer operating programs recorded; computer software recorded; computer 

programs (downloadable software); computer hardware. 
(540) MADAR TECH (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Tech" separately and apart 

from the mark as a whole 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/659 (320) 06/09/2023   
(750) MADAR SOLUTION GROUP Ltd 
(731) Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) STABIT ADVOCATES of Kimihurura , Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali 
(510) (39) Transportation logistics; freight[shipping of goods]; freight forwarding; freight brokerage; freighting; passenger 

transport; storage of goods; storage/warehousing; transport; transport of travellers; unloading cargo 
(540) MADAR LOGISTICS (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Logistics" separately 

and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 
 

 

_________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/660 (320) 06/09/2023   
(750) MADAR SOLUTION GROUP Ltd 
(731) Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) STABIT ADVOCATES of Kimihurura , Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali 
(510) (35) Import-export agency services; presentation of goods on media for retail purposes; procurement services for 

others; purchasing goods and services for other businesses and (39) Delivery of goods; freight[shipping of goods]; 

unloading cargo 
(540) MADAR TRADING (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Trading" separately and apart from the mark as 

a whole 
 

   
 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/661 (320) 06/09/2023   
(750) MADAR SOLUTION GROUP Ltd 
(731) Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Me. Herbert ZZIWA of Kigali 
(510) (39) Car rental; chauffeur services; escorting of travellers; taxi transport; arranging of travel tours; vehicle rental; 

travel reservation; transport services for sight seeing tours 
(540) MADAR TRAVEL & TOURISM  (and logo)  Disclaim the word " Travel" and "Tourism" 

separately and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 

 

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/662 (320) 06/09/2023   
(750) LeapFrog Investments Platform, Ltd. 
(731) 26 Bank Street, 2nd Floor, The Axis, Cybercity, Ebene 72201, Mauritius 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House, 3rd floor, No.548, Gasabo, kigali 
(510) (36) Capital investment; providing venture capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding 

related to low-income financial services, health care and other essential services, in International Class 36. 
(540) LEAPFROG INVESTMENTS (and logo)  Disclaim the word 

"Investments" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 
  

 

_________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/663 (320) 06/09/2023   
(750) Nicoventures Holdings Limited 
(731) Globe House, 1 Water Street London WC2R 3LA, United Kingdom 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House, 3rd floor, No.548, Gasabo, kigali 
(510) (34) Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); 

cigars; cigarillos; lighters for smokers; matches; smokers 'articles; cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; 

pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; hand held machines injecting tobacco into paper tubes; electronic cigarettes; 

cartridges for electronic cigarettes; liquids for electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being heated; 

devices and parts for devices for heating tobacco; devices and parts for devices for heating tobacco substitutes; 

tobacco substitutes for the purpose of inhalation; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes; cigarette cases; cigarette 

boxes; tobacco free oral nicotine pouches (not for medical use). 
(540) VYPE (and logo)    

   
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/664 (320) 06/09/2023   
(750) Nicoventures Holdings Limited 
(731) Globe House, 1 Water Street, London WC2R 3LA, United Kingdom 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House, 3rd floor, No.548, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (34) Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); 

cigars; cigarillos; lighters for smokers; matches; smokers' articles; cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; 

pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into paper tubes; electronic 

cigarettes; cartridges for electronic cigarettes; liquids for electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of 

being heated; devices and parts for devices for heating tobacco; devices and parts for devices for heating tobacco 

substitutes; tobacco substitutes for the purpose of inhalation; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes; cigarette 

cases; cigarette boxes; tobacco free oral nicotine pouches (not for medical use). 
(540) VUSE (and logo)    

    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/665 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) SABA LOUANGE AND RESTAURANT GENERAL TRADINGS Ltd 
(731) Gisenyi, Rubavu, Western Province, Rwanda 
(740) AWTSEANA WELDAY ABRHAM of Gisenyi, Rubavu, Western 
(510) (43) Hookah lounge services; restaurant services 

(540) SABA (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/666 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) COSMOS IMPEX Ltd 
(731) Gisenyi; Rubavu; Western, Rwanda 
(740) SOLANKI JAYESHKUMAR of Gisenyi; Rubavu; Western 
(510) (30) Confectionery; biscuits & cookies 

(540) FOOTBALL GLUCOSE  (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Glucose" separately and apart from the 

mark as a whole 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/667 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) COSMOS IMPEX Ltd 
(731) Gisenyi; Rubavu; Western, Rwanda 
(740) SOLANKI JAYESHKUMAR of Gisenyi; Rubavu; Western 
(510) (30) Confectionery; biscuits &cookies 

(540) GLUCOBITE (and logo)    

 
 

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/668 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) COSMOS IMPEX Ltd 
(731) Gisenyi; Rubavu; Western, Rwanda 
(740) SOLANKI JAYESHKUMAR of Gisenyi; Rubavu; Western 
(510) (30) Confectionery; biscuits &cookies 

(540) AZUL (and logo)    

    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/669 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) COSMOS IMPEX Ltd 
(731) Gisenyi; Rubavu; Western, Rwanda 
(740) SOLANKI JAYESHKUMAR of Gisenyi; Rubavu; Western 
(510) (30) Confectionery; biscuits & cookies 

(540) MILK LOLLIPOP (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/670 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) COSMOS IMPEX Ltd 
(731) Gisenyi; Rubavu; Western, Rwanda 
(740) SOLANKI JAYESHKUMAR of Gisenyi; Rubavu; Western 
(510) (30) Confectionery; biscuits & cookies 

(540) SEBONICE (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Sugar", "sprinkled", "coconut" and "biscuits" 

separately and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/672 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWASPICES LTD 
(731) KG 135 Plot 32 Kimironko; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) BUCYANA Geofrey of KG 135 Plot 32 Kimironko; Kigali 
(510) (30) Spices; curry powder 

(540) CHICO Mchuzi Mix (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/673 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWANDAIR LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga; Kicukiro; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) FK ADVOCATES of KN 4 AVE, 65 St, Nyarugenge, Monnier House, 2nd Floor, P.O Box: 6936 Kigali , 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (39) Air transport; Air craft rentals; courier services; deliver of goods; freight (shipping of goods); freighting; 

luggage storage; passenger transport;  rental of warehouse; services for transporting legal documents; 

storage/warehousing; storage of goods; transport; transport of travelers; travel reservation. 
(540) 

  
 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/675 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWANDAIR LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga; Kicukiro; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) FK ADVOCATES of KN 4 AVE, 65 St, Nyarugenge, Monnier House, 2nd Floor, P.O Box: 6936 Kigali , 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (39) Air transport;  freighting; passenger transport;  transport; transport of travelers; travel reservation. 

(540) Connect in Comfort (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Connect",  "Comfort" and "To all new 

Airbus a330" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

    
__________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/671 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) ALL CITY RWANDA Ltd 
(731) Kinyaga; Bumbogo; Gasabo; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Zengli Zhou of Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (8) abrading instruments [hand instruments]; axes; metal band stretchers [hand tools]; bits [parts of hand tools]; bits 

[hand tools]; cutting tools [hand tools]; dies [hand tools] / screw stocks [hand tools] / screw-thread cutters [hand 

tools]; paring knives; spanners [hand tools] / wrenches [hand tools] , (12)  air pumps [vehicle accessories]; 

automobile tyres / automobile tires; bicycles; brakes for vehicles; cars / motor cars / automobiles; forklift trucks; 

motors, electric, for land vehicles; tow trucks / wreckers for transport; tractors; trailer hitches for vehicles; trailers 

[vehicles] , (14) alloys of precious metal; gold, unwrought or beaten; platinum [metal]; precious stones; silver, 

unwrought or beaten; watches , (19) advertisement columns, not of metal; agglomerated cork for building; 

agglomerated bagasses of cane [building material]; angle irons, not of metal; arbours [structures], not of 

metal;armour-plating, not of metal / armor-plating, not of metal; armoured doors, not of metal / armored doors, not of 

metal; artificial stone; asphalt; asphalt paving; beacons, not of metal, non-luminous; beams, not of metal / girders, not 

of metal; bicycle parking installations, not of metal; binding agents for making briquettes / binding agents for making 

stones; binding material for road repair; bird baths [structures], not of metal; brackets, not of metal, for building; 

branching pipes, not of metal; bricks; building timber / lumber; building paper; building glass; building stone; 

building materials, not of metal / construction materials, not of metal; building panels, not of metal; buildings, not of 

metal; buildings, transportable, not of metal; burial vaults, not of metal; busts of stone, concrete or marble; cabanas, 

not of metal; caissons for construction work under water; calcareous marl; casement windows, not of metal; cask 

wood / stave wood; ceilings, not of metal; cement*; cement slabs; cement posts cement for furnaces; cement for blast 

furnaces; cladding, not of metal, for building; clay*; materials for making and coating roads; coatings [building 

materials]; concrete; concrete building elements; cornices, not of metal; crash barriers, not of metal, for roads; diving 

boards, not of metal; door panels, not of metal; door frames, not of metal / door casings, not of metal; doors, not of 

metal*; drain pipes, not of metal; duckboards, not of metal; ducts, not of metal, for ventilating and air-conditioning 

installations; earth for bricks; felt for building; fences, not of metal; figurines [statuettes] of stone, concrete or marble 

/ statuettes of stone, concrete or marble; fire burrs; fireclay / grog [fired refractory material]; fireplace mantles, not of 

metal; fireproof cement coatings; flagpoles [structures], not of metal; flashing, not of metal, for building; floor tiles, 

not of metal; floors, not of metal folding doors, not of metal; framework, not of metal, for building; gates, not of 

metal; geotextiles; granite; grave slabs, not of metal / tomb slabs, not of metal; gravel; gravestones / tombstones; 

greenhouse frames, not of metal / horticultural frames, not of metal; greenhouses, transportable, not of metal; gutter 

pipes, not of metal; gypsum [building material]; hips for roofing; jalousies, not of metal; joists, not of metal; laths, 

not of metal; latticework, not of metal / trellises, not of metal; lengthening pieces, not of metal, for chimneys; letter 

boxes of masonry; lime; limestone / calcareous stone; lintels, not of metal; macadam; magnesia cement; manhole 

covers, not of metal; manufactured timber; marble; masts [poles], not of metal; memorial plaques, not of metal; 

monuments, not of metal; mooring bollards, not of metal; mortar for building / grout; mosaics for building; 

mouldable wood / moldable wood; mouldings, not of metal, for cornices / moldings, not of metal, for cornices; 

mouldings, not of metal, for building / moldings, not of metal, for building; non-luminous and non-mechanical signs, 

not of metal; olivine for building; outdoor blinds, not of metal and not of textile; paint spraying booths, not of metal 

palings, not of metal / palisading, not of; pantiles, not of metal; paperboard for building / building cardboard; parquet 

floor boards; parquet flooring; partitions, not of metal; luminous paving blocks; paving blocks, not of metal; paving 

slabs, not of metal; penstock pipes, not of metal; perches; pilings, not of metal / sheet piles, not of metal; pillars, not 

of metal, for building; pitch; planks of wood for building; plaster*; plastic landscape edgings; platforms, 

prefabricated, not of metal; porches [structures], not of metal; porphyry [stone]; posts, not of metal, for power lines / 

poles, not of metal, for power lines; posts, not of metal; potters' clay; prefabricated houses [kits], not of metal; props, 

not of metal; quartz; railway sleepers, not of metal / railroad ties, not of metal; reeds for building; refractory 

construction materials, not of metal; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building; rigid pipes, not of metal, for 

building; road marking sheets and strips of synthetic material; road coating materials; road signs, non-luminous and 

non-mechanical, not of metal; rock crystal; rocket launching platforms, not of metal; roof gutters, not of metal; roof 

flashing, not of metal; roof coverings, not of metal; roofing slates; roofing shingles; roofing tiles, not of metal; 

roofing, not of metal; roofing, not of metal, incorporating photovoltaic cells; rubber bearings for seismic isolation of 

buildings; rubble; safety glass; sand, except foundry sand; sandstone for building; sandstone pipes; sawn timber; 

scaffolding, not of metal; scantlings [carpentry]; schists; shuttering, not of metal, for concrete; shutters, not of metal; 

signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal; silica [quartz]; sills, not of metal; silos, not of 

metal; silver sand;slabs, not of metal, for building; stables, not of metal; stair-treads [steps], not of metal; staircases, 

not of metal; statues of stone, concrete or marble; stone; street gutters, not of metal; stringers [parts of staircases], not 

of metal; swimming pools [structures], not of metal; swing doors, not of metal; tanks of masonry; tar; tarred strips for 

building; telegraph posts, not of metal; telephone booths, not of metal / telephone boxes, not of metal; tile floorings, 
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not of metal; tiles, not of metal, for building; tomb or grave enclosures, not of metal / grave or tomb enclosures, not 

of metal; tombs, not of metal; tombs [monuments], not of metal; tombstone stelae, not of metal; tombstone plaques, 

not of metal; turnstiles, not of metal; vinyl siding; wainscoting, not of metal; wall claddings, not of metal, for 

building; wall linings, not of metal, for building; wall tiles, not of metal; water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastic 

water-pipes, not of metal; window frames, not of metal; windows, not of metal; wood, semi-worked; wood for 

making household utensils , (20) beds; desks; filing cabinets; furniture; furniture fittings, not of metal; furniture of 

metal , (21) dishes; glasses [receptacles]; kitchen utensils; toilet utensils , (24) bed covers / bedspreads / coverlets 

[bedspreads] / quilts; bed linen; cloth*; cotton fabrics; furniture coverings of plastic / coverings of plastic for 

furniture; travelling rugs [lap robes] , (36) apartment house management; rental of apartments; rental of offices [real 

estate]; rental of offices for co-working; rental of real estate; real estate agency services; real estate brokerage; real 

estate appraisal; real estate management, (37)  building construction supervision; rental of bulldozers; rental of 

construction equipment; construction*; electric appliance installation and repair; factory construction; rental of 

excavators; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; roofing services; 

road paving; vehicle maintenance; warehouse construction and reparations, (39) booking of seats for travel; bus 

transport; car rental; car transport; car parking; car sharing services; chauffeur services; courier services [messages or 

merchandise]; delivery of goods; delivery of newspapers / newspaper delivery; delivery of goods by mail order; 

freight [shipping of goods]; freight forwarding; freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)] / freight brokerage; freighting; 

hauling; motor coach rental; parcel delivery; parking place rental; passenger transport; storage of goods; storage / 

warehousing; rental of storage containers; taxi transport; rental of tractors; transport services for sightseeing tours; 

transport; transport of travellers; transport and storage of waste / transport andstorage of trash; transport brokerage; 

transport reservation; arranging of transportation for travel tours;transportation information; transportation logistics; 

transporting furniture; travel reservation; vehicle rental; rental of vehicle roof racks; rental of warehouses and (43) 

boarding house services; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; rental of lighting apparatus; rental of 

temporary accommodation; motel services; apartment house management; rental of apartments 
(540) FLAMINGO (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/674 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWANDAIR LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga; Kicukiro; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) FK ADVOCATES of KN 4 AVE, 65 St, Nyarugenge, Monnier House, 2nd Floor, P.O Box: 6936 Kigali , 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (39) Air transport; Air craft rentals; courier services; deliver of goods; freight (shipping of goods); freighting; 

luggage storage; passenger transport;  rental of warehouse; services for transporting legal documents; 

storage/warehousing; storage of goods; transport; transport of travelers; travel reservation. 
(540) RWANDAIR FLY THE DREAM OF AFRICA (and logo)  Disclaim the 

word "Fly", "Dream" and "Africa" separately and apart from the mark as 

a whole 

 

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/676 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWANDAIR LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga; Kicukiro; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) FK ADVOCATES of KN 4 AVE, 65 St, Nyarugenge, Monnier House, 2nd Floor, P.O Box: 6936 Kigali , 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (39) Air transport; Air craft rentals; courier services; deliver of goods; freight (shipping of goods); freighting; 

luggage storage; passenger transport;  rental of warehouse; services for transporting legal documents; 

storage/warehousing; storage of goods; transport; transport of travelers; travel reservation. 
(540) FLY THE DREAM OF AFRICA  Disclaim the word "Fly" , "Dream" and "Africa" separately and 

apart from the mark as a whole 
 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/677 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWANDAIR LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga; Kicukiro; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) FK ADVOCATES of KN 4 AVE, 65 St, Nyarugenge, Monnier House, 2nd Floor, P.O Box: 6936 Kigali , 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (39) Air transport;  freighting;  passenger transport; transport; transport of travelers; travel reservation. 

(540) DREAM MILES (and logo)    

 
  

 

_________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/678 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWANDAIR LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga; Kicukiro; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) FK ADVOCATES of KN 4 AVE, 65 St, Nyarugenge, Monnier House, 2nd Floor, P.O Box: 6936 Kigali , 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (16) magazines{periodicals}; periodicals; pictures; posters; printed matter; printed publications; prospectuses; 

tickets; newsletters. 
(540) INZOZI MAGAZINE  Disclaim the word "Magazine" separately and apart 

from the mark as a whole 
 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/679 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWANDAIR LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga; Kicukiro; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) FK ADVOCATES of KN 4 AVE, 65 St, Nyarugenge, Monnier House, 2nd Floor, P.O Box: 6936 Kigali , 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (16) Magazines [periodicals]; periodicals; pictures; posters; printed matter; printed publications; prospectuses; 

tickets; newsletters. 
(540) INZOZI (and logo)    

    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/680 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWANDAIR LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga; Kicukiro; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) FK ADVOCATES of KN 4 AVE, 65 St, Nyarugenge, Monnier House, 2nd Floor, P.O Box: 6936 Kigali , 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (39) Air transport; courier services; deliver of goods; freight (shipping of goods); freighting; luggage storage; 

passenger transport; rental of warehouse; services for transporting legal documents; storage/warehousing; storage of 

goods 
(540) RWANDAIR CARGO (and logo)  Disclaim the word "CARGO" separately 

and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/681 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWANDAIR LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga; Kicukiro; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) FK ADVOCATES of KN 4 AVE, 65 St, Nyarugenge, Monnier House, 2nd Floor, P.O Box: 6936 Kigali , 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (43) Food and drink catering; cafeteria services; cafe services. 

(540) RWANDAIR CATERING (and logo)  Disclaim the word "CATERING" 

separately and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 
  

 

__________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/682 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWANDAIR LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga; Kicukiro; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) FK ADVOCATES of KN 4 AVE, 65 St, Nyarugenge, Monnier House, 2nd Floor, P.O Box: 6936 Kigali , 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (39) Air transport; Air craft rentals; courier services; deliver of goods; freight (shipping of goods); freighting; 

luggage storage; passenger transport;  rental of warehouse; services for transporting legal documents; 

storage/warehousing; storage of goods; transport; transport of travelers; travel reservation. 
(540) RWANDAIR    

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/683 (320) 07/09/2023   
(750) RWANDAIR LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga; Kicukiro; Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) FK ADVOCATES of KN 4 AVE, 65 St, Nyarugenge, Monnier House, 2nd Floor, P.O Box: 6936 Kigali , 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (39) Air transport; Air craft rentals; courier services; deliver of goods; freight (shipping of goods); freighting; 

luggage storage; passenger transport; rental of warehouse; services for transporting legal documents; 

storage/warehousing; storage of goods; transport; transport of travelers; travel reservation. 
(540)     

 
  

 

__________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/684 (320) 08/09/2023   
(750) FOD PLUS Ltd 
(731) Rukomo, Gicumbi, Northern Province, Rwanda 
(740) UMUBYEYUTUJE Oda of Gisozi, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (33) Wine 

(540) PRIMO PLUS (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/685 (320) 08/09/2023   
(750) DRS SECRET WORLDWIDE MANUFACTURING SDN.BHD 
(731) NO.12,JALAN PERUSAHAAN SUNGAI LOKAN 3, 13800BUTTERWORTH,PULAU PENANG, Malaysia 
(740) STABIT ADVOCATES of Kimihurura , Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali 
(510) (5) Enzyme Dietary Supplements; Glucose dietary supplements; Homogenized food adapted for medical purposes; 

Mineral Food Supplements; Nutritional supplements. 
(540) KOPI VITAMIN (and logo)  There is no exclusive right that shall be given to the registration and 

use of the word ''Vitamin'' separetly and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 

  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/686 (320) 12/09/2023   
(750) MUSASHI SEIMITSU KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Musashi Seimitsu Industry Co., Ltd.) 
(731) 39-5 Aza Daizen Ueta-Cho, Toyahashi-shi, Aichi 441-8560, Japan 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (12) Automobiles; electric cars; electric bicycles; electric motor cycles; motorcycles; electric vehicles; motors for 

land vehicles; tricycles; rickshaws; reduction gears, machine elements for land vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; 

transmission mechanisms for land vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; motors, electric, for land vehicles; structural 

parts for automobiles; structural parts for bicycles; structural parts for motorcycles; transmission components for land 

vehicles; drive units for electric vehicles; camshafts for automobile and motorcycle engines. 
(540) 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/687 (320) 12/09/2023   
(750) MUSASHI SEIMITSU KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Musashi Seimitsu Industry Co., Ltd.) 
(731) 39-5 Aza Daizen Ueta-Cho, Toyahashi-shi, Aichi 441-8560, Japan 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (12) Automobiles; electric cars; electric bicycles; electric motor cycles; motorcycles; electric vehicles; motors for 

land vehicles; tricycles; rickshaws; reduction gears, machine elements for land vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; 

transmission mechanisms for land vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; motors, electric, for land vehicles; structural 

parts for automobiles; structural parts for bicycles; structural parts for motorcycles; transmission components for land 

vehicles; drive units for electric vehicles; camshafts for automobile and motorcycle engines. 
(540) MUSASHI (and logo)    

    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/688 (320) 13/09/2023   
(750) Aaliya janmohamed 
(731) 145 Coral Sands Place, NE, T3J3J2, Calgary, Canada 
(740) GILGAL LAW FIRM of Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali 
(510) (7) Bicycle Dynamos, blenders, electric for household purposes, blowing machines for exhaustion of dust, etc; bottle 

camping machines, bottle filling machines, bottles sealing machines, bottle stoppering machines, bottle washing 

machines. Compressors for refrigerators, current generators, filters (part of machines or engines), flour mill 

machines, flour mills, generators of electricity, grinders/ crushers, electric, for household purposes, mills ( machines), 

mineral water making machines, pistons for engines, pistons (parts of machines or engines), rings (pistons) sewing 

machines, shock absorber plungers (parts of machines). Super heaters, vacuum cleaners, washing apparatus, washing 

machines, welding machines, electric. , (8) agricultural implements, hand-operated; agricultural forks [hand tools]; 

gardening and landscaping tools; hand-operated agricultural, gardening and landscaping tools; hand-operated tools 

for carpenters, artists and other craftsperson, for example, hammers, chisels and gravers; handles for hand-operated 

hand tools, such as knives and scythes; electric and non-electric hand implements for personal grooming and body 

art, for example, razors, implements for hair curling, tattooing, and for manicure and pedicure; hand-operated pumps; 

table cutlery, such as knives, forks and spoons, including those made of precious metals., (9) Amplifiers, antennas, 

anti-theft warning apparatus, attracting and killing insects (electrical devices), batteries, electric, batteries, electric for 

vehicles, batteries for lighting, cabinet for loudspeakers, cables (coaxial), cables, electric cables (fiber optic), cables 

(junction sleeves for electric), calculating disks, calculating achiness, camcorders, cameras (cinematographic), 

cameras ( photography), cash registers, cassettes players, cinematographic cameras, cinematographic film (Apparatus 

for editing), cinematographic film, exposed, circuit closers, cleaning apparatus for phonograph apparatus records, 

circuit breakers, cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs, coaxial cables, coin-operated mechanisms for 

television sets, compact disc players, compact discs.  and (11) Acetylene generators, air conditioning apparatus, bath 

fittings, bath fittings (hot air), bath installations, bath installations (sauna), bath linings, bath plumbing fixtures, bath 

tubs, bath tubs for sits baths, bath (heaters for-), bath (spa) (vessels), bicycle lights, bread toasters, burners, burners 

(gas, chandeliers driers (hairs, electric lamps, fans (electric) for personal use, fittings ( bath), freezers, gas boilers, gas 

burners, ice boxes, kettles, electric, microwave ovens (cooking apparatus), oven (microwave) for industrial purposes, 

refrigerators, sauna bath installations, shower cubicles (enclosures (Am), showers, stoves, stoves (heating apparatus), 

toasters. 
(540) BOSS (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/689 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) WAHAHA FOOD RWANDA CO Ltd 
(731) Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali., Rwanda 
(740) XINGHONG LI of Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali. 
(510) (6) Safes, electronic., (7) Food preparation machine electromechanical., (9) Electronic notice boards., (21) cold packs 

for chilling food and beverages., (29) Cream[ dairy, products], (30) Noodle -based prepared meals. and (34) 

Absorbent paper for tobacco pipes 
(540) WAHAHA    

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/690 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) MOLA  RWANDA Ltd 
(731) Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Nina  UWASE of Kimihurura,Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (25) Sandals 

(540) SHIZA (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/691 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) UNBIASED CONSULTANCY Ltd 
(731) Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) TOBIAS ROTHE of GASABO-KIGALI 
(510) (9) Mobile phone/ cell Phone/ Cellular Phone and (35) Administrative Processing of purchase Order, Marketing 

(540) SMARTPHONE FOR ALL (and logo)  Disclaim the word 

"SMARTPHONE", "FOR" and "ALL" 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/692 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) AL-TAWFIK INTERNATIONAL COMPANY Ltd 
(731) Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Wessam Abdull Kadder Tawffik of Damascus- Mazzeh 
(510) (39) Car rental, Car transport, Chauffeur services Taxi services, travellors transport 

(540) Bitcoin    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/693 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) LIPTIS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PRODUCT (S.A.E) 
(731) PLOT NO.B/2TH Industrial zone, 6th October city, Egypt 
(740) IRAZIRIKANA Israel of NGOMA-HUYE-SOUTHERN 
(510) (5) Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food 

and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and 

animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants; preparation for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides. 
(540) TADALIPTIS (and logo)    

    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/694 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) LIPTIS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PRODUCT (S.A.E) 
(731) PLOT NO.B/2TH Industrial zone, 6th October city, Egypt 
(740) IRAZIRIKANA Israel of NGOMA-HUYE-SOUTHERN 
(510) (5) Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food 

and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and 

animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants; preparation for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides. 
(540) ATROZEMB (and logo)    

    
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/695 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) LIPTIS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PRODUCT (S.A.E) 
(731) PLOT NO.B/2TH Industrial zone, 6th October city, Egypt 
(740) IRAZIRIKANA Israel of NGOMA, HUYE, SOUTHERN 
(510) (5) Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food 

and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and 

animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants; preparation for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides. 
(540) DEPAVERDACTIN PLUS (and logo)    

   
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/696 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) LIPTIS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PRODUCT (S.A.E) 
(731) PLOT NO.B/2TH Industrial zone, 6th October city, Egypt 
(740) IRAZIRIKANA Israel of NGOMA-HUYE-SOUTHERN 
(510) (5) Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food 

and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and 

animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants; preparation for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides. 
(540) DAPAVERDACTIN PLUS (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/698 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) LIPTIS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PRODUCT (S.A.E) 
(731) PLOT NO.B/2TH Industrial zone, 6th October city, Egypt 
(740) LOFTI ISMAIL ABDEL WAHAB OMAR of PLOT NO. B/2, 6th Industrial Zone, 6th October city 
(510) (5) Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food 

and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and 

animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants; preparation for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides. 
(540) WELLNESS (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/699 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) LIPTIS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PRODUCT (S.A.E) 
(731) PLOT NO.B/2TH Industrial zone, 6th October city, Egypt 
(740) LOFTI ISMAIL ABDEL WAHAB OMAR of PLOT NO. B/2, 6th Industrial Zone, 6th October city 
(510) (5) Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food 

and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and 

animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants; preparation for 

destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides. 
(540) UNSIATEM (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/700 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) ONE ACRE FUND CBC 
(731) Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Milindi SIBOMANA Sylver of Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (30) Maize flour 

(540) IYACU (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/701 (320) 11/09/2023   
(750) CONTINENTAL RESOURCES SDN BHD 
(731) Lot, 2239, Jalan Rajawali, Batu 9, Kampung Kebun Baru, 42500 Telok Panglima Garang, Kuala Langat, Selangor, 

Malaysia 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (29) Edible oils; coconut oil for food; condensed milk; edible fats; margarine; milk products; palm kernel oil for 

food; palm oil for food; powdered milk; soya bean oil for food; sunflower oil for food; canned fruits; canned 

vegetables 
(540) CHERI-MAMA (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/702 (320) 11/09/2023   
(750) YiWu KeMei Electric Appliance CO., Ltd. 
(731) No. 1377-1, Yinhai International Business Center, No.1377 Chouzhou North Road, Futian Street, Yiwu City, 

Zhejiang Province, Peoples Republic of China 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House, 3rd floor, No.548, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (8)  Scissors; Beard clippers; Curling tongs; Hand implements for hair curling; Hair clippers for personal use, electric 

and non-electric; Nail clippers, electric or non-electric; Razors, electric or non-electric; Depilation appliances, 

electric and non-electric; Eyelash curlers; Vegetable peelers, hand operated; Table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; 

Manicure sets, electric; Pedicure sets; Kitchen knives; Flat irons; Egg slicers, non-electric. and (11) Kettles, electric; 

Electric cooktops; Hair driers; Bread baking machines; Fabric steamers; Air fryers; Tortilla presses, electric; Electric 

sandwich makers; Multicookers; Coffee machines, electric; Roasting apparatus; Laundry dryers, electric; Autoclaves, 

electric, for cooking; Electric fans for personal use; Air purifying apparatus and machines; Deep fryers, electric; Soya 

milk making machines, electric; Steam facial apparatus [saunas]; Fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes; 

Electric rice cookers. 
(540) MPRO (and logo)    

    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/703 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) SHANDONG WEIFANG RAINBOW CHEMICAL CO.,LTD 
(731) N0.03001 Ivjian Road, Binhai Economic Development Area, Weifang, Shandong, Peoples Republic of China 
(740) UMWALI Sylivie of Kigali City 
(510) (5) Fungicides 

(540) PORSELEN 5 SG    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/704 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) Shandong Weifang Rainbow Chemical Co.,ltd 
(731) NO.03001 Lvjian Road, Binhai Economic Development Area,Weifang, Shandong, Peoples Republic of China 
(740) Me UMWALI Sylvie of Kigali City 
(510) (5) Insecticides 

(540) LARGIN 50 EC    
__________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/705 (320) 14/09/2023   
(750) SHANDONG WEIFADNG RAINBOW CHEMICAL CO., LTD 
(731) N0.03001 lvjian Road, Binhai Economic Development Area, Weifang,Shandong, Peoples Republic of China 
(740) UMWALI Sylivie of Kigali City 
(510) (5) Herbicides 

(540) TRILLA 800SC    
__________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/708 (320) 15/09/2023   
(750) NEOKA LTD 
(731) JABANA, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) NYIRANSHIMIYIMANA Epiphanie of JABANA,GASABO,KIGALI 
(510) (30) Maize flour 

(540) KAWAII (and logo)  There is no exclusive right that shall be given to the registration and use of the 

word '' Maize'' and ''Flour'' separately and apart from the mark as whole. 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/709 (320) 18/09/2023   
(750) Mchezo IP 
(731) Makuza Peace Plaza 12th floor, Kigali , Rwanda 
(740) Trust Law Chambers of KG 569 ST, TLC House, Kacyiru, P.o.Box 6679 Kigali 
(510) (35) Administration of consumer loyalty programs; Administration of frequent flyer programs; Advertising publicity; 

Advertising agency services; publicity agency services; Arranging and conducting of commercial events; 

Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services; Development of advertising concepts; 

Development of marketing concepts; Influencer marketing. 
(540) Mchezo (and logo)    

    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/710 (320) 18/09/2023   
(750) Mchezo IP 
(731) Makuza Peace Plaza 12th floor, Kigali , Rwanda 
(740) Trust Law Chambers of KG 569 ST, TLC House, Kacyiru, P.o.Box 6679 Kigali 
(510) (35) Administration of consumer loyalty programs; Administration of frequent flyer programs; Advertising publicity; 

Advertising agency services ; publicity agency services; Arranging and conducting of commercial events; 

Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services ;Development of advertising concepts; 

Development of marketing concepts; Influencer marketing 
(540) Mchezo (and logo)    

    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/711 (320) 18/09/2023   
(750) Mchezo IP 
(731) Makuza Peace Plaza 12th floor, Kigali , Rwanda 
(740) Trust Law Chambers of KG 569 ST, TLC House, Kacyiru, P.o.Box 6679 Kigali 
(510) (35) Administration of consumer loyalty programs ; Administration of frequent flyer programs; Advertising 

publicity; Advertising agency services ; publicity agency services ;Arranging and conducting of commercial events; 

Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services; Development of advertising concepts; 

Development of marketing concepts; Influencer marketing 
(540) Mchezo (and logo)    

    
__________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/715 (320) 18/09/2023   
(750) KGL POWER GENERATIOPN Ltd 
(731) Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) SERPIL OZDEMIR of Remera, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (37) Elevator Installation and repair 

(540) EUROMACH (and logo)    

    
__________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/714 (320) 18/09/2023   
(750) KGL POWER GENERATIOPN Ltd 
(731) Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) SERPIL OZDEMIR of Remera, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (37) Elevator Installation and repair 

(540) LOHER (and logo)    

    
__________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/716 (320) 18/09/2023   
(750) FMMB Ltd 
(731) JABANA, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) GATETE Aliance of Jabana, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (30) Maize Floor 

(540)    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/717 (320) 19/09/2023   
(750) KIGALI INFO LTD 
(731) Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Jean Paul BUKOMBE of Nyarugenge, Kigali 
(510) (36) Saving Bank services, Investment 0f fund, Capital investment, Ewallet payment services, Installment Loan. 

(540) MSAVE (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/719 (320) 20/09/2023   
(750) Birhan International company ltd 
(731) KIMIRONKO-GASABO-KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) HAGOS BERHANE ABRAHA of KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI 
(510) (9) Optical Glass, Optical Lenses 

(540) VISION CRAFTERS (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Optical", "Lens", "Production" and 

"Rwanda" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/718 (320) 20/09/2023   
(750) Shenzhen Chuangwei-RGB Electronics Co., Ltd. 
(731) 13-16F, Bldg A, Skyworth Bldg, Shennan Main Rd., Yuehai St., Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, Peoples 

Republic of China 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (9) Computer programs, downloadable; mobile phone applications, downloadable; liquid crystal display [LCD] 

screens; Interactive touch screen terminals; network communication equipment; wireless routers; television 

apparatus; Television monitors; earphones; Microphones; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; 

Virtual reality headsets; multimedia projectors; set-top boxes; cabinets for loudspeakers; Photovoltaic installations 

and equipment for solar power generation; solar inverters; energy storage batteries; energy storage systems; Theft 

prevention installations, electric. 
(540) SINOTEC (and logo)    

   
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/720 (320) 21/09/2023   
(750) BENA COSMETICS LTD 
(731) REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) Regine UMUGWANEZA of REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI 
(510) (3) Cosmetics, cleaning preparation, cosmetic creams, cosmetic preparation for the skin care, cosmetic preparation 

for baths, cosmetic for animals, cosmetic for children. 
(540) BENA (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/721 (320) 21/09/2023   
(750) ZHONGLU INDUSTRIAL LIABILITY CO. Ltd 
(731) MULINDI, NDERA, GASABO, Rwanda 
(740) ZHOU CHUNNIAN of Kagarama, Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (33) Liquor 

(540) Z.C.N.MILESTONE (and logo)  Disclaim the word "MILESTONE" separately and apart from 

the mark as a whole 
 

__________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/722 (320) 21/09/2023   
(750) ROBA INDUSTRIES Ltd 
(731) P.O BOX 5556 KIGALI, NTARAMA, KANZENZE, BUGESERA, Rwanda 
(740) BAFAKURERA Robert of P.O BOX 5556, Kigali 
(510) (29) Edible Fats, Oils for food, Olive oil for food, Palm kernel or for food, Soya bean oil for food, Sun flower oil for 

food. 
(540) NATURE' GOLD (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Refined", "Sunflower" 

and "Oil" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/723 (320) 21/09/2023   
(750) 3K& COMPANY LTD 
(731) FUMBWE, RWAMAGANA, EASTERN, Rwanda 
(740) INGABIRE Janviere of Kicukiro, Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (3) Detergents, other than per use in manufacturing operations and for Medical purposes. 

(540) BELLY (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/724 (320) 21/09/2023   
(750) 3K& COMPANY LTD 
(731) FUMBWE, RWAMAGANA, EASTERN, Rwanda 
(740) INGABIRE Janviere 

Kicukiro, Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (3) Detergents, other than per use in manufacturing operations and for Medical purposes. 

(540) FRESH PALM (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Fresh" separately and apart 

from the mark as a whole 
 

 

  

 

_________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/725 (320) 21/09/2023   
(750) 3K& COMPANY LTD 
(731) FUMBWE, RWAMAGANA, EASTERN, Rwanda 
(740) INGABIRE Janviere of Kicukiro, Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (3) Detergents, other than per use in manufacturing operations and for Medical purposes. 

(540) DINEX (and logo)    

 

  

 

__________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/726 (320) 21/09/2023   
(750) 3K& COMPANY LTD 
(731) FUMBWE, RWAMAGANA, EASTERN, Rwanda 
(740) INGABIRE Janviere of Kicukiro, Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (3) Detergents, other than per use in manufacturing operations and for Medical purposes. 

(540) VNIQE (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/727 (320) 21/09/2023   
(750) 3K& COMPANY LTD 
(731) FUMBWE, RWAMAGANA, EASTERN, Rwanda 
(740) INGABIRE Janviere of Kicukiro, Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (3) Detergents, other than per use in manufacturing operations and for Medical purposes. 

(540) BEAST (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/730 (320) 22/09/2023   
(750) ALPHA UNITY LTD 
(731) Nyarugunga, Kicukiro, Rwanda 
(740) NTEZIRYAYO Alphonse of Nyarugunga, Kicukiro 
(510) (36) Rental of appartment 

(540) HOZAANA APPARTMENT HOTEL Disclaimer: There is no exclusive right that shall be given to 

the registration and use of the word '' appartment' and '' Hotel'' separately and apart from the 

mark as whole. 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/732 (320) 26/09/2023   
(750) GREEN HARVEST PRODUCTS Ltd 
(731) Rulindo, Northern Province, Rwanda 
(740) SURAITH MBARUTE of GITEGA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (29) Eggs, Fruit jellies, Fruit pulp, Fruit salads, Fruit based concentrate, fruit pro, F.tinned, Ginjer fam, Jams, Onions 

preserved. onion lings, Pickles, Peanut butter, Sardines, Sausage, soya beans,tomato puree, tomato juice, tomato 

paste, vegetables, preserved, cooked, V.tinned canned., (30) Chutneys, condiment, front confectionery, ginger, pasto, 

sauces, spice, Tomato sauce. and (31) Eggs hatching, Fresh ginger, Garlic. 
(540) SPARK (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/733 (320) 27/09/2023   
(750) BlueScope Steel Limited 
(731) Level 24, 181 William Street, Melbourne, Victoria 3000, Australia 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (6) Common metals and their alloys; metal in the form of sheets, coils, strips, plates, bars, rods, slabs and ingots; 

percolated metal sheets, coils and strips including prepainted metal sheets, coils and strips; metal building materials; 

metal roof and wall cladding, metal roof and floor decking; water tanks of metal; metal rainwater products including 

guttering and downpipes; metal fencing materials including metal posts, fencing frames and panels; metal facias, 

guttering and ridge capping. 
(540) COLORBOND    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/734 (320) 27/09/2023   
(750) Amara Raja Batteries Limited 
(731) Renigunta-Cuddapah Road, Karakambadi, Tirupati-517520, Andhra Pradesh, India 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (9) Batteries, automotive batteries and lead-acid batteries. 

(540) AMARON (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Last Long" and "Really Long" 

separately and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/735 (320) 27/09/2023   
(750) REAL250 Ltd 
(731) Gisement, Rukiri, Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Sunday MUGABO of Kacyiru, Kigali 
(510) (36) Loans (financing), E-wallet payment services, electronic funds transfer, electronic funds transfer provided to 

block chain technology, financial management of re-imbursement payment for others, financial sponsorship, 

instalment loans. 
(540) Tira4me    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/736 (320) 27/09/2023   
(750) HONEY BEAT COMPANY LTD 
(731) NYAMATA-BUGESERA, Rwanda 
(740) UMURERWA Rebecca of NYAMATA-BUGESERA 
(510) (30) Honey, (31) Live animals and (43) Food and drinks catering, Café  services 

(540) Mirella (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/737 (320) 27/09/2023   
(750) PRIMECEMENT LTD 
(731) KN 67 St, Kigali, Sanlam Tower 7th Flour Head office, Rwanda 
(740) Mahmoud NASR Mohamed NASAR of KG 9 Ave, RW Nyarutarama No.46 
(510) (19) CEMENT 

(540) RUTARE    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2023/738 (320) 27/09/2023   
(750) PRIMECEMENT LTD 
(731) KN 67 St, Kigali, Sanlam Tower 7th Flour Head office, Rwanda 
(740) Mahmoud NASR Mohamed NASAR of KG 9 Ave, RW Nyarutarama No.46 
(510) (19) CEMENT 

(540) NOZA    
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/739 (320) 27/09/2023   
(750) PRIMECEMENT LTD 
(731) KN 67 St, Kigali, Sanlam Tower 7th Flour Head office, Rwanda 
(740) Mahmoud NASR Mohamed NASAR 

KG 9 Ave, RW Nyarutarama No.46 
(510) (19) CEMENT 

(540) PRIMECEMENT (and logo)  Disclaim the word "cement" separately and apart from mark as a 

whole 
 

    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/740 (320) 27/09/2023   
(750) PRIMECEMENT LTD 
(731) KN 67 St, Kigali, Sanlam Tower 7th Flour Head office, Rwanda 
(740) Mahmoud NASR Mohamed NASAR of KG 9 Ave, RW Nyarutarama No.46 
(510) (19) CEMENT 

(540) RAMBA    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/741 (320) 28/09/2023   
(750) EXPHAR 
(731) Avenue Thomas Edison 105, 1402 Thines, Belgium 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No. 548, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (5) Produits pharmaceutiques. 

(540) BETALEN    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/742 (320) 28/09/2023   
(750) Birhan International Co.Ltd 
(731) KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) HAGOS BERHANE ABRAHA of KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI 
(510) (44) Health Center 

(540) OPTIVISION  (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/743 (320) 28/09/2023   
(750) NGORORERO DISTRICT 
(731) Ngororero, Western Province, Rwanda 
(740) Christophe NKUSI of Ngororero, Western Province 
(510) (30) Tea, Tea based beverages 

(540) Rubaya    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2023/744 (320) 29/09/2023   
(750) NYARUGURU DISTRICT 
(731) Nyaruguru, Southern Province, Rwanda 
(740) MURWANASHYAKA Emmanuel of Nyaruguru, Southern Province 
(510) (30) Tea, Tea based beverages 

(540) NSHILI KIVU    
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2023/745 (320) 29/09/2023   
(750) INCUTI FOODS 
(731) GAHANGA-KICUKIRO, Rwanda 
(740) GASHONGA KALIWABO Tresor of GAHANGA-KICUKIRO 
(510) (30) Spices, condiments, sauces, seasonings, coffee. 

(540) TSALA (and logo)    

    
 

II. LOCAL TRADEMARKS REGISTERED 

 

___________ 

__________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

(111) 161/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) G.U.D. Holding (Pty) Ltd 

(731) 3 The Avenue East, Prospecton, 4110, KwaZulu-Natal, Republic of South Africa 

(740) Cedar Ark Law of 14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 12 

(540) SAFELINE BRAKEPADS (and logo) 
  The word " brakepads " separately and apart of the mark as a whole 

(111) 169/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) INDIGO BRAND HOLDINGS PROPRIETARY LIMITED 

(731) Evans Avenue, Epping, Cape Town, Western Cape, Republic of South Africa 

(740) Cedar Ark Law of 14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 3 

(540) I LOVE SUMMER (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 174/2023 (151) 09/10/2023 

(750) INDIGO BRAND HOLDINGS PROPRIETARY LIMITED 

(731) Evans Avenue, Epping, Cape Town, Western Cape, Republic of South Africa 

(740) Cedar Ark Law of 14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 3 

(540) LIPS IN HEART (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 417/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) ROBA INDUSTRIES Ltd 

(731) P.O BOX 5556 KIGALI, NTARAMA, KANZENZE, BUGESERA, Rwanda 

(740) BAFAKURERA Robert of P.O BOX 5556, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 29 

(540) YACU (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 418/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) GREEN NEST Ltd 

(731) NTARABANA, RULINDO, Rwanda 

(740) SANGANO Innocent of NTARABANA, RULINDO 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) SANGOOS 
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___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

(111) 420/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) ExCraft Ltd 

(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) MUTONI Sumaiya of Nyarugenge, Kigali 

(511) (5) Babies diapers/babies napkins 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) CANDY BABY (and logo) 

 
Disclaim the word "BABY" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 

(111) 421/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(330) 017370933  20/10/2017  EU 

(750) Deep Dive LLC 

(731) 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington Delaware 19801, U.S.A. 

(740) Trust Law Chambers of KG 5695ST , TLC House#4, Kacyiru P.O Box 6679, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) DEEP SCREEN 

(111) 422/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) German Lebanese co. for Industry 

(731) Qalyubia, Obour City, Industrial Zone, B/C, Plot 1B, Block El Mahager, Egypt 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of P.O.Box1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 2 

(540) DAY-TONE (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 423/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) INDATWA FAMILY COMPANY Ltd 

(731) NDERA; GASABO; KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) UMUHOZA Valentine of KANOMBE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 32 

(540) MWENYURA 

(111) 424/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) NEW SINAPIS  LTD 

(731) Muhima, Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) IRISA Clarisse of Gikondo, Kicukiro, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31, 33, 37, 39, 42 and 43 

(540) SINAPIS (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 425/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) NICE PROCESSING LTD 

(731) MUSANZE, NORTHERN, Rwanda 

(740) MUREBWAYIRE Marie Claire of MUSANZE, NORTHERN 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) VINOMENA (and logo) 
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___________ 

___________ 

 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

 

___________ 

(111) 426/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) Vodafone Group PLC 

(731) Vodafone House, The Connection, Newbury, Berkshire RG14 2FN, United Kingdom 

(740) Blessed law firm ltd/ MAKUZA Desire of Nartzalus House, 3rd floor, No.548, Gasabo, kigali 

(510) Int Class 9, 35 and 38 

(540) VODACOM 

(111) 427/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) RAZISKA LTD 

(731) Kimironko, Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Razia UWIMANA of Kimironko, Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali 

(510) Int Class 41 and 44 

(540) HUZA CONNECT VOLUNTEER INTERNATIONAL 

 Disclaim the word "VOLUNTEER" and "INTERNATIONAL" separately and apart from the 

mark as a whole 

(111) 428/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) KIGALI REAL ESTATE Ltd 

(731) KINYINYA, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) BAFAKULELA Robert of P.O BOX 5556, Kigali 

(511) (43) Accommodation bureau services, bar services,, cafe services, canteen services, restaurant services. 

(510) Int Class 43 

(540) MIST (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 432/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) AUTOXPRESS RWANDA Ltd 

(731) BP 1525 KIGALI, AVE KGG, NYARUTARAMA, Rwanda 

(740) PARESH SHAH of Kigali 

(510) Int Class 12 and 39 

(540) MARATHON (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 433/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) AVIPRO CO LTD 

(731) C/o Eclosia Group Headquarters, Gentilly, Moka, Mauritius 

(740) Blessed law firm ltd/ MAKUZA Desire Nartzalus House, 3rd floor, No.548, Gasabo, kigali 

(510) Int Class 29, 30, 32 and 33 

(540) IZIWACU (and logo) 
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___________ 

_______ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

 

___________ 

(111) 434/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) Match Masters Limited 

(731) P.O. Box 72237-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 34 

(540) FLORA 

(111) 435/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) AstraZeneca AB 

(731) SE-151 85 Södertälje, Sweden 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) SYMBICORT 

(111) 436/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) Match Masters Limited 

(731) P.O. Box 72237-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 34 

(540) FLORA (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 437/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) RWANYAGATARE GROUP Ltd 

(731) KN 8 Ave, KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) Eric RWANYAGATARE of KG 424  ST 21 

(510) Int Class 16, 21 and 40 

(540) UMUSAMBI (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 438/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) Deep Dive LLC 

(731) 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington Delaware 19801, U.S.A. 

(740) Cedar Ark Law of 14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 9, 35, 41 and 42 

(540) XROS 

(111) 439/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) TAMUPAY SOLUTIONS Limited 

(731) Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Adv. KALLAGI Arnold of 9 KG 628 St, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 9 and 42 

(540) TAMUPAY 
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___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

__________ 

___________ 

(111) 440/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) JOYCE FASHION DESIGN 

(731) NYARUGENGE, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) UWAMAHORO Joyce of NYARUGENGE, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 25 

(540) JOYCE (and logo) 

 

Disclaim the word "FASHION" and "DESIGN"separately and apart from the mark as a whole 

(111) 441/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) SUKISA INVESTMENT Ltd 

(731) Muhazi, Rwamagana, Eastern, Rwanda 

(740) Halid KIWANUKA of GASABO, KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 30 and 31 

(540) SUKISA (and logo) 

 
 

(111) 443/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) WWW.PAPETERI.COM Ltd 

(731) NYARUGENGE, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) UWAMAHORO Immaculee of NYAMIRAMBO, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 16 

(540) P (and logo) 

 
 

(111) 442/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) SENI COMPANY Limited 

(731) AMASANGANO, KABUYE, JABANA, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) NDAGIJIMANA Vincent of AMASANGANO, KABUYE, JABANA, GASABO, KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 3 

(540) MEGA STAR 

 Disclaim the word "MEGA" and "STAR" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 

(111) 444/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) WDV BRANDS LIMITED 

(731) P O Box 95, 2a Lord Street, Douglas, Isle of Man 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) CLAN MURRAY (and logo) 

 
 

(111) 445/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) WDV BRANDS LIMITED 

(731) P O Box 95, 2a Lord Street, Douglas, Isle of Man 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) CLAN MURRAY 
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___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

 

(111) 447/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) CHEMI & COTEX INDUSTRIES LTD 

(731) New Bagamoyo Road, Plot No. 89/90, Mbezi Industrial Area, Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 3 

(540) WHITEDENT CAVITY FIGHTER (and logo) 

 

Disclaim the word "Cavity" and "Fighter" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 

(111) 448/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) KIKIN CAPITAL Ltd 

(731) JABANA, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) NDENGEYE Jean Paul of JABANA, GASABO, KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) ISATA (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 449/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) Progress 250 LTD 

(731) Kigali , Rwanda 

(740) CYUBAHIRO Eric of Kigali 

(511) (30) Maize flour, couscous 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) INYAMBO 

(111) 323/2023 (151) 07/09/2023 

(750) Formula One Licensing B.V. 

(731) Beursplein 37, 3011 AA Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 9, 16, 18, 25, 28, 38 and 41 

(540) FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX OF RWANDA 

(111) 450/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) Progress 250 LTD 

(731) Kigali , Rwanda 

(740) CYUBAHIRO Eric o fKigali 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) TAMBA 

(111) 451/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) Progress 250 LTD 

(731) Kigali , Rwanda 

(740) CYUBAHIRO Eric of Kigali 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) IREBE 
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___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

(111) 452/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) CFRDTA Ltd 

(731) RUHANGA, RUSORORO, GASABO, Rwanda 

(740) MUNYANGANIZI BIKORO RUHANGA, RUSORORO, GASABO 

(510) Int Class 37 

(540) MB (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 453/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) JING BRAND CO., LTD. 

(731) No.169 Daye Avenue, Daye, Hubei, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Blessed law firm ltd/ MAKUZA Desire of Nartzalus House, 3rd floor, No.548, Gasabo, kigali 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) ZHONG GUO JING JIU (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 454/2023 (151) 04/10/2023 

(750) TAIZHOU QUANSHUN ELECTRIC DRIVE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 

(731) NO. 2555, LUQIAO SECTION, SHUGANG ROAD, PENGJIE TOWN, LUQIAO DISTRICT, TAIZHOU, 

ZHEJIANG, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Blessed law firm ltd/ MAKUZA Desire of Nartzalus House, 3rd floor, No.548, Gasabo, kigali 

(510) Int Class 7 and 12 

(540) QSMOTOR (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 455/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) KIVU  IMPEX LTD 

(731) Gisenyi, Rubavu, Western, Rwanda 

(740) SOLANKI ARJUN of Gisenyi, Rubavu 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) VOLCANO (and logo) 

 

 
Disclaimer: No exclusive rights shall be granted to the use of the wording "Premium quality" and "Wheat 

Flour" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 

(111) 456/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) RAHURA INVESTMENT GROUP Ltd 

(731) KK 730 St., Rebero, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) BASHABE Catherine of KK 730 St., Rebero, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 9, 16, 36, 37, 39, 41 and 42 

(540) RAHURA (and logo) 
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___________ 

___________ 

 

___________ 

(111) 457/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) RAHURA INVESTMENT GROUP Ltd 

(731) KK 730 St., Rebero, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) BASHABE Catherine of KK 730 St., Rebero, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 9, 16, 36, 37, 39, 41 and 42 

(540) RAHURA (and logo) 

 
 

(111) 458/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) KABASH STANDARD INVESTMENT Ltd 

(731) KK 730 ST Rebero, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) BASHABE Catherine of KK 730 St., Rebero, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 20, 24, 25, 39, 41, 42 and 43 

(540) KABASH (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 459/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) NIKOJA Ltd 

(731) Kisaro, Rulindo, Northern, Rwanda 

(740) Jean D'amour NIYIKORA of Kisaro, Rulindo, Northern 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) NIKOJA 

(111) 460/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) THE ENDOWED INC Ltd 

(731) KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) HAKIZIMANA Abdallah of KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 25 

(540) Endo-wed (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 461/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) LAVIYA FOREST  INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Ltd 

(731) RUHANGA, RUSORORO, GASABO, Rwanda 

(740) DONGYING WU of RUHANGA, RUSORORO, GASABO 

(510) Int Class 6 and 20 

(540) MISTER 3 

(111) 462/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) LAVIYA FOREST  INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Ltd 

(731) RUHANGA, RUSORORO, GASABO, Rwanda 

(740) DONGYING WU of RUHANGA, RUSORORO, GASABO 

(510) Int Class 6 

(540) MISTER 7 
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___________ 
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___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

(111) 463/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) LAVIYA FOREST INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Ltd 

(731) RUHANGA, RUSORORO, GASABO, Rwanda 

(740) DONGYING WU of RUHANGA, RUSORORO, GASABO 

(510) Int Class 16 

(540) VOLCANO 

(111) 465/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) LA PAUSE DU CYCLISTE 

(731) BUGESERA, EASTERN, Rwanda 

(740) Joelle HUGUENIN of BUGESERA, EASTERN 

(511) (41) Coaching (training), entertainment services, education information 

(510) Int Class 41 

(540) LA PAUSE DU CYCLISTE 

 Disclaimer: No exclusive rights shall be given to the use of the name CYCLISTE separately and apart from 

the mark as a whole 

(111) 466/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) LA PAUSE DU CYCLISTE 

(731) BUGESERA, EASTERN, Rwanda 

(740) Joelle HUGUENIN of BUGESERA, EASTERN 

(510) Int Class 43 

(540) LA FERME DU BONHEUR 

(111) 468/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) COSMOS IMPEX LTD 

(731) GISENYI, RUBAVU, WESTERN, Rwanda 

(740) SOLANKI JAYESHKUMAR MUKEBESHBHAI of GISENYI, RUBAVU, WESTERN 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) COSMOS (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 469/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) COSMOS IMPEX LTD 

(731) GISENYI, RUBAVU, WESTERN, Rwanda 

(740) SOLANKI JAYESHKUMAR MUKEBESHBHAI of GISENYI, RUBAVU, WESTERN 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) BIG FAN POP (and logo) 

 

 
Disclaimer: No exclusivity shall be given to the use of the wording "POP" and "Lollipop" separately and 

apart from the mark as a whole 

(111) 470/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) AstraZeneca AB 

(731) SE-151 85 Södertälje, Sweden 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (5) Pharmaceutical preparations and substances 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) PLENDIL 
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___________ 

_______ 

 

___________ 

(111) 471/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) COVENANT MOTEL Ltd 

(731) Ngoma, Huye, SOUTHERN, Rwanda 

(740) Venantie UWIMANA of Ngoma, Huye, Amajyepfo 

(510) Int Class 43 

(540) COVENANT MOTEL (and logo) 

 Disclaim the word "MOTEL" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 

(111) 473/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) ALFA HOLDINGS LTD 

(731) Plot, C10, KSEZ, Masoro, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Ali Mohammed Somji of Plot, C10, KSEZ, Masoro, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) ALFA CABLES (and logo) 

 

Disclaim the word "Cables" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 

(111) 474/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) ROUMEZA Ltd 

(731) KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) Regis DUSHIMIYIMANA of KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 25 

(540) KOTANA (and logo) 

  

(111) 475/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) ROUMEZA Ltd 

(731) KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) Regis DUSHIMIYIMANA of KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 25 

(540) KOOTANA (and logo) 

  

(111) 476/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) HEXAKOMB Ltd 

(731) KN 2 Ave KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) Enest KAYINAMURA of KK 577 KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 42 

(540) HEXAKOMB (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 477/2023 (151) 05/10/2023 

(750) HEXAKOMB Ltd 

(731) KN 2 Ave KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) Enest KAYINAMURA of KK 577 KIGALI 

(540) NOKANDA (and logo) 
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___________ 

___________ 

 

___________ 

(111) 478/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) ZURI FMCG Ltd 

(731) GIKONDO, KICUKIRO, KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) Peter STEVENS of KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 5, 29, 30 and 31 

(540) ZURI (and logo) 

 
 

(111) 479/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) KIVU IMPEX LTD 

(731) Gisenyi, Rubavu, Western, Rwanda 

(740) ARJUN SOLANKI of Gisenyi, Rubavu, Western 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) KIVU KWETU 

 Disclaim the word "KIVU" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 

(111) 480/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) MITSUBISHI JIDOSHA KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 

(731) 1-21, Shibaura 3-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-8410, Japan 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House, 3rd Floor, No 548, Gasabo, Kigali 

(511) (12) Automobiles, parts and fittings thereof. 

(510) Int Class 12 

(540) SPORTERO 

(111) 481/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) MASAKA CREAMERY LIMITED 

(731) Plot G5, Prime Economic Zone, Masoro, 250, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Jonathan Porter of Plot G5, Prime Economic Zone, Masoro, 250, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 1, 29, 30, 32, 35, 38 and 43 

(540) M (and logo) 

 
 

(111) 482/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) MASAKA CREAMERY LIMITED 

(731) Plot G5, Prime Economic Zone, Masoro, 250, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Jonathan Porter of Plot G5, Prime Economic Zone, Masoro, 250, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 1, 29, 30, 32, 35, 38 and 43 

(540) MASAKA FARMS (and logo) 

 
 

(111) 483/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) Société BISO NA BISO SARL 

(731) Avenue de la Presse no 11/14, Commune de la Gombe, Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo 

(740) Me.SAFARI GAHIZI of Global Trade Law Chambers of Gasabo, Remera, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 3, 8, 14, 16 and 18 

(540) DUKAN 
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___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

 

III.MADRID MARKS ACCEPTED 

 

(310) MD/M/1/469344 (320) 02/09/2022   

(750) PERFETTI VAN MELLE S.P.A. 

(731) Via XXV Aprile, 7 LAINATE (MI)  I-20045, Italy 

(740) Perfetti Van Melle S.p.A. of VIA XXV APRILE 7  I-20045 LAINATE (MI) 

(540) CENTER FRUIT (and logo)  

    

___________ 

(111) 484/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) REAL CENTURY COMPANY LTD 

(731) Bishenyi, Muganza, Runda, Kamonyi, Southern , Rwanda 

(740) Eliezer HABUMUGISHA of Bishenyi, Muganza, Runda, Kamonyi 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) BEULLA (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 486/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) Havells India Limited 

(731) QRG Towers 2D, Sector-126 Expressway, Noida - 201304 U.P., India 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTDof Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) REO (and logo) 

 
 

(111) 487/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) Havells India Limited 

(731) QRG Towers 2D, Sector-126 Expressway, Noida - 201304 U.P., India 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 7 

(540) REO (and logo) 

  

(111) 488/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) Havells India Limited 

(731) QRG Towers 2D, Sector-126 Expressway, Noida - 201304 U.P., India 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 11 

(540) REO (and logo) 

  

(111) 489/2023 (151) 06/10/2023 

(750) ZATOMS Ltd 

(731) NYAMATA, BUGESERA, EASTERN, Rwanda 

(740) GATERA Zuulaih of GATENGA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 29 

(540) ZATOMS (and logo) 
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(310) MD/M/1/1654163 (320) 13/10/2021   

(750) Fellowship of Christian Athletes 

(731) 8701 LEEDS ROAD KANSAS CITY MO 64129, U.S.A. 

(740) Stephen D. Wilson, Esq. BEGGS & LANE, RLLP of 501 Commendencia Street Pensacola FL 32502 

(510) (41) Sports camp services, namely, operation of sports and religious camps (term considered too vague by the 

International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Regulations); educational services, namely, conducting training 

workshops and seminars in the field of sports and religion; entertainment in the nature of an on-going podcasts; 

publication of electronic magazines featuring athletics and religion. and (45) Providing christian evangelistic and 

ministerial services directed towards athletes and coaches. 

(540) FCA  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/912848 (320) 15/06/2022   

(750) K+S Minerals and Agriculture GmbH 

(731) Bertha-von-Suttner-Straße 7 34131 Kassel, Germany 

(740) Dr. Björn Schöler of c/o K+S Aktiengesellschaft, Bertha-von-Suttner-Straße 7 34131 Kassel 

(510) (1) Agricultural potassic fertilisers. 

(540) Korn-Kali (and logo)  

    

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/921612 (320) 16/09/2022   

(750) MicroPharm Limited 

(731) Units F & G, Station Road Industrial Estate, Station Road Newcastle Emlyn, Carmarthenshire SA38 9BY, United 

Kingdom 

(740) Abel & Imray of Westpoint Building, James Street West Bath BA1 2DA 

(510) (5) Pharmaceutical preparations; vaccines and serums for human use. 

(540) FAV-Afrique  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1369063 (320) 30/08/2022   

(750) THE PROIMMUNE COMPANY, L.L.C. 

(731) 64 East Market Street Rhinebeck NY 12572, U.S.A. 

(740) John W. McGlynn RatnerPrestia of 2200 Renaissance Blvd, Suite 350 King of Prussia PA 19406 

(510) (5) Vitamins; nutritional supplements; and dietary food supplements. and (32) Protein nutritional drinks not for use as 

a meal replacement. 

(540) IMMUNE FORMULATION 200  

__________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1635706 (320) 14/09/2022   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way MS: 39-1IPL Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) (9) Downloadable computer software. 

(540) SIGNTIME  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1686566 (320) 31/05/2022   

(750) 10th of Ramadan for Glass Products  (Dr. Greiche) 

(731) 3rd Industrial Zone, 10th of Ramadan City Sharkia, Egypt 

(740) Anwar Fathi Mohammed of 3rd Industrial Zone, 10th of Ramadan City Sharkia 

(510) (20) Mirrors. and (35) Business management, organization and administration services in the field of mirrors. 

(540) «Dr. Greiche» (and logo)  

    

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1686085 (320) 20/07/2022   

(750) TYCUMA, LLC 

(731) 1001 Crofton Landing Suwanee GA 30024, U.S.A. 

(740) Eugene Chang Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP of 787 Seventh Avenue New York NY 10019 

(510) (36) Foreign exchange currency trading services, including currency trading, exchanging money, and other financial 

services related to foreign exchange currency trading. 

(540) TYCUMA  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1643516 (320) 24/08/2022   

(750) Zhejiang Chint Electrics Co., Ltd. 

(731) No. 1 Chint Road, Chint Industrial Zone,  North Baixiang, Yueqing City 325603 Zhejiang Province, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) Unitalen Attorneys At Law of Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No.22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave.,  Chaoyang 

District 100004 Beijing 

(510) (9) Computer software applications, downloadable; intercommunication apparatus; cables, electric; wires, electric; 

rheostats; transformers [electricity]; circuit breakers; switches, electric; converters, electric; electric power 

converters; electrical controlling devices; distribution boxes [electricity]; voltage surge protectors; high and low 

voltage switch board, namely, voltage regulators, voltage monitor modules; theft prevention installations, electric; 

locks, electric; video monitors; counters; measuring instruments; semi-conductors; integrated circuits; electric 

apparatus for commutation; lightning arresters; batteries, electric; solar panels for the production of electricity. 

(540) Chint Global (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1644665 (320) 05/09/2022   

(750) EAGLELINE LIMITED 

(731) JUNCTION BUSINESS CENTRE, 1ST FLOOR, SQAQ LOURDES HMR 3334 ST. JULIANS SWQ, Malta 

(740) JUDr. Jan Bárta of Kaprova 42/14 CZ-110 00 Praha 1 

(510) (9) Games software; computer gaming software; software programs for video games; interactive video game 

programs; computer game cartridges; software; educational software; application software; community software; 

computer telephony software; interactive computer software; communication software; programs for computers; 

electronic components for gambling machines; games cartridges for use with electronic games apparatus; juke boxes, 

musical; computer game software for use with on-line interactive games; computer application software featuring 

games and gaming; interactive multimedia software for playing games., (28) Electronic games; quiz games; 

apparatus for games; arcade games; lottery wheels; lottery tickets; slot machines [gaming machines]; coin-operated 

amusement machines; bill-operated gaming equipment; LCD game machines; counters [discs] for games; board 

games; amusement apparatus for use in arcades. and (41) Gambling services; organization of lotteries; games 

equipment rental; casino services; providing casino facilities; leasing of casino games; providing casino facilities 

[gambling]; providing of casino and gaming facilities; casino, gaming and gambling services; providing amusement 

arcade services; video arcade services. 

(540) Sizzle Fire  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1649873 (320) 05/09/2022   

(750) EAGLELINE LIMITED 

(731) JUNCTION BUSINESS CENTRE, 1ST FLOOR, SQAQ LOURDES HMR 3334 ST. JULIANS SWQ, Malta 

(740) JUDr. Jan Bárta of Kaprova 42/14 CZ-110 00 Praha 1 

(510) (9) Games software; software programs for video games; interactive video game programs; cartridges for computer 

games [software]; cartridges for video games [software]; software; educational software; application software; 

community software; computer telephony software; interactive computer software; communication software; 

programs for computers; electronic components for gambling machines; games cartridges for use with electronic 

games apparatus; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; automated teller machines [ATM]., (28) Games; 

sports games; manipulative games; mechanical games; musical games; electronic games; parlor games; board games; 

quiz games; apparatus for games; arcade games; skill and action games; electronic hand-held game units; handheld 

computer games; lottery wheels; lottery tickets; slot machines [gaming machines]; automatic gaming machines; coin-

operated amusement machines; bill-operated gaming equipment; LCD game machines; counters for games; 

amusement apparatus for use in arcades; arcade game machines. and (41) Gambling; operating lotteries; prize draws 

[lotteries]; organising and conducting lotteries; games equipment rental; casino services; providing casino facilities; 

leasing of casino games; providing casino facilities [gambling]; providing of casino and gaming facilities; casino, 

gaming and gambling services; providing amusement arcade services; video arcade services. 

(540) Slot Birds  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1649874 (320) 05/09/2022   

(750) EAGLELINE LIMITED 

(731) JUNCTION BUSINESS CENTRE, 1ST FLOOR, SQAQ LOURDES HMR 3334 ST. JULIANS SWQ, Malta 

(740) JUDr. Jan Bárta of Kaprova 42/14 CZ-110 00 Praha 1 

(510) (9) Games software; software programs for video games; interactive video game programs; cartridges for computer 

games [software]; cartridges for video games [software]; software; educational software; application software; 

community software; computer telephony software; interactive computer software; communication software; 

programs for computers; electronic components for gambling machines; games cartridges for use with electronic 

games apparatus; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; automated teller machines [ATM]., (28) Games; 

sports games; manipulative games; mechanical games; musical games; electronic games; parlor games; board games; 

quiz games; apparatus for games; arcade games; skill and action games; electronic hand-held game units; handheld 

computer games; lottery wheels; lottery tickets; slot machines [gaming machines]; automatic gaming machines; coin-

operated amusement machines; bill-operated gaming equipment; LCD game machines; counters for games; 

amusement apparatus for use in arcades; arcade game machines. and (41) Gambling; operating lotteries; prize draws 

[lotteries]; organising and conducting lotteries; games equipment rental; casino services; providing casino facilities; 

leasing of casino games; providing casino facilities [gambling]; providing of casino and gaming facilities; casino, 

gaming and gambling services; providing amusement arcade services; video arcade services. 

(540) Gangster World  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1655615 (320) 05/09/2022   

(750) EAGLELINE LIMITED 

(731) JUNCTION BUSINESS CENTRE, 1ST FLOOR, SQAQ LOURDES HMR 3334 ST. JULIANS SWQ, Malta 

(740) JUDr. Jan Bárta of Kaprova 42/14 CZ-110 00 Praha 1 

(510) (9) Games software; software programs for video games; interactive video game programs; games (cartridges for 

computer -) [software]; games (cartridges for video -) [software]; software; educational software; application 

software; community software; computer telephony software; interactive computer software; communication 

software; programs for computers; electronic components for gambling machines; games cartridges for use with 

electronic games apparatus; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; automated teller machines [ATM]., (28) 

Games; sports games; manipulative games; mechanical games; musical games; electronic games; parlor games; 

board games; quiz games; apparatus for games; arcade games; skill and action games; electronic hand-held game 

units; handheld computer games; lottery wheels; lottery tickets; slot machines [gaming machines]; automatic gaming 

machines; coin-operated amusement machines; bill-operated gaming equipment; LCD game machines; counters for 

games; amusement apparatus for use in arcades; arcade game machines. and (41) Gambling; operating lotteries; prize 

draws [lotteries]; organising and conducting lotteries; games equipment rental; casino services; providing casino 

facilities; leasing of casino games; providing casino facilities [gambling]; providing of casino and gaming facilities; 

casino, gaming and gambling services; providing amusement arcade services; video arcade services. 

(540) GOLDEN TREASURE  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1655616 (320) 05/09/2022   

(750) EAGLELINE LIMITED 

(731) JUNCTION BUSINESS CENTRE, 1ST FLOOR, SQAQ LOURDES HMR 3334 ST. JULIANS SWQ, Malta 

(740) JUDr. Jan Bárta of Kaprova 42/14 CZ-110 00 Praha 1 

(510) (9) Games software; software programs for video games; interactive video game programs; games (cartridges for 

computer -) [software]; games (cartridges for video -) [software]; software; educational software; application 

software; community software; computer telephony software; interactive computer software; communication 

software; programs for computers; electronic components for gambling machines; games cartridges for use with 

electronic games apparatus; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; automated teller machines [ATM]., (28) 

Games; sports games; manipulative games; mechanical games; musical games; electronic games; parlor games; 

board games; quiz games; apparatus for games; arcade games; skill and action games; electronic hand-held game 

units; handheld computer games; lottery wheels; lottery tickets; slot machines [gaming machines]; automatic gaming 

machines; coin-operated amusement machines; bill-operated gaming equipment; LCD game machines; counters for 

games; amusement apparatus for use in arcades; arcade game machines. and (41) Gambling; operating lotteries; prize 

draws [lotteries]; organising and conducting lotteries; games equipment rental; casino services; providing casino 

facilities; leasing of casino games; providing casino facilities [gambling]; providing of casino and gaming facilities; 

casino, gaming and gambling services; providing amusement arcade services; video arcade services. 

(540) FOUR FRUITS  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1660481 (320) 05/09/2022   

(750) Eagleline Limited 

(731) The Victoria Centre, Unit 2, Lower Ground Floor, Valletta Road MST 9012 MOSTA, Malta 

(740) JUDr. Jan Bárta of Kaprova 42/14 CZ-110 00 Praha 1 

(510) (9) Games software; computer gaming software; software programs for video games; interactive video game 

programs; computer game cartridges; software; educational software; application software; community software; 

computer telephony software; interactive computer software; communication software; programs for computers; 

electronic components for gambling machines; games cartridges for use with electronic games apparatus; juke boxes, 

musical; computer game software for use with on-line interactive games; computer application software featuring 

games and gaming; interactive multimedia software for playing games., (28) Electronic games; quiz games; 

apparatus for games; arcade games; lottery wheels; lottery tickets; slot machines [gaming machines]; coin-operated 

amusement machines; bill-operated gaming equipment; LCD game machines; counters [discs] for games; board 

games; amusement apparatus for use in arcades. and (41) Gambling services; organization of lotteries; games 

equipment rental; casino services; providing casino facilities; leasing of casino games; providing casino facilities 

[gambling]; providing of casino and gaming facilities; casino, gaming and gambling services; providing amusement 

arcade services; video arcade services. 

(540) MAD MECHANIC  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1684176 (320) 26/08/2022   

(750) CP (Shenzhen) Planning Service Center 

(731) A1211-1 BLD. A B MingDe Mansion, No. 9 Haoting JixiangLi, HuangGeKeng Community, Longcheng Str., 

Longgang District, Shenzhen Guangdong Province, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) SHENZHEN HUA GANG LIAN TRADEMARK AGENT CO., LTD. 

Rm302, 3/F, Bldg A, Huafeng International Robot Industry Park, Hangcheng Avenue, Nanchang Community, 

Xixiang Street, Bao’an District, Shenzhen Guangdong Province 

(510) (32) Beer; malt wort; de-alcoholized beer; flavored beers; craft beers; non-alcoholic beer flavored beverages; non-

alcoholic carbonated beverages; fruit juices; waters [beverages]; energy drinks. 

(540) Swahill (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1661825 (320) 15/09/2022   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way, MS: 39-1IPL Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) (35) Retail store and online retail store services; retail store services provided via the internet and other computer, 

electronic and communications networks; retail store services in the field of books, magazines, periodicals, 

newsletters, journals and other publications on a wide range of topics of general interest, provided via the internet 

and other computer, electronic and communications networks; retail store services in the field of entertainment 

featuring movies, television programs, sporting events, musical works, and audio and audiovisual works, provided 

via the internet and other computer, electronic and communications networks; retail store services featuring 

computer, electronic and entertainment products, telecommunications apparatus, mobile phones, handheld mobile 

digital electronic devices, and other consumer electronics, computer software, and accessories, peripherals, parts, and 

carrying cases for such products, provided via the internet and other computer, electronic and communications 

networks., (37) Repair, and servicing of computers, computer peripherals, mobile phones, digital electronic devices, 

wearable electronic devices, audio and video products, audio, video, and media players, television set top boxes and 

video recorders, smartwatches, wearable computers and electronics, and other consumer electronics and 

entertainment products; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of computer hardware 

repair; maintenance, repair and updating of computer hardware, peripherals., (38) Videoconferencing services and 

communication by computer terminals enabling interactive sign language interpretation., (41) Educational services, 

namely, sign language interpretation; providing information featuring viewing of videos and multimedia content 

featuring sign language interpretation via a website. and (42) Consultancy in the design and development of 

computer hardware; computer software consultancy; computer technology support services, namely, help desk 

services; technical support services, diagnosing and troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems; 

repair and maintenance of computer software. 

(540) SIGNTIME  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1664866 (320) 05/09/2022   

(750) EAGLELINE LIMITED 

(731) JUNCTION BUSINESS CENTRE, 1ST FLOOR, SQAQ LOURDES HMR 3334 ST. JULIANS SWQ, Malta 

(740) JUDr. Jan Bárta of Kaprova 42/14 CZ-110 00 Praha 1 

(510) (9) Games software; software programs for video games; interactive video game programs; games (cartridges for 

computer -) [software]; games (cartridges for video -) [software]; software; educational software; application 

software; community software; computer telephony software; interactive computer software; communication 

software; programs for computers; electronic components for gambling machines; games cartridges for use with 

electronic games apparatus; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; automated teller machines [ATM]., (28) 

Games; sports games; manipulative games; mechanical games; musical games; electronic games; parlor games; 

board games; quiz games; apparatus for games; arcade games; skill and action games; electronic hand-held game 

units; handheld computer games; lottery wheels; lottery tickets; slot machines [gaming machines]; automatic gaming 

machines; coin-operated amusement machines; bill-operated gaming equipment; LCD game machines; counters for 

games; amusement apparatus for use in arcades; arcade game machines. and (41) Gambling; operating lotteries; prize 

draws [lotteries]; organising and conducting lotteries; games equipment rental; casino services; providing casino 

facilities; leasing of casino games; providing casino facilities [gambling]; providing of casino and gaming facilities; 

casino, gaming and gambling services; providing amusement arcade services; video arcade services. 

(540) TURBO SLOTS (and logo)  

    

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1676188 (320) 13/09/2022   

(750) EAGLELINE LIMITED 

(731) JUNCTION BUSINESS CENTRE, 1ST FLOOR, SQAQ LOURDES HMR 3334 ST. JULIANS SWQ, Malta 

(740) JUDr. Jan Bárta of Kaprova 42/14 CZ-110 00 Praha 1 

(510) (9) Games software; computer gaming software; software programs for video games; interactive video game 

programs; cartridges for computer games; cartridges for videogames; software; computer software; educational 

software; application software; computer telephony software; interactive computer software; communication 

software; programs for computers; electronic components for gambling machines; games cartridges for use with 

electronic games apparatus; automated teller machines; juke boxes., (28) Games; sports games; manipulative games; 

mechanical games; musical games; electronic games; parlor games; board games; quiz games; apparatus for games; 

arcade games; skill and action games; electronic hand-held game units; handheld computer games; lottery wheels; 

lottery tickets; slot machines; automatic gaming machines; coin-operated amusement machines; bill-operated gaming 

equipment; LCD game machines; counters for games; amusement apparatus for use in arcades; arcade game 

machines. and (41) Gambling; operating lotteries; prize draws; organising and conducting lotteries; games equipment 

rental; casino services; providing casino facilities; leasing of casino games; providing casino facilities; providing 

amusement arcade services; video arcade services; casino, gaming and gambling services. 

(540) BONUS JOKER II (and logo)  

    

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1684199 (320) 09/08/2022   

(750) NanTong Acetic Acid Chemical Co., Ltd. 

(731) No. 968 Jiangshan Road, Nantong Economic and Technological Development Zone, Nantong City 226000 Jiangsu 

Province, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Nanjing Tranfan Intellectual Property Law Office of Room 1522, Building 1, Deying International Plaza, Beixiying 

Village, Saihongqiao Street, Yuhuatai District, Nanjing City Jiangsu Province 

(510) (1) Spirits of vinegar [dilute acetic acid]; alcohol; ethyl alcohol; crotonic aldehyde; acetates [chemicals]; chemicals 

for the manufacture of pigments; artificial sweeteners [chemical preparations]; esters; vitamins for the food industry; 

ketones; aldehydes; industrial chemicals; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs. 

(540) NTAAC (and logo)  

    

__________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1685944 (320) 18/07/2022   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way MS: 39-1IPL Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) (9) Computer hardware; computer hardware, namely, integrated circuits, computer chips, and interposers for 

computer chips. 

(540) ULTRAFUSION  

__________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1685201 (320) 30/08/2022   

(750) SunRongJian 

(731) No. 169, Sunnanhe Village, Yingli Town, Shouguang City Shandong Province, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Shouguang Chengxin Trademark Office of 100m west of the Intersection of Shengcheng Street and Yinhai Road, 

Shouguang City Shandong Province 

(510) (1) Nitrogenous fertilizer; animal fertilizer; fertilizer; chemical fertilizer; mixed fertilizer; agricultural fertilizer; 

agricultural fertilizer; salts (fertilizers); plant fertilizer; planting soil. 

(540) 
 

 

__________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1685167 (320) 27/07/2022   

(750) LARA TEKSTİL SANAYİ TİCARET ANONİM ŞİRKETİ 

(731) Mimar Kemalettin Mahallesi, Ağaçeşmesi Sokak No:4-B Fatih İstanbul, Turkey 

(740) MARKİZ PATENT LİMİTED ŞİRKETİ of NİSPETİYE MAHALLESİ, NİSPETİYE CADDESİ, NO:6 LEVENT İŞ 

MERKEZİ K: 2 ETİLER, BEŞİKTAŞ İSTANBUL 

(510) (25) Clothing, footwear, headwear. 

(540) Donella (and logo)  

    

__________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1685698 (320) 11/08/2022   

(750) Soda Pop LLC 

(731) 1090 Doris Road Auburn Hills MI 48326, U.S.A. 

(740) David J. Simonelli Simonelli IP, PLLC of PO Box 935 Birmingham MI 48012 

(510) (34) Smokable hemp; dried and cured hemp flower for smoking; smokeable hemp flower in the nature of loose dried 

hemp prepackaged for smoking; natural plants, namely, dried hemp flowers; smokable concentrates derived from 

hemp; none of the foregoing containing ingredients derived from cannabis with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol 

(THC) concentration of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis. 

(540) SODA POP  

__________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1685258 (320) 24/08/2022   

(750) Lemonade Lemonica, Inc. 

(731) 1-2-23, Moriyama, Kanazawa-shi Ishikawa 920-0843, Japan 

(740) Sakai International Patent Office of Toranomon Mitsui Building, 8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-Chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 

100-0013 

(510) (32) Lemonades; syrups for lemonade. 

(540) LEMONADE by Lemonica (and logo)  

    

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1684678 (320) 02/08/2022   

(750) E. REMY MARTIN & C° 

(731) 20, rue de la Société Vinicole F-16100 Cognac, France 

(740) T MARK CONSEILS of 9 avenue Percier F-75008 Paris 

(510) (33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers), namely, cognac, brandy, brandies, rum, whisky, spirits, rice alcohol, vodka, 

gin, sake, tequila, aquavit, liquors, still wines, alcoholic extracts, alcoholic essences, aperitifs, digestifs, ciders and 

alcoholic cocktails. 

(540) LOUIS XIII  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1684345 (320) 20/07/2022   

(750) Bhagyalaxmi Rolling Mill Private Limited 

(731) plot no g-7 , gat no 30 , additional midc, phase ii, daregaon, taluka and dist jalna maharashtra 431203, India 

(740) Adv.Roshan R Totala of c-1 , krishna vatika, station road, jalna (maharashtra) 431203 

(510) (6) TMT bars, alloys steel, bars and steel bars and structural steel having different shapes like flat, squares, rounds, 

octagonal, hexagonal, bended bars, common metals and their alloys, ores; metal materials for building and 

construction; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; small items of metal 

hardware; metal containers for storage or transport; safes included in class 6. 

(540) pd POLAAD (and logo)  

   

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1684886 (320) 09/08/2022   

(750) Shenzhen Buluoyinji Technology Co., Ltd. 

(731) 501 Of Building 5, puxia Industrial Area, Henggang Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen Guangdong, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) Shenzhen Yayi Trademark Service Consulting Co., Ltd. of 215, 2nd Floor, Bldg.D, Qingnian Chuangye Park, Jianshe 

East Road, Qinghua Community, Longhua Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen  Guangdong 

(510) (20) Benches [furniture]; office furniture; furniture; chairs [seats]; tables; divans; beds; sofas; works of art of 

bamboo. 

(540) Tribesigns (and logo)   

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1684852 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Lutel  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1684851 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Uveva  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1684853 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Produre  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1685782 (320) 18/07/2022   

(750) SHANGHAI JIDU AUTOMOBILE CO., LTD. 

(731) Building 2, No. 1688 Yecheng Road, Jiading District 200000 Shanghai, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) CCPIT Patent & Trademark Law Office of 10/F, Ocean Plaza, 158 Fuxingmennei Street 100031 Beijing 

(510) (12) Vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; remote control vehicles, other than toys; self-driving cars; 

driverless cars [autonomous cars]; robotic cars; electric cars; automobiles; bicycles; tires for vehicle wheels; 

windscreens. 

(540) 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1684855 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Bezia  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1684737 (320) 05/04/2022   

(750) Société BRANDING TALENTS 

(731) Chez Narmino & Dotta, 20 avenue de Fontvieille MC-98000 MONACO, Monaco 

(740) INLEX MEA of 40 rue du Louvre F-75001 PARIS 

(510) (9) Apparatus and instruments for recording, reproducing, routing, storing, processing or transmitting data, text, 

sound, images or graphic illustrations, downloadable electronic publications; software for computers; software; 

software, software packages and computer programs, in particular in the fields of personnel, human resources, 

employment, recruitment, placement, jobs, vacancies in jobs, career management, career planning, career 

development and training, human resources, recruitment, placement and training; software comprising a search 

engine for human resources, recruitment, placement and training; software, software packages and computer 

programs, in particular in the fields of the rental of offices for professional use, of co-working spaces., (35) Services 

connected with recruitment, personnel, employment and placement; human resources and personnel recruitment 

services; recruitment, management and support services connected with human resources and personnel; employment 

agency services; assistance with respect to fixed-term employment; recruitment with respect to fixed-term 

employment; employment contract services; assistance to businesses in the context of employment contracts; 

temporary staff placement services; advice with respect to employment; selection, recruitment and placement of 

temporary, short-term and permanent personnel; job matching and job application services; compilation, provision 

and dissemination of business information connected with personnel, human resources, employment, employment, 

recruitment, placement, jobs, job vacancies, career management, career planning and career development; 

compilation, provision and dissemination of business information connected with personnel, human resources, 

employment, recruitment, placement, jobs, job vacancies, career management, career planning and career 

development, via an online site; compilation of information in databases connected with personnel, human resources, 

employment, recruitment, placement, jobs, job vacancies, career management, career planning, career development 

and training; compilation of statistics connected with personnel, human resources, employment, recruitment, 

placement, jobs, job vacancies, career management, career planning, career development and training; career 

planning services; interviewing services (for personnel recruitment); evaluation of skills and evaluation of personnel; 

psychological testing for the selection of personnel; relocation services for businesses; advertising and sales 

promotion services; ranking of classified advertising; economic forecasting and analysis; commercial management 

services; commercial administration; business information; business research; company audits [commercial 

analyses]; accounting; payroll preparation; organization, presentation and conducting of events, exhibitions, 

conferences, trade fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; organization, presentation 

and conducting of events, workshops, seminars, exhibitions, conferences, trade fairs and shows for commercial, 

promotional and advertising purposes; organization, presentation and conducting of events, workshops, exhibitions, 

seminars, trade fairs and shows relating to personnel, human resources, employment, recruitment, placement, jobs, 

job vacancies, career management, career planning and career development; advice and assistance relating to staff 

remuneration and benefits; compilation of advertising messages for use as web pages on the Internet; outsourcing 

services [commercial assistance] in the field of recruitment; checking, management and advice regarding human 

resources policies and procedures for companies; office task services (office work); rental of office machines and 

equipment; secretarial services; photocopying, telephone answering, typing, word processing and shorthand services; 

office functions; document reproduction services; management of commercial offices for others; office 

administration services; rental of office equipment in co-work installations; provision of collaborative work facilities 

equipped with offices, private office, office equipment, a mailroom, a printing center, a reception desk, a kitchen, 

meeting rooms, telecommunications eqquipment and other office amenities; accounting, internal and external 

auditing; business management for freelance service providers; outsourcing services in the field of human resources; 

management of relations with third-party vendors; management including in the field of time schedules and 

payments to assist businesses in managing issues related to workers; provision of personnel; temporary personnel 

services; personnel secondment services; information in the field of personnel management; administration, 

especially payroll and personnel administration; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; 

Internet subscription services for others; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; 

information media subscriptions for others; organizing and conducting events, exhibitions, trade fairs and shows; 

organizing and conducting events, exhibitions, trade fairs and shows connected with education, teaching, training, 

instruction and vocational guidance; compilation of information connected with training; compilation of training-

connected information via an online site; information and advice and support services in all the aforesaid fields., (36) 

Real estate affairs; rental of office space [real estate]; rental, brokerage, leasing and management of commercial 

property, offices and office space; real property rental; information, advice and assistance in all the aforementioned 

fields., (38) Telecommunication services; communication services [telecommunications]; communications by 

computer terminals; telephone communications; communications by fiber-optic networks; connection by 

telecommunications to a global computer network; provision of communications and telecommunications services, 

providing communications and telecommunications services concerning personnel, human resources, employment, 
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recruitment, placement, jobs, job vacancies, career management, career planning, career development and training; 

provision of communications and telecommunications services for the publication and offer of jobs, job vacancies 

and career information; data transmission services; telecommunication of electronic publications and 

communications in electronic form supplied online, from databases or from facilities provided on the Internet; 

provision of access to electronic publications; providing computer communications and data transmission services 

via global communications networks, computer, radio, television, cable, mobile or portable devices, wired or wireless 

communication devices or any other electronic means; providing access to computer information networks for the 

transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information or data; providing access to online blogs; providing 

discussion forums on the Internet; electronic mail and messaging services; electronic messaging services; wireless 

transmission and networking of messages, communications or data; transmission of emails; providing online forums 

for the transmission of messages, information, comments, multimedia content, videos, movies, films, audio content, 

images, text, information or other user-generated content; providing multiple users with access to a global computer 

information network for the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information and services; providing access 

to databases; provision of access to virtual facilities for real-time interaction between computer users; providing 

online forums for transmission of messages among computer users; providing online chat rooms, electronic bulletin 

boards and discussion boards for the transmission of messages; electronic display services [telecommunication]; 

provision and rental of telecommunication equipment and installations; dissemination of information connected with 

training; dissemination of information connected with training via an online site; information, advice and assistance 

services relating to all the aforesaid services. and (41) Education, training, teaching and instruction; training; 

information with respect to education; Publication of books, magazines, newsletters and texts; online editing of 

periodicals and books; providing non-downloadable electronic publications online; organizing and conducting 

events, workshops, seminars, exhibitions, seminars, conferences, trade fairs and shows; organizing and conducting 

events, workshops, seminars, exhibitions, seminars, conferences, trade fairs and shows connected with education, 

teaching, training, instruction and vocational guidance; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; education 

and training with respect to businesses, management and accounting; provision of information connected with 

training; provision of information connected with training via an online site; information, advice and assistance 

services relating to all the aforesaid services. 

(540) breedj. (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1684856 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Loxio  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1684857 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Improxo  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1684858 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Ressur  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1687760 (320) 07/07/2022   

(750) NOBLEWOOD LIMITED 

(731) Arch. Makariou III, 206, CHRYSALIA COURT, 5TH Floor CY-3030 Limassol, Cyprus 

(740) IOANNIDES, CLEANTHOUS AND CO LLC of 4 PROMETHEUS STREET, 3RD FLOOR CY-1065 NICOSIA 

(510) (33) Aperitifs; arrack; brandy; wine; piquette; whiskey; vodka; anisette [liqueur]; kirsch; gin; digesters [liqueurs and 

spirits]; cocktails; anise [liqueur]; liqueurs; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; alcoholic 

beverages, except beer; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; spirits [beverages]; distilled beverages; mead 

(hydromel); peppermint liqueurs; bitters; nira (sugarcane-based alcoholic beverage); rum; sake; perry; cider; rice 

alcohol; alcoholic extracts; alcoholic fruit extracts; alcoholic essences. 

(540) NOBLEWOOD  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1685239 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Ablezo  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1687240 (320) 31/08/2022   

(750) Powin, LLC 

(731) 20550 SW 115th Ave. Tualatin OR 97062, U.S.A. 

(740) Kevin M. Hayes Klarquist Sparkman, LLP of 121 SW Salmon Street, Suite 1600, One World Trade Center Portland 

OR 97204 

(510) (9) Energy storage systems comprised of electrical storage batteries for commercial, residential and vehicle-power 

charging station purposes, including automobile power-charging stations., (11) Lighting fixtures. and (42) 

Engineering services; electrical systems design services; design and integration of battery systems. 

(540) POWIN  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1687416 (320) 07/07/2022   

(750) NOBLEWOOD LIMITED 

(731) Arch. Makariou III, 206, CHRYSALIA COURT, 5TH Floor CY-3030 Limassol, Cyprus 

(740) IOANNIDES, CLEANTHOUS AND CO LLC 

4 PROMETHEUS STREET, 3RD FLOOR CY-1065 NICOSIA 

(510) (33) Aperitifs; arrack; brandy; wine; piquette; whiskey; vodka; anisette [liqueur]; kirsch; gin; digesters [liqueurs and 

spirits]; cocktails; anise [liqueur]; liqueurs; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; alcoholic 

beverages, except beer; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; spirits [beverages]; distilled beverages; mead 

(hydromel); peppermint liqueurs; bitters; nira (sugarcane-based alcoholic beverage); rum; sake; perry; cider; rice 

alcohol; alcoholic extracts; alcoholic fruit extracts; alcoholic essences. 

(540) FINE DE CLAIRE  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1687479 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Shenzhen Stonger Sports Technology Co., LTD 

(731) 102, Jinfulai Complex Building, 49-1 Dabao Road, Dalang Community, Xin'an Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen 

518000 Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Shenzhen Yayi Trademark Service Consulting Co., Ltd. 

215, 2nd Floor, Bldg.D, Qingnian Chuangye Park, Jianshe East Road, Qinghua Community, Longhua Street, 

Longhua District, Shenzhen Guangdong 

(510) (18) Purses; school bags; rucksacks; attache cases; handbags; travelling bags; bags, of leather, for packaging; 

briefcases; haversacks; bags for sports. 

(540) Waterfly (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1684933 (320) 31/05/2022   

(750) MSC MEDITERRANEAN SHIPPING COMPANY HOLDING SA 

(731) Chemin Rieu 12-14 CH-1208 Genève, Switzerland 

(740) Novagraaf Switzerland SA of Chemin de l’Echo 3 CH-1213 Onex 

(510) (9) Software and software packages; delivery tracking software; logistics management software in the field of 

transport, of freight; inventory management software., (12) Vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail and 

parts thereof, including trailers (vehicles), tow trucks and tugs; cargo carriers for vehicles; cargo trailers; fork-lift 

trucks; railway freight cars., (35) Consultancy, information with respect to transport logistics of all merchandise or 

goods; retailing of transport equipment and transport vehicles and their accessories; retail sale of containers and any 

equipment and spare parts relating to containers; retail sales of facilities required for the operation and maintenance 

of port terminals and port facilities and the handling of all vessels; procurement of containers and any related 

equipment and spare parts for others (purchase of products and services for other companies); commercial 

management in the fields of materials for handling and transport; supply services for industrial vehicles, wheeled or 

not, handling equipment, wagons, barges and their components for third parties (purchase of products and services 

for other companies); business management of container depots; business management of port facilities and port 

terminals; administrative management services for the transport of merchandise (customs and administrative 

authorization); import-export agencies; completion of administrative formalities for the international or domestic 

transport of merchandise; commercial promotion services in the field of transport; business strategy advice in the 

field of logistics., (37) Construction, refurbishment, improvement, upgrading, overhaul, repair and maintenance of 

shipping containers, ships, cruise ships, ferries, yachts, boats and other marine craft; shipbuilding; information, 

providing advice and consultant services relating to the aforesaid services., (39) Transport; marine transport; 

shipbrokerage; transport of merchandise by river, railway, ferryboat, car, truck and boat; freight (transport of 

merchandise); freight forwarding services; international sea freight shipping services; freight forwarding agency 

services; freight brokerage; transport brokerage; transport of freight by ship, airplane, train, motor vehicle and truck; 

transport of passengers by river, railway, ferryboat, car and boat; transport of freight containers by ship; transport of 

freight containers by rail; transport of freight containers by truck; packaging and storage of merchandise and parcels; 

packaging of merchandise in transit; storage of goods in transit; advisory services relating to the tracking of 

merchandise in transit (transport information); warehouse storage services; storage of merchandise in warehouses; 

collection, delivery and storage of personal goods; providing information with respect to rental of storage space in 

warehouses; handling of loads; freight handling services; loading of freight containers onto ships; loading of freight 

containers onto trucks; loading of freight containers onto rail vehicles; loading, packing, storage, transport and 

unloading of freight; loading, packing, storage, transport and unloading of cargo; ship unloading services; harbor 

crane unloading; boat rental; rental of loading containers; rental of transport and storage containers; rental of 

containers for the marine transport industry; rental of stationary and mobile storage containers for commercial and 

domestic users; rental of warehouses; provision of information relating to merchandise transport and storage; 

providing information online in the field of merchandise transport, packaging and storage; provision of transportation 

advice; advisory services relating to the storage and transport of goods, freight or cargo; tracking and tracing of 

shipments (transport information); computerized tracking and tracing of packages in transit (information relating to 

transport); tracking of freight vehicles by computer or via global positioning systems (transport information); 

logistics services with respect to transport; logistics services consisting in the transport, packaging and storage of 

goods; supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services comprising storage, transport and delivery of goods for 

third parties by plane, railway, ship or truck; transport and storage services relating to storage logistics, distribution 

logistics and returns logistics; harboring services for ships and boats; towing; marine vessel towing services; towing 

services in case of vehicle breakdowns; car and truck assistance towing services; provision of vessel mooring 

facilities; boat mooring infrastructure provision services; providing information relating to marine boat mooring 

facilities; berthing and mooring of boats in marinas., (41) Training workshops and training in the field of new 

technologies applied to logistics and transport of persons and merchandise; organization of competitions (education 

or entertainment); organizing and conducting of seminars, conferences or congresses in the field of new technologies 

applied to logistics and transport of people and merchandise; editing, publishing of newsletters. and (42) Industrial 

analysis and research services in the field of logistics and transport; quality control for logistics services in the field 

of transport; design, development and updating (maintenance) of software and software packages in the field of 

logistics and transport; installation of software packages and software; consulting relating to software and software 

packages; design, development and updating (maintenance) of software and software packages; design, development 

of electronic apparatus for tracking transported goods; research and development of new products for others; 

engineering services in the field of transport, freight logistics and tracking. 

(540) AGL  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1685240 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Minila  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1685241 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Reivu  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1685415 (320) 27/07/2021   

(750) The Triad Firm Holdings Limited 

(731) 2 Tallis House, Tallis Street London EC4Y 0AB, United Kingdom 

(740) IPOA LIMITED of Tallis House, 2 Tallis Street London EC4Y 0AB 

(510) (34) Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products; cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); 

herbs for smoking; electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being heated; electronic devices and 

their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 

inhalation; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; smokers' articles, cigarette paper, cigarette tubes, 

cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases, ashtrays, tobacco pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, cigarette 

lighters, matches; products for administering medical marijuana and cannabis, namely, hand pipes, water pipes, 

hookahs, electronic nicotine inhalation devices, atomizers, oral vaporizers. 

(540) 999.9  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1685356 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Grayson  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1685357 (320) 05/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Palacid  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1651185 (320) 09/12/2021   

(750) Realityo Systems LLC 

(731) 1209 Orange Street Wilmington DE 19801, U.S.A. 

(740) Kenneth M. Kwartler Ken Kwartler Law Office of 5300 Meadows Road, Suite 200 Lake Oswego OR 97035 

(510) (42) Design and development of computer hardware, software, peripherals, and computer and video games; 

consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; computer software consultancy; computer 

programming; design of computer databases; electronic data storage; cloud computing services; providing online 

non-downloadable software; providing computer hardware or software information online; maintenance, repair and 

updating of computer hardware, software, peripherals, and applications; technical support services, diagnosing and 

troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems, and computer help desk services. 

(540) REALITYOS  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1685359 (320) 05/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products during 

storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; additives (chemical 

-) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of biocides; 

chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to fungicides; chemical substances, 

chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, industrial chemicals or chemicals for use 

in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental damage to plants; substances for regulating growth 

in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, 

chemical or biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of 

seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; 

herbicides; pest control preparations and articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical 

preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling 

insects; preparations for destroying noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for 

use on turf or grass; vermin repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent 

formulations; antiparasitic preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection 

against poisonous plants. 

(540) Brooklynn  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1685602 (320) 15/06/2022   

(750) Kukua Education Limited 

(731) 80 Cheapside London EC2V 6EE, United Kingdom 

(740) Keltie LLP of No.1 London Bridge London SE1 9BA 

(510) (9) Downloadable software for mobile applications for education of children; recorded compact disks, DVDs, digital 

media and opto-magnetic data carriers; video games software for education of children; downloadable software for 

playing games for education of children; exposed and recorded films, feature films, television films, sound films; 

downloadable digital music, films and videos, provided from the Internet; downloadable digital music, films and 

videos, provided from MP3 Internet sites; downloadable electronic publications; sunglasses; cases and straps for 

sunglasses; mobile phone straps, mobile phone cases, mobile phone covers; mouse mats; downloadable electronic 

files containing video and sound for education of children; downloadable electronic files containing artworks for 

education of children; downloadable non-fungible tokens., (25) Clothing; footwear; headgear; clothing for children; 

footwear for children; headgear for children., (28) Games, toys and playthings; hand-held electronic video games; 

dolls; dolls clothing; doll accessories; doll playsets; cuddly toys; soft toys; stuffed toys; balls; kites; rattles; dolls 

house; gymnastic and sporting articles; action skill games; action figures and accessories therefore; board games; 

card games; collectable toy figures; decorations for Christmas trees. and (41) Entertainment and education services 

for children; TV programmes; providing of training for children; sporting and cultural activities; education services 

for children relating to literacy, numeracy, reading, writing and math; production of animated cartoons; production of 

a series of animated adventure shows; production, presentation, distribution, and rental of motion picture films; 

production, presentation, distribution, and rental of television and radio programs; publication of electronic books, 

magazines and journals online; production of music; production of entertainment shows and interactive programs for 

distribution via television, cable, satellite, audio and video media, cartridges, laser discs, computer discs and 

electronic means; production and provision of entertainment, news, and entertainment information via 

communication and computer networks; amusement park and theme park services; educational and entertainment 

services rendered in or relating to theme parks; live stage shows; presentation of live performances; theatre 

productions; entertainer services; cinema services; production of television programs for broadcast on mobile 

devices; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services. 

(540) 

 

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1685652 (320) 25/05/2022   

(750) METAVERSE PTE. LTD. 

(731) 8 MARINA BOULEVARD, #11 MARINA BAY FINANCIAL CENTRE Singapore 018981, Singapore 

(740) BOGATYREV YOSEF SERGEY of 149B TELOK AYER STREET, #3 Singapore 068607 

(510) (9) Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, 

measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus 

and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or 

use of electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or 

data; recorded and downloadable media, computer software, blank digital or analogue recording and storage media; 

mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; computers and computer peripheral 

devices; diving suits, divers' masks, ear plugs for divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, gloves for divers, 

breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; fire-extinguishing apparatus. and (42) Scientific and technological 

services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design 

services; quality control and authentication services; scientific and technological services and research and design 

relating thereto; design and development of computer hardware and software; industrial analysis, industrial research 

and industrial design services; quality control and authentication services; design and development of computer 

hardware and software; scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial 

analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; quality control and authentication services; design and 

development of computer hardware and software. 

(540) metaverse (and logo)  

    

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1686316 (320) 29/07/2022   

(750) Honor Device Co., Ltd. 

(731) Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West Road, Xiangmihu Street, Futian District, 

Shenzhen 518040 Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) NTD UNIVATION INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AGENCY LTD. 

10th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center, 36 North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 100013 

Beijing 

(510) (9) Downloadable mobile phone software applications; computer software for the operation and control of audio and 

video equipment; computer software applications (downloadable); image, chart and word processing software; 

computer software for processing digital images; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; 

downloadable image files; smartphones; camcorders; television apparatus; earphone; cabinets for loudspeakers; 

smartphone camera lenses; cameras [photography]; apparatus for editing cinematographic film; video screens. 

(540) Solo Cut (and logo)  

    

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1650761 (320) 20/12/2021   

(750) Zhengzhou Yutong Group Co., Ltd. 

(731) No. 8 Changchun Road, Hi-Tech Industrial Park 450000 Zhengzhou, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Chofn Intellectual Property of 1217, Zuoan Gongshe Plaza 12th Floor, 68 North Fourth Ring Road W., Haidian 

100080 Beijing 

(510) (7) Wind power plants; dynamos; welding machines, electric; washing machines [laundry]; sewing machines; local 

specialty products working machines; gas separating installations; foundry machines; machinery and equipment for 

the ceramic industry (including ceramic machinery for construction); leather-working machines; clothes-button 

making machines; vehicle washing installation; carburetters; cigarette machines for industrial purposes; reaming 

machine; fertilizer manufacturing machines; tea manufacturing machines; papermaking machines; brewing 

machines; power-operated cutting tools, including mechanical blades; paper clip making machines; sizing machines; 

engraving machines; drilling machines; spectacle glasses processing machines; oil refining machines; paint spray 

guns; printing machines; electromechanical machines for chemical industry; agricultural machines; machines for 

battery industry; machines for the plastics industry; mechanically operated hand-held tools; conveyors [machines]; 

machines for the pharmaceutical processing industry; feedwater regulators [machines]; light bulb making machines; 

plastic pelletizers; pressing machines; fodder presses; machines for the bicycle industry; static eliminator; enamel 

making machinery; glass-working machines; condensing installations; briquette making machines; wrapping 

machines; food preparation machines, electromechanical; rolling mills; kitchen machines, electric. 

(540) YUTONG (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1686317 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION) 

(731) 1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi Aichi-ken 471-8571, Japan 

(740) ONDA Makoto of 12-1, Omiya-cho 2-chome, Gifu-shi Gifu-ken 500-8731 

(510) (7) Industrial robots., (9) Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; telepresence robots., (12) Automobiles and 

structural parts thereof; buses; structural parts for buses; trucks; structural parts for trucks; electric cars; structural 

parts for electric cars; recreational vehicles; structural parts for recreational vehicles; fuel cell cars; structural parts 

for fuel cell cars; vans [vehicles]; sports utility vehicles; coaches; hybrid cars; ambulances; racing cars; camping cars; 

hearses; automobile bodies; automobile bonnets; automobile bumpers; automobile chassis; automobile dashboards; 

automobile doors; automobile door handles; automobile hoods; automobile horns; automobile seats; automobile seat 

covers; automobile sunroofs; automobile tires; automobile wheels; spokes for automobile wheels; inner tubes for 

automobile tires; automobile wheel rims; rearview mirrors for automobiles; automobile windows; automobile 

windscreens; automobile windshields; automobile convertible tops; safety belts for automobile seats; safety harnesses 

for automobile racing; safety harnesses for automobile seats; security harness for automobile seats; steering wheels 

for automobiles; steering wheel covers for automobiles; air bags for automobiles, buses and trucks; seat belt pre-

tensioners for automobiles; direction signals for automobiles; leather upholstery for automobile seats; leather 

upholstery for automobiles; cigar lighters for automobiles; shaped automobile covers; mudguards for automobiles; 

luggage carriers for automobiles; spare wheel holders for automobiles; automobile roof racks; headlight wipers; 

windscreen wipers; windscreen wiper blades. and (35) Advertising and publicity services; arranging and conducting 

of promotional and marketing events; advertising services to create corporate and brand identity; advertising services 

to promote public awareness of environmental matters; advertising services to promote public awareness of traffic 

accident matters. 

(540) BEYOND ZERO  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1461565 (320) 17/03/2022   

(750) Women Deliver, Inc. 

(731) Suite 905, 588 Broadway New York NY 10012, U.S.A. 

(740) Kimberly B. Herman Sullivan & Worcester LLP of One Post Office Square Boston MA 02109 

(510) (35) Charitable services, namely, organizing women's groups to undertake projects that protect women's rights, 

women's health and sexual reproductive rights and encourage empowerment among women of all ages and 

ethnicities; promoting public awareness of women's rights, women's health, sexual reproductive rights, economic 

empowerment for women, and gender equality; providing information in the field of economic empowerment for 

women. and (41) Arranging and conducting conferences; education information; providing online electronic 

publications, not downloadable; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and 

conducting seminars; teaching/educational services/instruction services; arranging and conducting of workshops 

(training) 

(540) WOMEN DELIVER  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1686893 (320) 20/07/2022   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples Republic of 

China 

(740) ADVANCE CHINA IP LAW OFFICE 

45/F, CTF Finance Center, No. 6 Zhujiang East Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City 510623 Guangdong Province 

(510) (9) Computer operating programs; downloadable computer software programs; computer software platforms, 

recorded or downloadable; data processing apparatus; network communication equipment; cell phones; headsets; 

virtual reality headsets; camcorders; electrical distribution boxes. and (42) Quality testing; technological research; 

cloud computing; information technology [IT] consultancy; computer software design; consultancy in the design and 

development of computer hardware; software as a service [SaaS]; development of computer platforms; platform as a 

service [PaaS]; off-site data backup; electronic data storage; quality control. 

(540) MineHarmony  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1686405 (320) 30/03/2022   

(750) MARUKOME Co., Ltd. 

(731) 883, Amori, Nagano-shi Nagano 380-0943, Japan 

(740) HARAKENZO WORLD PATENT & TRADEMARK 

Daiwa Minamimorimachi Building, 2-6, 2-chome Kita, Tenjinbashi, Kita-ku Osaka-shi Osaka 530-0041 

(510) (29) Fruit-based, vegetable-based, bean-based or nut-based snacks; soy bean oil for food; edible oils and fats; lactic 

acid drinks; lactic acid bacteria drinks; soya milk yogurt; milk beverages, milk predominating; protein milk; 

vegetable-based cream; cheese substitutes; butter substitutes; margarine substitutes; milk products; meat for human 

consumption [fresh, chilled or frozen]; egg substitutes; eggs; fresh, chilled or frozen edible aquatic animals (not live); 

frozen vegetables; frozen fruits; meat substitutes; vegetable-based meat substitutes; hamburg steak substitutes made 

from soy protein; processed meat products; dried seaweed; canned seafood products; processed seafood products; 

jams; vegetable juices for cooking; vegetables, cooked; fruits, cooked; vegetables and fruits, dried; processed 

vegetables and fruits; fried tofu pieces [Abura-age]; freeze-dried tofu pieces [Kohri-dofu]; jelly made from devils' 

tongue root [Konnyaku]; powdered soya milk; soya milk mixes; soya milk; dried tofu; tofu patties; tofu; fermented 

soybeans [Natto]; soya chips; soya patties; tempeh; soya pulp [Okara]; tofu skin; processed eggs; instant or pre-

cooked miso soup; pre-cooked curry stew, stew and soup mixes; dried flakes of laver for sprinkling on rice in hot 

water [Ochazuke-nori]; Furi-kake [dried flakes of fish, meat, vegetables or seaweed]; side-dish made of fermented 

soybean [Name-mono]; dried soya beans; soya beans, processed; soya beans, preserved, for food; preserved 

soybeans; preserved pulses; formed textured vegetable protein for use as a meat substitute; soy protein foodstuffs for 

human consumption; protein-based meat substitutes being foodstuffs for human consumption; soy milk beverages; 

soy milk-based beverages; almond milk-based beverages; coconut milk-based beverages; peanut milk-based 

beverages; milk shakes; milk substitutes; soya-based snack foods; twice-cooked pork mixes; mixes for making stir-

fried eggplant with minced meat in hot sauce [Mapo-Nasu]; mixes for making stir-fried tofu with minced meat in hot 

sauce [Mapo-Tofu]; mixes for making instant or prepared dishes consisting of meat, seafood, vegetables, soya patties 

or meat substitutes mixed with seasonings; mixes for making instant or prepared dishes consisting of meat, seafood, 

vegetables, beans or meat substitutes mixed with seasonings; mixes for making instant or prepared dishes consisting 

of processed meat products, processed seafood products or processed vegetables and for use with meat, vegetables, 

mushrooms, tofu, deep fried tofu [Atsuage] or seafood; mixes for making instant or prepared dishes consisting of 

processed meat products, processed seafood products or processed vegetables and for use with eggs; prepared dishes 

consisting primarily of milk products; prepared dishes consisting primarily of processed meat products or processed 

seafood products; prepared dishes consisting primarily of meat or seafood; prepared dishes consisting primarily of 

seaweed; prepared dishes consisting primarily of meat substitutes; prepared dishes consisting primarily of vegetables 

or fruits; prepared dishes consisting primarily of processed vegetables and fruits; prepared dishes consisting primarily 

of mushrooms; prepared dishes consisting primarily of pulses; prepared dishes consisting primarily of beans and 

vegetables, retort pouched; prepared dishes consisting primarily of processed soya beans; prepared dishes consisting 

primarily of soya patties; prepared dishes consisting primarily of soya pulp [Okara]; prepared dishes consisting 

primarily of fried tofu pieces [Abura-age]; prepared dishes consisting primarily of freeze-dried tofu pieces [Kohri-

dofu]; prepared dishes consisting primarily of jelly made from devils' tongue root [Konnyaku]; prepared dishes 

consisting primarily of tofu or deep fried tofu [Atsuage]; prepared dishes consisting primarily of fermented soybeans 

[Natto]; prepared dishes consisting primarily of eggs or processed eggs., (30) Binding agents for ice cream; meat 

tenderizers for household purposes; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; flavorings, other than essential oils, 

for beverages; flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes; food flavorings, other than essential oils; aromatic 

preparations for food, not from essential oils; tea-based beverages; tea with milk; tea; coffee-based beverages; 

prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; chocolate-based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; prepared cocoa and 

cocoa-based beverages; ice; rice crackers [Senbei]; Japanese traditional confectionery; ice cream; sherbets [sorbets]; 

pies; popcorn; western-style confectionery; Amazake [sweet drink made from fermented rice]; Amazake [sweet drink 

made from fermented rice] bases; confectionery; sweets, desserts and snacks other than fruit-based, vegetable-based, 

bean-based or nut-based; bread and buns; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced meat [Chuka-manjuh]; 

hamburgers [sandwiches]; pizzas; hot dog sandwiches; meat pies; miso powder [condiment]; liquid miso 

[condiment]; miso with Koji [rice malt-marinated miso]; miso; soy sauce [soya sauce]; salad dressings; dip sauce; 

sauces for prepared dishes; Shio-koji [salt-marinated rice malt]; Shoyu-koji [soy sauce-marinated rice malt]; sauces 

for Tacos or Taco rice; sesame sauce; cube sugar; fructose for culinary purposes; crystal sugar [not confectionery]; 

sugar; maltose for culinary purposes; honey; glucose for culinary purposes; powdered starch syrup for culinary 

purposes; starch syrup for culinary purposes; natural sweeteners; syrups for culinary purposes; syrupy sweeteners; 

syrup concentrates for culinary purposes; table salt mixed with sesame seeds; cooking salt; roasted and ground 

sesame seeds; celery salt; Umami seasonings; chemical seasonings; fruit coulis [sauces]; seasoning for pickles; 

seasonings [other than spices]; spices; ice cream mixes; sherbet mixes; unroasted coffee beans; corn flakes; instant 

ramen noodles with soup; cereal bars; croutons; cereal preparations; chocolate spread; Chinese stuffed dumplings 

[Gyoza, cooked]; Chinese steamed dumplings [Shumai, cooked]; sushi; fried balls of batter mix with small pieces of 
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octopus [Takoyaki]; boxed lunches consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or vegetables; ravioli; savory pancakes; 

onigiri; ramen; noodle-based prepared meals; prepared rice rolled in seaweed; spring rolls; bibimbap [rice mixed 

with vegetables and beef]; laksa; yeast powder; Koji [fermented malted rice]; Kome-koji [fermented malted rice]; 

yeast; baking powder; instant pancake mixes; pancake mixes; bread mixes; instant bread mixes; instant confectionery 

mixes; pasta sauce; by-product of rice for food [Sake lees]; husked rice; husked oats; husked barley; gluten for food; 

pulse flour for food; soya flour; flour; salted rice bran used for pickling [Nuka-doko]; flour-based dumplings; cereal-

based snack food; rice-based snack food; prepared dishes consisting primarily of cereal or cereal preparations; 

prepared dishes consisting primarily of cereal preparations; prepared dishes consisting primarily of pasta; prepared 

dishes consisting primarily of bean-starch noodles; prepared dishes consisting primarily of rice; prepared dishes 

consisting primarily of dried pieces of wheat gluten; fruit sauce; mixes for making korean glass noodles stir-fried 

with vegetables [japchae]; mixes for making rice mixed with vegetables and beef [bibimbap]; mixes for making rice 

mixed with flavored ground beef, pork, chicken or meet substitutes [soboro-don]. and (32) Beer; syrups for 

beverages; carbonated drink mixes; rice-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; syrups for making soft drinks; 

syrups for making fruit-flavored drinks; syrups for making whey-based beverages; carbonated drinks [refreshing 

beverages]; fruit juice bases; fruit juices; vegetable juices [beverages] bases; vegetable juices [beverages]; extracts of 

hops for making beer; whey beverages bases; whey beverages; non-alcoholic beverages; preparations for making 

non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic essences for making beverages; cocktails, non-alcoholic; non-alcoholic 

beverages flavored with coffee; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea. 

(540)   

 

  

 

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1686406 (320) 30/03/2022   

(750) MARUKOME Co., Ltd. 

(731) 883, Amori, Nagano-shi Nagano 380-0943, Japan 

(740) HARAKENZO WORLD PATENT & TRADEMARK 

Daiwa Minamimorimachi Building, 2-6, 2-chome Kita, Tenjinbashi, Kita-ku Osaka-shi Osaka 530-0041 

(510) (29) Fruit-based, vegetable-based, bean-based or nut-based snacks; soy bean oil for food; edible oils and fats; lactic 

acid drinks; lactic acid bacteria drinks; soya milk yogurt; milk beverages, milk predominating; protein milk; 

vegetable-based cream; cheese substitutes; butter substitutes; margarine substitutes; milk products; meat for human 

consumption [fresh, chilled or frozen]; egg substitutes; eggs; fresh, chilled or frozen edible aquatic animals (not live); 

frozen vegetables; frozen fruits; meat substitutes; vegetable-based meat substitutes; hamburg steak substitutes made 

from soy protein; processed meat products; dried seaweed; canned seafood products; processed seafood products; 

jams; vegetable juices for cooking; vegetables, cooked; fruits, cooked; vegetables and fruits, dried; processed 

vegetables and fruits; fried tofu pieces [Abura-age]; freeze-dried tofu pieces [Kohri-dofu]; jelly made from devils' 

tongue root [Konnyaku]; powdered soya milk; soya milk mixes; soya milk; dried tofu; tofu patties; tofu; fermented 

soybeans [Natto]; soya chips; soya patties; tempeh; soya pulp [Okara]; tofu skin; processed eggs; instant or pre-

cooked miso soup; pre-cooked curry stew, stew and soup mixes; dried flakes of laver for sprinkling on rice in hot 

water [Ochazuke-nori]; Furi-kake [dried flakes of fish, meat, vegetables or seaweed]; side-dish made of fermented 

soybean [Name-mono]; dried soya beans; soya beans, processed; soya beans, preserved, for food; preserved 

soybeans; preserved pulses; formed textured vegetable protein for use as a meat substitute; soy protein foodstuffs for 

human consumption; protein-based meat substitutes being foodstuffs for human consumption; soy milk beverages; 

soy milk-based beverages; almond milk-based beverages; coconut milk-based beverages; peanut milk-based 

beverages; milk shakes; milk substitutes; soya-based snack foods; twice-cooked pork mixes; mixes for making stir-

fried eggplant with minced meat in hot sauce [Mapo-Nasu]; mixes for making stir-fried tofu with minced meat in hot 

sauce [Mapo-Tofu]; mixes for making instant or prepared dishes consisting of meat, seafood, vegetables, soya patties 

or meat substitutes mixed with seasonings; mixes for making instant or prepared dishes consisting of meat, seafood, 

vegetables, beans or meat substitutes mixed with seasonings; mixes for making instant or prepared dishes consisting 

of processed meat products, processed seafood products or processed vegetables and for use with meat, vegetables, 

mushrooms, tofu, deep fried tofu [Atsuage] or seafood; mixes for making instant or prepared dishes consisting of 

processed meat products, processed seafood products or processed vegetables and for use with eggs; prepared dishes 

consisting primarily of milk products; prepared dishes consisting primarily of processed meat products or processed 

seafood products; prepared dishes consisting primarily of meat or seafood; prepared dishes consisting primarily of 

seaweed; prepared dishes consisting primarily of meat substitutes; prepared dishes consisting primarily of vegetables 

or fruits; prepared dishes consisting primarily of processed vegetables and fruits; prepared dishes consisting primarily 

of mushrooms; prepared dishes consisting primarily of pulses; prepared 

of pulses; prepared dishes consisting primarily of beans and vegetables, retort pouched; prepared dishes 
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 consisting primarily of processed soya beans; prepared dishes consisting primarily of soya patties; prepared 

dishes consisting primarily of soya pulp [Okara]; prepared dishes consisting primarily of fried tofu pieces 

[Abura-age]; prepared dishes consisting primarily of freeze-dried tofu pieces [Kohri-dofu]; prepared dishes 

consisting primarily of jelly made from devils' tongue root [Konnyaku]; prepared dishes consisting primarily of 

tofu or deep fried tofu [Atsuage]; prepared dishes consisting primarily of fermented soybeans [Natto]; prepared 

dishes consisting primarily of eggs or processed eggs., (30) Binding agents for ice cream; meat tenderizers for 

household purposes; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; flavorings, other than essential oils, for 

beverages; flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes; food flavorings, other than essential oils; aromatic 

preparations for food, not from essential oils; tea-based beverages; tea with milk; tea; coffee-based beverages; 

prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; chocolate-based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; prepared 

cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; ice; rice crackers [Senbei]; Japanese traditional confectionery; ice cream; 

sherbets [sorbets]; pies; popcorn; western-style confectionery; Amazake [sweet drink made from fermented 

rice]; Amazake [sweet drink made from fermented rice] bases; confectionery; sweets, desserts and snacks other 

than fruit-based, vegetable-based, bean-based or nut-based; bread and buns; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed 

with minced meat [Chuka-manjuh]; hamburgers [sandwiches]; pizzas; hot dog sandwiches; meat pies; miso 

powder [condiment]; liquid miso [condiment]; miso with Koji [rice malt-marinated miso]; miso; soy sauce 

[soya sauce]; salad dressings; dip sauce; sauces for prepared dishes; Shio-koji [salt-marinated rice malt]; Shoyu-

koji [soy sauce-marinated rice malt]; sauces for Tacos or Taco rice; sesame sauce; cube sugar; fructose for 

culinary purposes; crystal sugar [not confectionery]; sugar; maltose for culinary purposes; honey; glucose for 

culinary purposes; powdered starch syrup for culinary purposes; starch syrup for culinary purposes; natural 

sweeteners; syrups for culinary purposes; syrupy sweeteners; syrup concentrates for culinary purposes; table 

salt mixed with sesame seeds; cooking salt; roasted and ground sesame seeds; celery salt; Umami seasonings; 

chemical seasonings; fruit coulis [sauces]; seasoning for pickles; seasonings [other than spices]; spices; ice 

cream mixes; sherbet mixes; unroasted coffee beans; corn flakes; instant ramen noodles with soup; cereal bars; 

croutons; cereal preparations; chocolate spread; Chinese stuffed dumplings [Gyoza, cooked]; Chinese steamed 

dumplings [Shumai, cooked]; sushi; fried balls of batter mix with small pieces of octopus [Takoyaki]; boxed 

lunches consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or vegetables; ravioli; savory pancakes; onigiri; ramen; noodle-

based prepared meals; prepared rice rolled in seaweed; spring rolls; bibimbap [rice mixed with vegetables and 

beef]; laksa; yeast powder; Koji [fermented malted rice]; Kome-koji [fermented malted rice]; yeast; baking 

powder; instant pancake mixes; pancake mixes; bread mixes; instant bread mixes; instant confectionery mixes; 

pasta sauce; by-product of rice for food [Sake lees]; husked rice; husked oats; husked barley; gluten for food; 

pulse flour for food; soya flour; flour; salted rice bran used for pickling [Nuka-doko]; flour-based dumplings; 

cereal-based snack food; rice-based snack food; prepared dishes consisting primarily of cereal or cereal 

preparations; prepared dishes consisting primarily of cereal preparations; prepared dishes consisting primarily 

of pasta; prepared dishes consisting primarily of bean-starch noodles; prepared dishes consisting primarily of 

rice; prepared dishes consisting primarily of dried pieces of wheat gluten; fruit sauce; mixes for making korean 

glass noodles stir-fried with vegetables [japchae]; mixes for making rice mixed with vegetables and beef 

[bibimbap]; mixes for making rice mixed with flavored ground beef, pork, chicken or meet substitutes [soboro-

don]. and (32) Beer; syrups for beverages; carbonated drink mixes; rice-based beverages, other than milk 

substitutes; syrups for making soft drinks; syrups for making fruit-flavored drinks; syrups for making whey-

based beverages; carbonated drinks [refreshing beverages]; fruit juice bases; fruit juices; vegetable juices 

[beverages] bases; vegetable juices [beverages]; extracts of hops for making beer; whey beverages bases; whey 

beverages; non-alcoholic beverages; preparations for making non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic essences 

for making beverages; cocktails, non-alcoholic; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with coffee; non-alcoholic 

beverages flavored with tea. 

(540) marukome (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1686512 (320) 01/03/2022   

(750) Triangle Resource Holding AG 

(731) Gewerbestrasse 11 CH-6330 Cham, Switzerland 

(740) AMATIN. BRAND&DESIGN MATTERS. IP MATTERS. GmbH of Lange Gasse 15 CH-4002 Basel 

(510) 1) Alcohol; electrolytic chemical liquids; liquids or gases used in fuel cells or batteries; wood alcohol; 

methanol; methyl alcohol., (4) Alcohol (fuel); alcohol-based fuel; fuels; electrical energy; electric current; 

motor fuel; thermal energy., (7) Installations for producing fuels; installations for producing motor fuel; 

installations and equipment for producing electricity; cogeneration plants (electricity production); electric 
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 (machines and machine tools; electric motors; electricity generators; fuel reformers, namely, apparatus that 

process fuel into synthesis gas; machines and apparatus for producing electrical energy and heat; machines and 

apparatus for producing electrical energy and cold; machines and apparatus for producing electrical energy and 

heat and cold; emergency generators; electricity generators; electricity generators for producing electrical 

energy and heat and cold; thermo-photovoltaic generators., (9) Apparatus and instruments for conducting, 

switching, transforming, storing, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of electricity, namely, 

transformers and current transducers; thermo-photovoltaic converters., (37) Charging of car batteries; charging 

of electric vehicles; installation, servicing and maintenance of machines and apparatus for producing electrical 

energy and heat, machines and apparatus for producing electrical energy and cold, machines and apparatus for 

producing electrical energy and heat and cold; installation, servicing and repair of energy converters; 

installation, servicing and repair of thermo-photovoltaic converters; maintenance and repair of automobile 

vehicles., (39) Information services relating to the provision of electricity; transport by motor vehicles; supply, 

provision and distribution of electricity; distribution of energy. and (40) Rental, including the operation of 

machines and apparatus for producing electrical energy and heat, machines and apparatus for producing 

electrical energy and cold, machines and apparatus for producing electrical energy and heat and cold; 

production of electricity; production of energy; information services in relation to electricity production. 

(540) M99 (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1687065 (320) 15/06/2022   

(750) ZKTECO CO., LTD. 

(731) No. 32, Pingshan Industrial Avenue, Tangxia Town, Dongguan City Guangdong Province, Peoples Republic of 

China 

(740) UNITALEN ATTORNEYS AT LAW of Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No.22, Jian Guo Men Wai Ave., 

Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(510) (9) Radio-frequency identification (rfid) tags; radio-frequency identification (rfid) readers; encoded identity 

cards; bar code readers; attendance registering machines; computer network adapters; prisms [optics]; switches, 

electric; biometric identity cards; theft prevention installations, electric; detectors; data processing apparatus; 

computer peripheral devices; computer software, recorded; downloadable computer application software for 

mobile phones; time recording apparatus; facial recognition device; point-of-sale terminals; punched card 

machines for offices; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; electric and electronic video 

surveillance installations; chips [integrated circuits]; apparatus and installations for the production of x-rays, not 

for medical purposes; alarms; computer programs, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; 

fingerprint scanners; security surveillance robots; infrared thermometers, not for medical purposes; infrared 

detectors; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research; radios; baby monitors; 

telepresence robots. and (42) Updating of computer software; maintenance of computer software; computer 

systems analysis; electronic data storage; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or 

data breach; data encryption services; software as a service [saas]; conversion of computer programs and data, 

other than physical conversion; consulting services in the field of cloud computing; computer software design; 

platform as a service [paas]; development of computer platforms; design and development of software in the 

field of mobile applications; designing computer software for controlling self-service terminals; design and 

development of electronic data security systems; server hosting; research in the field of artificial intelligence. 

(540) ARMATURA (and logo)  

    

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1687761 (320) 07/07/2022   

(750) NOBLEWOOD LIMITED 

(731) Arch. Makariou III, 206, CHRYSALIA COURT, 5TH Floor CY-3030 Limassol, Cyprus 

(740) IOANNIDES, CLEANTHOUS AND CO LLC of 4 PROMETHEUS STREET, 3RD FLOOR CY-1065 

NICOSIA 

(510) (33) Aperitifs; arrack; brandy; wine; piquette; whiskey; vodka; anisette [liqueur]; kirsch; gin; digesters [liqueurs 

and spirits]; cocktails; anise [liqueur]; liqueurs; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; alcoholic 

beverages, except beer; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; spirits [beverages]; distilled beverages; mead 

(hydromel); peppermint liqueurs; bitters; nira (sugarcane-based alcoholic beverage); rum; sake; perry; cider; 

rice alcohol; alcoholic extracts; alcoholic fruit extracts; alcoholic essences. 

(540) CASA DEL LOROS  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1687629 (320) 25/08/2022   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way, MS: 39-1IPL Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) (9) Downloadable software used to provide retail store services and online retail store services featuring 

computers, computer hardware and peripherals, computer software, consumer electronics, tablet computers, 

smartwatches, smartphones, home automation products, set-top boxes, media players, entertainment products, 

audio speakers, headphones, earphones, wireless routers, computer monitors, computer keyboards, computer 

mice, computer cables, computer power adapters, carrying cases, computer printers for printing documents and 

photos, scanners and peripherals, gift cards, and accessories for the foregoing; downloadable computer software 

for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; downloadable computer software for generating 

customized product recommendations; downloadable computer software for use in credit card issuance. 

(540) 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1687198 (320) 18/02/2022   

(750) TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION) 

(731) 1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi Aichi-ken 471-8571, Japan 

(740) ONDA Makoto of 12-1, Omiya-cho 2-chome, Gifu-shi Gifu-ken 500-8731 

(510) (12) Driving motors for land vehicles; engine mounts for land vehicles; engines for land vehicles; jet engines 

for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; turbines for land vehicles; 

axle journals; axles for land vehicles; spindles for land vehicles; drive shafts for land vehicles; shaft couplings 

for land vehicles; axle bearings for land vehicles; wheel bearings for land vehicles; universal joints for land 

vehicles; drive chains for land vehicles; connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of motors and 

engines; gear boxes for land vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; reduction gears 

for land vehicles; torque converters for land vehicles; transmission chains for land vehicles; transmission shafts 

for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; power transmission belts for land vehicles; brake discs for 

vehicles; brake linings for vehicles; brake pads for automobiles; brake segments for vehicles; brake shoes for 

vehicles; brakes for vehicles; brake systems for vehicles; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; alarm systems for motor 

vehicles; AC motors for land vehicles, not including their parts; DC motors for land vehicles not including their 

parts; motors, electric, for land vehicles; automobiles and structural parts thereof; buses; structural parts for 

buses; trucks; structural parts for trucks; vans [vehicles]; sports utility vehicles; coaches; electrically powered 

motor vehicles; electric cars; hybrid cars; electric tricycles; ambulances; racing cars; amphibious vehicles; 

snowmobiles; armored vehicles; fork lift trucks; camping cars; tractors; trailers; trolley buses; hearses; fuel cell 

cars; automobile bodies; automobile bonnets; automobile bumpers; automobile chassis; automobile dashboards; 

automobile doors; automobile door handles; automobile hoods; automobile horns; automobile seats; automobile 

seat covers; automobile sunroofs; automobile tires; automobile wheels; spokes for automobile wheels; inner 

tubes for automobile tires; automobile wheel rims; rearview mirrors for automobiles; automobile windows; 

automobile windscreens; automobile windshields; automobile convertible tops; safety belts for automobile 

seats; safety harnesses for automobile racing; safety harnesses for automobile seats; security harness for 

automobile seats; steering wheels for automobiles; steering wheel covers for automobiles; air bags for 

automobiles, buses and trucks; seat belt pre-tensioners for automobiles; brake pedals for land vehicles; direction 

signals for automobiles; leather upholstery for automobile seats; leather upholstery for automobiles; cigar 

lighters for automobiles; shaped automobile covers; mudguards for automobiles; luggage carriers for 

automobiles; spare wheel holders for automobiles; automobile roof racks; headlight wipers; windscreen wipers; 

windscreen wiper blades; motor vehicle brake control systems for applying emergency braking at low vehicle 

speeds; electronic brake control apparatus for automobiles; two-wheeled motor vehicles; structural parts for 

two-wheeled motor vehicles; bicycles; structural parts for bicycles; motorcycles; structural parts for 

motorcycles. 

(540)   

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1687569 (320) 21/03/2022   

(750) Roche Diagnostics GmbH 

(731) Sandhofer Strasse 116 68305 Mannheim, Germany 

(740) F. Hoffmann-La Roche AG of Grenzacherstrasse 124 CH-4070 Basel 

(510) (1) Chemical, biological and biochemical preparations for scientific and research purposes; chemical 

preparations for analysis in laboratories; chemical substances for analyses in laboratories, other than for medical 

or veterinary purposes; diagnostic reagents and preparations, except for medical or veterinary use; reagents for 

in-vitro laboratory use [other than for medical or veterinary purposes], diagnostic reagents for in vitro use in 

biochemistry, clinical chemistry and microbiology; chemical solutions for calibration and monitoring of the 

accuracy and function of laboratory apparatus and test results., (5) Chemical, biological and biochemical 

preparations for medical purposes; in vitro diagnostic reagents for medical use; chemical substances for 

analyses in laboratories for medical purposes; reagents for in-vitro laboratory use for medical purposes., (9) 

Scientific apparatus and instruments; scientific apparatus, equipment and instruments for performing analyses in 

laboratories; laboratory instruments for use in research and science; laboratory instruments for research and 

diagnostic purposes; laboratory equipment, namely automated sample handling equipment; computer software 

for use in the field of healthcare; computer software for medical and diagnostic purposes; computer software for 

the provision of automated diagnostic laboratory processes; computer software for use with laboratory 

instruments, namely, for use in providing remote automated control, connection, data analysis, and data 

management; computer systems and software for collecting, storing, analyzing and reporting biological 

information, and for sample tracking and managing projects, laboratory workflow and data, for use in the fields 

of scientific, diagnostic and clinical research and for clinical diagnostic purposes., (10) Medical apparatus and 

instruments for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; medical apparatus for performing 

in-vitro diagnostic tests., (41) Education, instruction, providing of training and further training, for others; 

education services relating to medicine; training and tuition relating to medical and medical technology 

instruments; organization of conferences in the field of medical science; arranging, organizing and conducting 

of conferences, congresses, symposiums, workshops in the field of medical and laboratory apparatus, equipment 

and instruments and in the field of services for healthcare providers; publishing of medical publications; 

publication of medical periodicals, books and manuals (handbooks). and (42) Research and development, for 

others, in the field of information technology, medical technology, chemistry and as well as planning, 

consultancy, engineering and technical monitoring services in these fields; medical research; writing of 

computer programs for medical applications; software as a service (SaaS) in relation to medical data and 

information; design and development of computer software in the medical field; provision of non-downloadable 

computer software in the medical field; provision of non-downloadable software for use in clinical decision 

support and operational decision support; provision of non-downloadable software for use in providing health 

care information; provision of non-downloadable software for use in capture and analysis services to improve 

patient care; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use as programming 

interfaces (API); cloud computing services; development and design of databases in the medical field; medical 

research services; monitoring of medical devices and equipment as well as clinical facilities with the support of 

communication technology, in particular Internet technology; technological consultancy for medical facilities 

and clinics; design planning for medical facilities and clinics; medical laboratory services; clinical laboratory 

services; laboratory research, analysis and testing services; design of laboratory and medical apparatus and 

instruments. 

(540) COBAS  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1687962 (320) 18/07/2022   

(750) Tranzfar Group Ltd 

(731) Tranzfar Ltd, 37th Floor,  One Canada Square, Canary Wharf London, Greater London E14 5AA, United 

Kingdom 

(740) OLUSOLA ADEPEGBA of 37TH FLOOR, ONE CANADA SQUARE CANARY WHARF, LONDON E14 

5AA 

(510) (36) Financial services; financial payment services; financial affairs services; financial banking. 

(540) *APEX* AFRICAN-SYSTEM OF PAYMENT EXCELLENCE (and 

logo) 

 

 

  

 

__________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1687894 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products 

during storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 

additives (chemical -) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the 

manufacture of biocides; chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to 

fungicides; chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, 

industrial chemicals or chemicals for use in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental 

damage to plants; substances for regulating growth in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and 

forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, chemical or biological preparations for stress management 

in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment 

preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; herbicides; pest control preparations and 

articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect 

repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling insects; preparations for destroying 

noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for use on turf or grass; vermin 

repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent formulations; antiparasitic 

preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection against poisonous 

plants. 

(540) Mia  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1688079 (320) 10/08/2022   

(750) Huizhou Jiuzi Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. 

(731) Xiaotang, Shangnan Village,  Yuanzhou Town, Boluo County, Huizhou City 516000 Guangdong Province, 

Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Guangdong LiZhiJun IP Services Ltd. of Room 315, Unit 1, Building1, Poly Duhui Building, No.4, Sanyuan 

Road, Nancheng Street, Dongguan City Guangdong Province 

(510) (9) Computer peripheral devices; computer keyboards; earphones; transformers [electricity]; control panels 

[electricity]; connectors [electricity]; switches, electric; time switches, automatic; solenoid valves 

[electromagnetic switches]; distribution boxes [electricity]. 

(540) JERRZI  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1646864 (320) 22/02/2021   

(750) ERINDI RANCH (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED 

(731) Farm Erindi Number 58, Omaruru District Omaruru, Namibia 

(740) ENSafrica Namibia (Incorporated as Lorentz Angula Inc )of 3rd Floor, Unit 4, LA Chambers Ausspann Plaza, 

Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Ausspannplatz Windhoek 

(510) (43) accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding houses], animal pound services, bar services, boarding 

for animals, boarding house bookings, boarding house services, café services, cafeteria services, cake 

decorating, canteen services, day-nursery [crèche] services, decorating of food, food and drink catering, food 

reviewing services [provision of information about food and drinks], food sculpting, holiday camp services 

[lodging], hookah lounge services, hotel accommodation services, hotel reservations, information and advice in 

relation to the preparation of meals, motel services, personal chef services, providing campground facilities, 

reception services for temporary accommodation [conferment of keys], reception services for temporary 

accommodation [management of arrivals and departures], rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware, rental 

of cooking apparatus, rental of drinking water dispensers, rental of furniture, rental of holiday accommodation / 

rental of vacation accommodation, rental of kitchen sinks, rental of lighting apparatus*, rental of meeting 

rooms, rental of office furniture, rental of portable dressing rooms, rental of robots for preparing beverages, 

rental of temporary accommodation, rental of tents, rental of transportable buildings*, restaurant services, 

retirement home services, self-service restaurant services, snack-bar services, take-away restaurant services, 

temporary accommodation provided by halfway houses, temporary accommodation reservations, tourist home 

services, udon and soba restaurant services, washoku restaurant services. 

(540) ERINDI GAME RESERVE  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1687864 (320) 23/02/2022   

(750) PSA AUTOMOBILES SA 

(731) 2-10 boulevard de l'Europe F-78300 Poissy, France 

(740) PSA AUTOMOBILES SA, Madame Catherine MENES of Route de Gisy VV1403 F-78140 PARIS 

(510) (1) Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; soil 

fertilizers (natural and artificial); fire-extinguishing compositions; chemical preparations for tempering and 

welding; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning materials; adhesive substances for industrial 

use; anti-freeze solution; fluids for hydraulic installations and apparatus., (2) Paints, varnishes, lacquers; 

preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; anti-corrosive solutions; dyestuffs; mordants; 

Unprocessed natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters and decorators., (3) Laundry 

preparations, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and 

abrasive preparations; polishing wax; pastes and liquid preparations for cleaning, polishing and protecting 

painted, varnished and polished metal surfaces; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; 

dentifrices., (4) Industrial oils and greases (other than edible oils and fats and essential oils); lubricants; dust 

binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and lighting fuel; tapers, candles, nightlights and wicks for 

lighting., (7) Machines and machine tools; connecting rods for internal combustion engines, motors and engines 

(except for land vehicles), couplings and transmission belts (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements 

other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; hand-held tools and implements other than hand-operated; crank 

shafts, bearings and jacks for automobiles., (8) Cutlery, forks and spoons; side arms, other than firearms., (9) 

Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric (including wireless), photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 

measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; fuel level 

indicators and oil level indicators; radio receiving apparatus and bodies thereof, batteries for accumulators, 

insulated wires and cables, electric ignition apparatus and bodies thereof, switches, horns and electric warning 

apparatus and bodies thereof; automatic coin or token-operated apparatus; talking machines; cash registers, 

calculating machines; extinguishing apparatus., (11) Installations for lighting, heating, steam generating, 

cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water distribution and sanitary installations; air filters and oil 

purifiers for internal combustion engines, electric lamps, water heaters and their parts, particularly heat 

exchangers, fans, blowers, distributors and regulators with manual control; electric fans., (12) Vehicles, 

apparatus for locomotion by land, motor vehicles, component parts thereof, namely suspension shock absorbers 

for vehicles; shock absorbers (springs) for vehicles; motors and engines for land vehicles; gear boxes for land 

vehicles; vehicle chassis; vehicle bodies; transmission shafts for land vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; 

torque converters for land vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; axles; vehicle brakes; vehicle wheels; vehicle 

wheel rims; hub caps for wheels; hubs for vehicle wheels; tires; steering wheels for vehicles; vehicle seats; 

headrests for vehicle seats; security devices for vehicles such as safety belts and air bags; rearview mirrors; 

windshield wipers; torsion bars for vehicles; vehicle bumpers; protective molding rods for vehicles; deflectors 

for vehicles; spoilers for vehicles; windshields; retractable roofs for vehicles; windows for vehicles; caps for 

vehicle fuel tanks; luggage carriers for vehicles., (17) Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica being 

unprocessed or semi-processed and substitutes of all these materials; plastic materials and resins in extruded 

form used in manufacturing operations; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes not of metal., 

(24) Textiles and substitutes thereof; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic materials., (37) Construction 

services; installation and repair services; mining, oil and gas drilling. and (40) Treatment of materials; recycling 

of trash and waste; air purification and water treatment; printing services; food and beverage preservation. 

(540) SUSTAINERA  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1687895 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products 

during storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 

additives (chemical -) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the 

manufacture of biocides; chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to 

fungicides; chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, 

industrial chemicals or chemicals for use in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental 

damage to plants; substances for regulating growth in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and 

forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, chemical or biological preparations for stress management 
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 in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment 

preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; herbicides; pest control preparations and 

articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect 

repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling insects; preparations for destroying 

noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for use on turf or grass; vermin 

repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent formulations; antiparasitic 

preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection against poisonous 

plants. 

(540) Miar  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1687896 (320) 03/08/2022   

(750) Albaugh tovarna kemičnih izdelkov d.o.o. 

(731) Grajski trg 21 SI-2327 Rače, Slovenia 

(740) Dr. Jure Marn of Ljubljanska ulica 9 SI-2000 Maribor 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemicals for the protection of plants [other than 

fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides, parasiticides]; chemical products for preserving products 

during storage; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 

additives (chemical -) for the soil; chemical additives for pesticides; chemical preparations for use in the 

manufacture of biocides; chemical substances for the manufacture of insect repellents; additives, chemical, to 

fungicides; chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements, namely, 

industrial chemicals or chemicals for use in industry; chemicals for use in the prevention of environmental 

damage to plants; substances for regulating growth in plants; chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and 

forestry, especially preparations for fortifying plants, chemical or biological preparations for stress management 

in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, genes of seeds for agricultural production, seed treatment 

preparations. and (5) Vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; herbicides; pest control preparations and 

articles; pesticides; rodenticides; insecticides; biocides; chemical preparations for pesticidal purposes; insect 

repellents; molluscicides; moth repellents; preparations for controlling insects; preparations for destroying 

noxious animals; soil fumigating preparations; weedicides; worm repellents for use on turf or grass; vermin 

repelling preparations; chemical preparations for sanitary purposes; animal repellent formulations; antiparasitic 

preparations; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; fumigants; barrier lotions for protection against poisonous 

plants. 

(540) Macklynn  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1688040 (320) 19/01/2022   

(750) GEA Group Aktiengesellschaft 

(731) Peter-Müller-Str. 12 40468 Düsseldorf, Germany 

(740) Schneiders & Behrendt PartmbB, Rechts- und Patentanwälte of Huestr. 23 44787 Bochum 

(510) (1) Chemicals and fertilizers used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture 

and forestry; chemicals for use in the treatment and conditioning of water and liquid manure; emulsifiers; 

surface-active substances; refrigerants; grease dissolving preparations for use in industrial processes; reagents 

used for the quantitative determination of nitrogen and other elements in chemical substances; chemical 

additives for use in industrial processes; chemical additives for use in cleaning agents and germicides for food 

processing industry, including the dairy industry; chlorinated chemical additives for use in the cleaning 

preparations for milking systems; boric acid and clean-in-place [CIP] water conditioners with chemical agents, 

all for use in sanitizing dairy milking systems; sulfuric, nitric, citric and phosphoric acids for cleaning and 

sanitizing milking systems on dairy farms; dchemical additives for refrigerant fluids and hydraulic fluids; 

filtering media of artificial or natural substances, as far as comprised in this class; unprocessed artificial resins; 

unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical 

substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry., (2) Livestock markers, 

namely spray paints for the colour marking of animals; tracer dyes [marking dyes] for use in weed killing and in 

agriculture., (3) Cleaning, fragrancing, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations [other than for office use]; 

detergents; laundry preparations; toiletries; soaps; skin care preparations; sanitary preparations being toiletries 

for livestock; cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning and care; cleaning agents for use in the 

processing industry, including the food processing industry; acid-based cleaning preparations for removing 

milkstone, water scale and rust from pipelines, bulk tanks, milking machines and water inflow pipes in the dairy 

industry; cleaning preparations for use in connection with dairy milk pipelines and milk tanks; udder washing 

detergents; cleaning preparations for milkers, milk-processing apparatus and systems for dairy farms and food 
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 contact surfaces; all aforementioned goods not for the cleaning and care of the eyes, eyelids and eyelashes of 

humans; industrial detergents and sulfuric, nitric, citric and phosphoric acids having disinfectant properties, 

used to clean and rinse dairy farm milking equipment and teat dip applicators; acid and other detergents having 

disinfectant properties, used for clean-in-place (CIP) systems in the food processing industry, including the 

dairy industry., (4) Industrial oils and greases; mineral and non-mineral oil for industrial purposes, namely for 

machinery; lubricants; lubricating oil; dust absorbing, dust wetting and dust binding compositions; fuels 

[including motor spirit]; illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; non-chemical additives for refrigerant 

fluids and hydraulic fluids., (5) Disinfectants and antiseptics; germicides; disinfectants for cooling apparatus; 

disinfectants for the food processing industry, including the dairy industry; disinfectants for dairy animals, for 

milkers and for machines, devices and other equipment used in the dairy industry; teat disinfectants; germicidal 

teat dips; sanitizing udder washes; medicated udder salve; sanitizing foaming teat dips; veterinary preparations, 

namely, topical teat dips for tissue toning; medicated hoof care preparations in the form of foot bath 

concentrates and topical solutions; sanitizers for hoof trimming equipment and utensils; dairy sanitation 

products, namely, industrial sanitizer tablets used to clean, rinse and sanitize dairy farm milking installations 

and foaming teat dip applicators; disinfectants washes; disinfectants impregnated into tissues; medical and 

veterinary preparations and products; veterinary products for the dairy industry; bacteriological preparations for 

medical or veterinary use; bacterial poisons; antiseptic sprays in aerosol form; mineral and dietary supplements 

for animal feed; iodine; medicated additives for animal foods; lotions for veterinary purposes; milking grease; 

pharmaceutical preparations; hygienic preparations and articles; pest control preparations and articles; 

algaecides; preparations in the form of liquids or powders for removing moss; fly combating preparations; lice 

destroying preparations; insect repellents; biocides; preparations for destroying vermin; germicides for use in 

the food processing industry, including the dairy industry; reagents for use in polymerase chain reaction for 

DNA sequencing for medical purposes; anti-microbial hand soaps; antibody reagents for medical use; all 

aforementioned goods not for the treatment of eye diseases of humans., (6) Common metals and their alloys; 

metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric 

cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; 

unwrought or semi-wrought common metals; valves of metal [other than machine parts]; expansion 

compensators and accessories thereof, as far as comprised in this class; pipes, tanks, rods, tubes of metal and 

fittings and accessories therefor, as far as comprised in this class; pipework and flanges [collars] of metal; 

fittings of metal for compressed air ducts; bulk milk cooling tanks, milking parlor stalls and stanchions, all 

made primarily of metal; manually activated metal valves, other than parts of machines; metal milking parlor 

equipment, namely, sequence gates, entry gates, exit gates, splashbacks, curbs, brisket boards; dairy barn 

facilities, namely, free stall barns, tie-stall barns, feed stanchions, keder tubes used as hem pipes, cattle traffic 

control gates, namely, telescoping gates, swing gates, and overhead gates, all made of metal; metal gutter grates; 

steel trusses for livestock barns; partitions as well as partition fittings and clamps of metal; metal barriers for 

livestock; treatment stalls and cattle crushes made of metal; isolation stalls and gates made of metal; parts for 

animal stalls, milking parlor installations, milk vats, vats, channels, tubs, gates, borders, doors, portals, barriers, 

grates, all mainly of metal, as well as fittings and accessories therefor; earmarks of metal for livestock; metal 

containers for storage or transport; closures of metal for containers; containers of metal for compressed gas or 

liquid air; metal hardware; pipe jackets of metal; transfer tubes of metal; milk reservoir vats of metal., (7) 

Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing [other than paper converting 

machines, including sheet-fed paper converting machines, thermal laminating machines, labelling machines, 

lithographic labelling machines, laminating machines for stacks of sheets, printing machines, die-cutting 

machines for paper, cardboard and films, slitting and cutting machines for paper, cardboard and films, paper 

sheet feeding machines, machines for cutting, folding, handling, printing, rewinding, binding and laminating 

paper, cardboard and films, document shredding machines and machines for office use]; motors and engines 

[except for land vehicles and other than for office use]; machine coupling and transmission components [except 

for land vehicles]; agricultural implements other than hand-operated; emulsifying machines and homogenizers 

[for chemical processing or food production]; brewing machines; kneading machines; mixers [machines]; 

drilling machines; electric knives; blade holders [parts of machines], other than for use in document shredding 

machines, paper processing machines or printing machines; knives [parts of machines], other than for use in 

document shredding machines, paper processing machines or printing machines; stropping machines; shaping 

and moulding machines [other than for office use]; pressing machines; mills and crushing machines, other than 

for use in document shredding machines, paper processing machines or printing machines; rasps [machines]; 

machines, mechanical apparatus, implements and parts thereof for the processing industry, for use in 

biotechnology, in the production and processing of drinking water, on oil rigs, in land vehicles and seacraft; 

machines, mechanical apparatus, implements and parts thereof for the industrial manufacturing and process 

technology, for the chemical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic, food and beverage industry, for agricultural and dairy 

purposes, for oil extracting and oil processing, for energy production, wastewater processing and for metal 
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processing industries, for shipping, for drilling platforms and for use in cellars; machines for the production and 

processing of dry ice, cubed ice, crushed ice and flaked ice; motors, pumps and compressors for refrigerators 

and freezers; machines, mechanical apparatus and plants for the manufacturing of gases, chemical products, 

foodstuffs, including beverages; machines for dividing, clarifying, separating, mixing and conveying liquid 

and/or solid mixtures and substances; centrifugal mixers; powder mixers; reverse osmosis machines for 

increasing the concentration of dissolved substances in liquids; cartridges for filtering machines; rotating brush 

sieves [machines or parts of machines]; cyclones as parts of machinery; oil separators; filters, sieves and 

membranes as parts of machines and for motors and engines; compressors and fans as parts of machines; 

pumps, in particular for beverages and other foodstuffs; air condensers; blowing machines for the compression, 

exhaustion and transport of gases; oil refining machines; electrical engines, other than for land vehicles; 

blowing machines; pump diaphragms; suction machines for industrial purposes; electric machines, apparatus 

and implements for cleaning; steam cleaners; food and beverage processing and preparation equipment, namely 

butter machines, computer-operated and non-computer-operated machines and installations for the processing, 

further processing and packaging of foodstuffs, namely meat, poultry, fish, cheese, potatoes, vegetables and 

other vegetarian products, computer-operated and non-computer-operated machines and installations for the 

pre-processing, processing and packaging of foodstuffs, namely meat, poultry, fish, cheese, potatoes, vegetables 

and other vegetarian products, in particular knives, mills, mixers [machines], emulsifying machines, machines 

for sausage production, apparatus for the production, processing and portioning of flour, albumen and bread 

crumbs, as well as automatic machines for the storage and packaging of foodstuffs, vacuum packing machines 

and assembly lines and machinery apparatus and mechanical equipment for the production, processing and 

refining of foodstuffs, semiluxury food and beverages; cutting machines, other than for document shredding 

purposes, paper processing purposes or office use; food slicers; slicers [machines, electric]; sausage making 

machines; labelling machines [other than for office use]; moving and handling equipment; agitators; lifting and 

hoisting equipment, as far as comprised in this class; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; palletisers; 

machines for lifting and parts thereof; bottle filling machines; bottle washing machines; bottle capping 

machines; conveyors; belt conveyors; loading machines; automatic loading systems consisting of loading cranes 

and machines; manure augers; vacuum packing machines; packaging machines; foil wrapping machines; 

engines, powertrains, and generic parts for machines; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; heat exchangers 

being machine parts; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and 

engines; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; pistons [parts of machines and engines]; 

regulators [parts of machines]; steam traps; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; valves 

[machine parts]; connection fittings for machines; expansion compensators, namely machine parts for 

compensating thermal stress; cleaners [machine parts]; machines for the energy and power plant industry; 

machines for the energy technology, as far as comprised in this class; compressors for refrigerators; machines 

for agglomeration, granulation and lamination [coating] of materials, including foodstuffs and pharmaceutical 

preparations, and plants composed of the aforementioned machines used for applying the fluid bed technology 

for commercial purposes; sealing machines for industrial purposes; filling machines; atomizers; machines using 

microwave technology for commercial purposes; machines for agricultural engineering purposes; environmental 

technology machines for commercial purposes; machines for industrial plant construction; machine tools; 

machines and installations composed thereof for applying the spraying technology and spray drying technology 

for commercial purposes; agricultural, earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining equipment; 

agricultural equipment; electrolysis apparatus for the manufacturing of disinfectants; electric machines for the 

processing of foodstuffs; fodder presses; rotary and linear milking parlor installations consisting of milking 

installations; semi-automatic and automatic milking machines; milking installations; component parts for 

milking machines, namely, milk stimulators, filters for milking machines, vacuum pumps, milk pumps, air 

compressing pumps, water pumps, chemical dispensing pumps, power-operated teat sprayers, power-operated 

udder washers, aerators, milking system washers, industrial milking robots; vacuum regulators as parts of 

milking machines; milking machine retractors; pumps and pulsators for the dairy industry; udder washing and 

spraying apparatus; automatic feeding machines; milking parlor equipment, namely manure scrapers; stationary 

machines for automatically spraying cows with liquid insecticides and germicides; teat cups [suction cups] for 

milking machines; machines for supplying fodder concentrate in fodder troughs; power-operated manure 

scrapers; robotic and power-operated manure scrapers; manure agitators; manure separators; tractor-towed farm 

implements; waste management systems, processing systems and recovery systems for manure, slurry and other 

animal waste, namely pumps or scrapers for the transport of solid and liquid animal excretions as well as 

presses for the separation of undigested solid elements; mechanized livestock feeders; machines and machine-

operated equipment for cleaning purposes for use in the processing industry, including the food processing 

industry, in particular the dairy industry, namely machines for the cleaning of teats and hooves; installations and 

components for processing and the disposal of manure and slurry for the generation of energy, namely pumps 

and conveyors; sweeping machines; cleaning machines; cleaning devices and machine-type cleaning apparatus, 
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in particular chemical and/or mechanical cleaning apparatus and installations, in particular for the dairy 

industry, the brewing and beverage industry, the food industry, the chemical, pharmaceutical and cosmetics 

industry; stable cleaning machines; press-rollers; robots [machines]; condensing installations; mechanical 

watering systems for livestock; vacuum machines and installations composed thereof; vacuum installations 

being parts of milking machines; bottling plants for the bottling of solid, pasty and liquid substances and of 

heterogeneous substance mixtures; pumps for the food processing industry, including milking machine pumps; 

extractors for milking clusters, namely apparatus for removing the milking equipment from the udder; machines 

for filtering waste milk to be used for calf feeding; installations for thickening of suspensions by means of 

decantation or evaporation; plants and apparatus for applying the fluid bed technology for commercial and 

industrial purposes; plants and apparatus for applying the spray technology, namely spray dryers and spray 

granulators; machines and mechanical equipment for concentrating, dispersing, suspending, filtering, 

separating, agglomerating, extracting, fermenting, homogenizing, adding gas to and aerating of solid, liquid 

and/or gaseous substances, including their intermediates and precursors of synthetic, plant or animal origin, in 

particular including milk, milk products, milk intermediates, cheese, cheese products, cheese intermediates, 

butter, butter products, butter intermediates, coffee, beer, juices, meat, fish products and nutritional supplements 

as well as in particular educts and products of the petrochemical, chemical and pharmaceutical industry and in 

particular of commercial or industrial waste, wastewater or exhaust gases; rotating cylindrical brushes for 

livestock [machine parts]; dust removing installations and equipment for cleaning purposes., (8) Hand-operated 

tools and implements for treatment of materials, and for construction, repair and maintenance., (9) Regulating, 

checking [supervision], control, measuring and switching installations, apparatus and instruments [other than 

for office use]; detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; food analysis apparatus; 

quantity indicators; telemeters; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; transducers; flow meters; 

pressure gauges; refractometers; spectrometers; thermometers; remote controls; dosage dispensers; automatic 

liquid flow controls; control and regulating installations for managing and monitoring dairy herds; testing 

apparatus, not for medical purposes; alignment and calibrating instruments; vacuum gauges; scales; electronic 

measuring, control and checking [supervision] apparatus and instruments for climate monitoring and climate 

control; data processing and data collection installations and equipment [other than for office use]; data output 

installations and equipment [other than for office use]; data transmission installations and equipment [other than 

for office use]; electrotechnical and electronic apparatus and equipment for process monitoring and process 

control, for the collection, processing and output of data; apparatus and equipment for the industrial and 

commercial measuring, monitoring and/or controlling technology; sensors and detectors; information 

technology and audiovisual equipment; scanners [other than for office use]; luminescence scanners; 

electronically encoded identification devices; identification devices for livestock; communications equipment; 

transmitters; radio receivers; transponders; electric apparatus for commutation; X-ray apparatus, not for medical 

purposes; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; neck tags [electronic transmission and reception 

apparatus] and responders for livestock; protective and safety equipment; protective boots; protective gloves; 

protective clothing; protective goggles; software; application software; computer application software for 

mobile devices and computers; dairy herd management software and computer hardware; computer peripherals, 

other than printers, scanners or other peripherals for office use; optical devices, sensors and optical equipment, 

enhancers and correctors; observation instruments; closed-circuit video observation systems comprised of 

closed circuit television camera and video monitor; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 

transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity [other than for office use]; electrical contacts; 

electric relays; apparatus for recording, storage, transmission or reproduction of sound or images [other than for 

office use]; scientific surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, signalling apparatus and 

instruments [other than for office use]; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and 

simulators; chemistry apparatus and instruments [other than for office use]; electronic publications, 

downloadable; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; printed circuit boards; load cells; animal scales; 

electronic animal counting devices; electronic milk flow monitoring devices and milk meters; electronic data 

processing units, transmitters, receivers and transponders attached to cows for the automatic recognition of 

animals, for the supply of feed and fodder concentrate, for the cow calendar, for the determination of milk 

quantities and the quality of milk, for the determination of milk temperatures, and for the determination of 

washing temperatures; electric control panels for monitoring and operating milking systems; remote controls for 

automatically dispensing animal feed; automatic dispensers for supplying liquids in drinking bowls; electronic 

controllers for milk pipeline washers; automatic dispensers for supplying chemicals for milk pipeline washers; 

milking monitors, automatic liquid-flow controls for milking machines, automatic feed dispensers for dairy 

animals; flow sensors for milkers., (10) Veterinary apparatus and instruments; apparatus for stimulating the 

udder of dairy animals; apparatus for monitoring the health status of livestock., (11) Apparatus for lighting, 

heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply as well as sanitary 

installations; air treatment and air purification equipment; deodorizing apparatus; air purifying installations; 
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ventilation hoods; commercial and industrial dehumidifiers; HVAC systems [heating, ventilation and air 

conditioning]; heat-recovery installations; air cooling apparatus; air purifying apparatus and machines; 

electrically powered blowers for ventilation; electric fans; regulating and safety accessories for water and gas 

installations; wet cooling towers and dry cooling towers with natural ventilation and/or forced ventilation for 

the cooling of liquid and/or vaporous media; burners, boilers and heaters; heat exchangers, not parts of 

machines; heat regenerators; furnaces; air reheaters; heat pumps; steam accumulators; heat accumulators; heat 

generating apparatus; stoves; incinerators; refrigerating and freezing equipment; refrigerating appliances and 

installations; cooling aggregates; cooling machines; refrigerating chambers; ice machines and apparatus; gas 

condensers, other than parts of machines; transport refrigeration units for land, air and water vehicles, trailers, 

shipping boxes and containers; water cooling apparatus; cooling installations for foodstuffs, including milk 

cooling installations; milk cooling apparatus, namely, refrigerated milk storage tanks; milk coolers, namely, a 

chiller in the nature of a refrigeration unit used to cool a heat transfer medium and a heat exchanger in which 

the heat transfer medium cools milk as it comes from cows being milked; cooling and refrigerating installations 

for the construction industry for the cooling of concrete; cooling and refrigerating installations for the mining 

industry; cooling and refrigerating installations for sports and leisure facilities; refrigerating containers; ice 

making machines; lighting and lighting reflectors; lighting apparatus; LED lighting apparatus; luminaires; 

discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; infrared and ultraviolet lamps not for medical purposes; sanitary 

installations; water supply and sanitation equipment; sterilization, disinfection and decontamination equipment; 

disinfectant apparatus; autoclaves; water sterilizers; sterilizers for foodstuffs, including milk; steam sterilizers; 

water purification, desalination and conditioning installations; agricultural irrigation units; installations and 

apparatus for wastewater treatment; reverse osmosis devices, water filtering apparatus and water purification 

installations; pipes being parts of sanitary facilities; sterilizers [not for medical purposes]; food and beverage 

cooking, heating, roasting, grilling, cooling devices and equipment; electric deep fryers; cooker hoods for 

industrial use; electric cooking utensils; electric kettles; coffee bean roasting machines; food dryers; roasting 

apparatus; infrared and microwave ovens for industrial purposes; pasteurizers; wastewater treatment 

installations; sterilizers for industrial purposes; industrial ovens and furnaces [not for food or beverages]; heat 

exchangers for chemical processing; flare stacks; distillation columns and units; industrial water treatment 

plants; industrial installations for filtering liquids; gas scrubbing installations; gas scrubbing and purification 

apparatus; sewage treatment installations; drying apparatus and installations; crystallizers; installations for the 

purification of gases; vaporizing installations, apparatus and appliances; drying apparatus; humidifying 

installations and equipment; humidifiers; filter systems consisting of filter housings and replaceable filter 

elements, not used as parts of machines, motors or engines; cleaning installations and equipment for liquids; 

water purification, water treatment, water supply and water desalination installations and equipment; apparatus 

and equipment for the separation of solid and liquid materials from gaseous and/or liquid media; apparatus and 

equipment for exhaust steam and waste heat recovery; automatic watering installations; pressure water tanks; 

clean chambers [sanitary installations]; water intake apparatus; water filtering apparatus; water softening 

apparatus; water distribution installations; water heaters; water heating installations; air treatment apparatus and 

machines; germicidal lamps for purifying air; air filters for industrial use; filters for the separation of solid or 

liquid substances from liquids or gases, including the air; flues and installations for conveying exhaust gases; 

gas condensers, other than parts of machines; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air; valves being parts of 

sanitary, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water supply installations; 

installations and apparatus for the thermal treatment as well as for the thermal processing of foodstuffs, 

semiluxury food, beverages and animal feed, in particular for warming, heating, pasteurizing, distilling, 

refrigerating, freezing, chilling, condensing, spray drying, freeze-drying, drying, in particular educts and 

products of the petrochemical, chemical and pharmaceutical industry and in particular of commercial or 

industrial waste, wastewater or exhaust gases; milking parlor equipment, namely air curtains and aerators; 

distilling machines; mechanical watering systems for livestock farming, namely automatic watering 

installations; dairy barn equipment, namely, electronic climate control devices; all aforementioned goods also 

manufactured according to customers' order; dairy barn and milking parlor equipment, namely, power-operated 

air curtains that open and close, power-operated ventilation system for the roof of livestock barns; drying 

apparatus for the chemical industry, distillation apparatus for the chemical industry, evaporators for the 

chemical industry, steam appliances for the chemical industry., (17) Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica; 

plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible tubes [not 

of metal]; seals, sealants and fillers; pipes of rubber, silicone rubber or other synthetic materials for the food 

processing industry, including milk lines; semi-processed plastic for use in the production of teat liners; flexible 

pipes, tubes, hoses, and fittings therefor, including valves; seals for pipe connections; insulation jackets for 

industrial pipes; semi-processed rubber and silicone for use in the production of teat liners., (18) Leashes, 

straps, collars and harnesses, each made of leather and imitation leather, for animals; livestock products in the 

nature of a restraining device, namely harness for animals in the forms of chains, straps and fasteners., (19) 
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Transfer tubes [not of metal]; prefabricated building materials [not of metal] for the construction of animal 

stalls; livestock barn equipment, namely, cushioned flooring for walkways., (20) Furniture; mirrors [silvered 

glass]; picture frames; fasteners of plastic; valves, not of metal; non-metallic bins [other than dust bins]; 

cabinets for housing milking equipment; reservoirs, not of metal nor of masonry; boxes of wood or plastic; 

fodder racks., (21) Drinking troughs; feeding troughs; mangers for animals; tableware, cookware and 

containers; cups; bottles; brushes; feeding troughs, primarily of metal; watering cans of metal; non-mechanized 

livestock waterers., (25) Clothing; shirts; t-shirts; jackets [clothing]; windcheaters; sweat shirts; waistcoats; 

sweaters; sweatpants; neckties; gloves [clothing]; overalls; hats; caps being headwear; clothing other than sports 

clothing., (27) Floor coverings; floor coverings and artificial ground coverings; mats; barn stall equipment, 

namely, stall mats, bedding mats and cushioned bedding mats for livestock which are laid on the floor of animal 

stalls., (35) Advertising; marketing; promotional services; publication of publicity texts; public relations; market 

studies; market analysis; computerized business information services; computerized inventory control; 

administration of third party business interests [control, management, supervision]; business appraisals; 

business assistance, management and administrative services; business consulting; accountancy, book keeping 

and auditing; business consulting services relating to data processing; business planning; business advisory 

services for traders and the branch office staff in the milk-producing industry in the field of branch 

management, namely planning of the sales area development, sales planning and marketing planning, 

distribution techniques, distribution route management planning, personnel management and operational 

management; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; business project management services 

for construction projects; business strategy development services; data processing services [office functions]; 

business analysis, research and information services; commercial information agency services; cost price 

analysis; demonstration of goods; opinion polling; market research; collection and systematization of 

information into computer databases; drawing up of business statistical information; business feasibility studies; 

commercial advisory services in the field of business management; providing of information for consumers in 

commercial and business matters [consumer counselling]; import-export agency services; retail and wholesale 

trade in the fields of pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; business planning services related to 

the field of feed management for dairy facilities; individual consultation in the field of general business 

management for dealers and dealership personnel in the dairy production and herd health industry; providing 

consultation on business management and data processing; organization of trade fairs for commercial or 

advertising purposes; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 

conducting business surveys., (36) Insurance; financial affairs and monetary affairs, including leasing 

transactions; corporate trustee services; financing and loan services; deposit banking; real estate affairs; 

financial information, data, advice and consultancy services; financial consulting services; consulting services 

for dealers and dealership personnel in the dairy production industry in the field of dealership route 

management, namely, financial planning and management., (37) Building construction; installation, repair and 

maintenance of machines, mechanical apparatus, implements, motors and engines for the industrial 

manufacturing and process technology, for the chemical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic, food and beverage industry, 

for agricultural and dairy purposes, for oil extracting and oil processing, for energy producing, wastewater 

processing and for metal processing industries, for shipping, for drilling platforms and for use in cellars; 

installation, repair and maintenance of regulating, checking [supervision], control, measuring and switching 

installations, apparatus and instruments, detecting and monitoring instruments, data processing installations and 

equipment, data collection installations and equipment, data output installations and equipment and data 

transmission installations and equipment; installation, repair and maintenance of lighting, heating, steam 

generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply as well as sanitary installations; steel 

structure construction works; building construction, including structural and civil engineering and including for 

the building of industrial and mechanical installations and of buildings; building construction supervision; 

installation of industrial and mechanical installations; construction information; cleaning services; installation 

of temporary structures for trade fairs; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; retrofitting and 

modification of machines; repair or maintenance of machines, installations [facilities] and apparatuses; 

installation, maintenance and repair of machines, installations [facilities] and apparatuses; installation, 

maintenance and repair of plants on farms; consultancy relating to installation, maintenance and repair services; 

providing information relating to installation, maintenance and repair services; rental of motors for use in oil 

extracting, drilling platforms and underground mining; installation and maintenance of dairy parlor equipment., 

(39) Packaging and storage of goods; transport services; delivery services; delivery of equipment for 

commercial and industrial use, including the food processing industry, including dairy plants; delivery of dairy 

farm equipment; delivery of dairy farm hygiene products, namely, dairy farm equipment hygiene products and 

animal hygiene products; delivery of animal health products; delivery of equipment to be used in dairy plants 

and for the production of food, industrial goods or commercial products as well as repair and spare parts for 

dairy plant equipment and for the production of food, industrial goods or commercial products; rental of 
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machines, mechanical apparatus, motors and engines for marine use; providing information relating to the rental 

of machines and apparatus for food packaging., (40) Processing of metals, plastics and natural resources, 

namely rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica, stone, wood and leather; material treatment information; 

refrigerant recovery services; providing information relating to the processing and conversion of foodstuffs; 

printing, and photographic and cinematographic development; photographic processing; rental of machines, 

mechanical apparatus, implements, motors and engines for use in industrial manufacturing and processing for 

the chemical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic, food and beverage industry and for dairy purposes; rental of heating 

installations; providing information relating to the rental of air conditioning apparatus or of chemical processing 

machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the rental of machines and apparatus for food 

processing or beverage production; providing information relating to the rental of room cooling units for 

commercial or industrial purposes; providing information relating to the rental of water purification apparatus; 

rental of refrigerating apparatus; rental of drying, steam generating, ventilating and water supply installations., 

(41) Providing of training and further training; provision of training courses; providing online electronic, non-

downloadable learning content and information via apps [application] and programs for mobile devices and 

computers; educational instruction; organization and conducting of seminars in the fields of the food and 

beverage industry as well as in the fields of the pharmaceutical, chemical and processing industry; training 

services; training services for dairy producers and dealers and dealership personnel in the dairy production 

industry, namely conducting of workshops, seminars and courses, and individualized training in the field of 

dairy farm hygiene, namely, dairy farm equipment hygiene and animal hygiene, animal health, milking system 

analysis, and milking management; training services for dealers and dealership personnel in the dairy 

production industry, namely conducting of workshops, seminars and courses in the field of dealership route 

management and general business management, namely financial planning and management, territory 

development planning, sales and marketing planning, sales techniques, route management planning, manpower 

management, and operations management; providing training services for buyers of machines and equipment 

regarding the maintenance thereof; teaching; teaching, namely organization and conducting of courses, 

seminars, symposiums, colloquiums, conferences and workshops; practical training [demonstration]; 

correspondence courses; coaching; provision of training facilities; computer training; translation and 

interpretation; publishing and reporting; publishing services; providing online electronic publications, not 

downloadable; electronic publishing services; publication of periodicals and books in electronic form, including 

on the Internet; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of reports in the fields of science and 

technology., (42) Scientific and technological services; services for technical monitoring of industrial processes; 

engineering services; physics research; construction drafting; architectural and urban planning services; 

industrial research; medical research; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; research in the field of 

agricultural chemistry; IT programming services; IT consultancy, advisory and information services; design and 

development of computer hardware; reproduction of computer programs and conversion of computer programs 

and data [no physical conversion]; decoding of data; IT security services in the form of computer data 

protection and recovery; software design, development, programming and implementation; computer 

programming; data mining; hosting services and software as a service and rental of software; cloud computing; 

architectural and construction drafting and consultancy; preparation of data processing programs; rental of 

computer software, computer hardware and computer facilities; validation and quality assurance with respect to 

software components and hardware components; technological consultancy regarding maintenance work; 

design, technical development and technical planning of industrial plants and machines; scientific and 

technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design 

and development of computer hardware and software; technical consultancy services for dairy producers in the 

field of water quality testing and analysis and maintenance assessment of the performance and reliability of 

milking and cooling systems and of the udder washing system function; technological consultancy services to 

assist dairy producers in optimizing milk production performance and in maximizing milking efficiency by 

analyzing data, namely, data on milking vacuum levels, pulsation rates, ratios and characteristics, teat liner 

design and composition, milk production and dairy operator routines; technical consultancy in the field of dairy 

parlors and dairy facilities by providing technological consultation on milking equipment, automation level, 

monitoring measures regarding technical facilities, requirements regarding electrical facilities, water quality 

monitoring, design and planning of milking boxes; technical consultancy in the field of science, engineering and 

information technology; consultancy in the field of numerical fluid mechanics and development of fluid-

mechanical computer models; consultancy regarding technical research in the field of foodstuffs and beverages; 

consultancy in the field of biotechnology; consultancy in the field of pharmaceutical research; consultancy in 

the field of veterinary research and development; consultancy in the field of renewable energy; providing 

technological consultation to dairy producers, as part of milking system design services, relating to vacuum 

pumps, controllers and pulsators used with milking machines, milking units, pipelines, dairy operator 

performance, sanitation and supplies, milk storage and cooling, service schedules, milk pumps and milk 
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filtering, timing and flow control devices; consultancy in the field of environmentally friendly technologies; 

natural science services; chemical analysis for the optimization of hygiene in the food processing industry, 

including on dairy farms; chemical analysis for trade and industry, including the food processing industry and 

the dairy industry; provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting; 

material testing; technical project management for the planning and development of industrial installations and 

machines; services of a research and development office; creation of new products; electronic data storage; data 

programming; technological consultancy regarding data processing for others; data programming for others; 

design services; dairy facility planning services, namely, laying out of milking parlors and waiting areas in front 

of milking robots, milking barns, calf and dam sheds as well as cow comfort and traffic patterns; dairy parlor 

and dairy facilities design services; new product design; planning of commercially used facilities and industrial 

plants, in particular of the food industry, including of dairy facilities; computer technology consulting; 

technological analysis services; research laboratories and laboratory testing services; chemistry services; 

electrical engineering services; chemical engineering; scientific research; technical project studies; surveying 

and exploration services; preparation of scientific reports; research, development and design of new machines 

and installations for others in the field of food processing and packaging; conducting scientific experiments; 

research and development of new products for others; testing, authentication and quality control; technical 

testing services; conducting chemical analyses; analysing of manufacturing processes; measuring and analysis 

of emission and pollutant concentration; materials testing and evaluation; product testing; calibration services; 

rental of regulating, checking [supervision], control, measuring and switching installations, apparatus and 

devices, detecting and monitoring instruments, data processing, data collection, data output and data 

transmission installations and equipment., (44) Agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services; 

farming [animals]; farming [crops]; veterinary advisory services; agricultural advice; farming equipment rental; 

pest control and vermin exterminating services for agriculture, horticulture and forestry; rental of machines, 

mechanical apparatus, implements and motors for agricultural purposes; rental of sanitary facilities. and (45) 

Legal services in relation to the management, control and granting of licence rights. 

(540) GEA (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1688160 (320) 20/07/2022   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) ADVANCE CHINA IP LAW OFFICE of 45/F, CTF Finance Center, No. 6 Zhujiang East Road, Tianhe District, 

Guangzhou City 510623 Guangdong Province 

(510) (9) Notebook computers; laptop computers; operating system software; wearable computers; computers; 

downloadable computer software programs; computer memory devices; computer hardware; computer central 

processing units; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research; computer software 

applications, downloadable; downloadable applications for use with mobile devices; tablet computers; data 

processing apparatus; graphics accelerators; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer 

operating programs, recorded; computer programs, recorded; smart rings; smartwatches; smartglasses; 

processors [central processing units]; facial recognition apparatus; scales; wearable activity trackers; video 

telephones; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board 

computers]; smartphones; wearable video display monitors; televisions; headsets; television cameras; set-top 

boxes; camcorders; virtual reality headsets; loudspeakers; cameras [photography]. and (42) Computer software 

design; providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a website; software as a 

service [SaaS]; cloud computing; platform as a service [PaaS]; updating and maintenance of computer software; 

design and development of multimedia products; research and development of computer software; smartphone 

software design; design and development of computer software; design and development of software in the field 

of mobile applications; design and development of software for instant messaging; creation and development of 

computer programs for data processing; electronic data storage; development of driver and operating system 

software; quality system certification; user authentication services using single sign-on technology for online 

software applications; providing user authentication services using biometric hardware and software technology 

for e-commerce transactions. 

(540) HongMengOS  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1688303 (320) 18/05/2022   

(750) Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District 518100 Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) Chofn Intellectual Property of 1217, Zuoan Gongshe Plaza 12th Floor, 68 North Fourth Ring Road W., Haidian 

100080 Beijing 

(510) (9) Smartwatches; smartglasses; computer programs, recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; 

downloadable software applications for mobile phones; data processing apparatus; wearable computers; facial 

recognition apparatus; pedometers; wearable activity trackers; smartphones; smartphones in the shape of a 

watch; earphones; teaching robots; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; measuring apparatus; 

diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; sensors; chips [integrated circuits]; batteries, electric. and (14) 

Bracelets [jewellery]; rings [jewellery]; necklaces [jewellery]; jewellery; chains [jewellery]; wristwatches; 

watch bands; chronographs [watches]; watches; sports watches. 

(540) HUAWEI WATCH GT Cyber  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1688358 (320) 25/08/2022   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way, MS: 39-1IPL Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) (35) Retail store and online retail store services featuring computers, computer hardware and peripherals, 

computer software, consumer electronics, tablet computers, smartwatches, smartphones, home automation 

products, set-top boxes, media players, entertainment products, audio speakers, headphones, earphones, wireless 

routers, computer monitors, computer keyboards, computer mice, computer cables, computer power adapters, 

carrying cases, computer printers for printing documents and photos, scanners and peripherals, gift cards, and 

accessories for the foregoing. 

(540)   

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1688335 (320) 06/07/2022   

(750) Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) Unitalen Attorneys At Law of Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No. 22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave.,  

Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(510) (9) Mobile phone chargers; portable power chargers; wireless battery chargers; batteries, electric; portable 

power supplies (rechargeable batteries); battery charging devices for motor vehicles; computer programs 

[downloadable software]; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer software 

applications, downloadable; computer hardware; computer peripheral devices; tablet computers; smartglasses; 

smartwatches; computers; notebook computers; mouse [computer peripheral]; computer keyboards; electronic 

publications, downloadable; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; identity cards, magnetic; biometric identity 

cards; network communication equipment; smartphones; routers; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; 

home automation hubs; earphones; virtual reality headsets; electric monitoring apparatus, other than for medical 

purposes; television apparatus; camcorders; cabinets for loudspeakers; portable media players; wearable video 

display monitors; digital projectors; cameras [photography]; digital cameras; measuring instruments; infrared 

detectors; air analysis apparatus; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; biochips; USB cables; wires, 

electric; chips [integrated circuits]; sensors; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; cell 

switches [electricity]; battery testers. 

(540) HUAWEI Card  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1688345 (320) 16/08/2022   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) W. Andrew Pequignot Moore Pequignot LLC of 887 West Marietta Street NW, Suite M-102 Atlanta GA 30318 

(510) (28) Toys; games; playthings; hand-held consoles for playing video games; apparatus for games; controllers for 

game consoles; gloves for games; portable games and toys incorporating telecommunication functions; video 

game consoles; video game machines; video game apparatus., (37) Installation, maintenance and repair of 

computer hardware and computer peripherals; information, advice and consultancy relating to the aforesaid 

services., (38) Providing access to databases; leasing access time to a computer database; communications by 

computer terminals; computer aided transmission of messages and images; message sending; providing online 

forums; streaming of data; transmission of digital files; video-on-demand transmission; wireless broadcasting; 

transmission of information by electronic communications networks; providing of access to data and 

information via electronic communications networks. and (41) Provision of education, training and instruction; 

providing educational and entertainment services and information; arranging and conducting of conferences, 

seminars, workshops, educational exhibitions, and forums; game services provided on-line from a computer 

network; games equipment rental; health and fitness training; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-

demand transmission services; movie studio services; providing on-line electronic publications, not 

downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; 

organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; production of shows; providing non-

downloadable video-on-demand transmission. 

(540) REALITY ONE  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1459659 (320) 17/03/2022   

(750) Women Deliver, Inc. 

(731) Suite 905, 588 Broadway New York NY 10012, U.S.A. 

(740) Kimberly B. Herman Sullivan & Worcester LLP of One Post Office Square Boston MA 02109 

(510) (35) Charitable services, namely, organizing women's groups to undertake projects that protect women's rights, 

women's health and sexual reproductive rights and encourage empowerment among women of all ages and 

ethnicities; promoting public awareness of women's rights, women's health, sexual reproductive rights, 

economic empowerment for women, and gender equality. and (41) Arranging and conducting conferences; 

education information; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; organization of exhibitions 

for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting seminars; teaching/educational 

services/instruction services; arranging and conducting of workshops (training) 

(540) WOMEN DELIVER (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1581909 (320) 27/01/2022   

(750) Laura Magni 

(731) Pfannenstielstrasse 159 CH-8706 Meilen, Switzerland 

(740) SCHULZ JUNGHANS PATENTANWÄLTE PARTGMBB of Großbeerenstraße 71 1. Hof,  Remise rechts 

10963 Berlin 

(510) (10) Prosthetic and orthethic apparatus, devices and implants; artificial limbs and prostheses., (35) Advertising, 

marketing and promotional services in connection to prosthetic and orthethic apparatus, devices and implants; 

advertising, marketing and promotional services in connection to artificial limbs and prostheses; distribution 

and sales of upper limb prostheses; distribution and sales of lower limb prostheses; distribution and sales of 

orthodontic devices; , (40) production of prosthetic and orthodontic apparatus including artificial limbs; orthotic 

braces; supportive devices and implants used fro medical purposes, production of artificial limbs and prostheses 

, (41) Training and education in connection to prosthetic and orthethic apparatus, devices and implants; training 

and education in connection to artificial limbs and prostheses; provision of educational services and training in 

relation to prosthetic and orthethic apparatus, devices and implants; workshops in relation to prosthetic and 

orthethic apparatus, devices and implants; provision of educational services and training in relation to artificial 

limbs and prostheses; workshops in relation to artificial limbs and prostheses; prosthetic training; training and 

education in connection to the use of prosthetic and orthethic apparatus, devices and implants; training and 

education in connection to the use of artificial limbs and prostheses; movement training., (42) Research and 

development services in connection to prosthetic and orthethic apparatus, devices and implants; research and 

development services in connection to artificial limbs and prostheses; development of prosthetic and orthethic 
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 apparatus, devices and implants; development of artificial limbs and prostheses. and (44) Fitting of artificial 

limbs and prostheses; fitting of prosthetic and orthethic apparatus, devices and implants; development of 

individual physical rehabilitation programmes; physical rehabilitation; health care and medical services relating 

to prosthetic and orthethic apparatus, devices and implants; health care and medical services relating to artificial 

limbs and prostheses. 

(540) CIRCLEG  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1646863 (320) 22/02/2021   

(750) ERINDI RANCH (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED 

(731) Farm Erindi Number 58, Omaruru District Omaruru, Namibia 

(740) ENSafrica Namibia (Incorporated as Lorentz Angula Inc) of 3rd Floor, Unit 4, LA Chambers Ausspann Plaza, 

Dr Agostinho Neto Road, Ausspannplatz Windhoek 

(510) (43) accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding houses], animal pound services, bar services, boarding 

for animals, boarding house bookings, boarding house services, café services, cafeteria services, cake 

decorating, canteen services, day-nursery [crèche] services, decorating of food, food and drink catering, food 

reviewing services [provision of information about food and drinks], food sculpting, holiday camp services 

[lodging], hookah lounge services, hotel accommodation services, hotel reservations, information and advice in 

relation to the preparation of meals, motel services, personal chef services, providing campground facilities, 

reception services for temporary accommodation [conferment of keys], reception services for temporary 

accommodation [management of arrivals and departures], rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware, rental 

of cooking apparatus, rental of drinking water dispensers, rental of furniture, rental of holiday accommodation / 

rental of vacation accommodation, rental of kitchen sinks, rental of lighting apparatus*, rental of meeting 

rooms, rental of office furniture, rental of portable dressing rooms, rental of robots for preparing beverages, 

rental of temporary accommodation, rental of tents, rental of transportable buildings*, restaurant services, 

retirement home services, self-service restaurant services, snack-bar services, take-away restaurant services, 

temporary accommodation provided by halfway houses, temporary accommodation reservations, tourist home 

services, udon and soba restaurant services, washoku restaurant services. 

(540) ERINDI PRIVATE GAME RESERVE (and logo)  

 
  

 

 

 

VI. MADRID MARKS REGISTERED 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1159535 (320) 11/10/2015   

(750) Solico Kalleh 

(731) East Azarbaijan Avenue 103, Beyne Daneshgah and Farvardin St. 1316633931 Tehran, Iran 

(740) Michael Bosworth Klintworth & Rozenblat IP LLP of 2901 Moorpark Ave, Ste 255 San Jose CA 95128 

(510) Int Class 34 

(540) Kalleh (and logo)  

 

 

V. TRADEMAK ASSIGNMENTS 

 

Mark Name Registration 

Number  

                                      Transfer of rights  

From Assignor To Assignee  

RIFT RW/T/2019/306 Facebook Technologies, LLC 

1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, 

California 94025, U.S.A. 

Meta Platforms, Inc. 

1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, 

California 94025, USA 

MUFIGO RW/T/2013/0002

14 

AYAGO AGRO INDUSTRIES –

LIRA P.O BOX 340 ,PLOT 8-16 

STATION ROAD INDUSTRIAL 

Mukwano Industries (U) Ltd 

PLOTM30, P.O BOX2671, Mukwano 

Road, Kampala, UGANDA 

MNET RW/T/1992/0035

41 

M-NET INTELPROP HOLDINGS 

LIMITED of 3rd Floor, Les cascades, 

Edith Cavell Street, Port Louis, 

Mauritius 

MULTICHOICE AFRICA 

HOLDINGS B.V. of Taurusavenue 

105, 2132 LS, Hoofddorp, The 

Netherlands 

MUCICLAR RW/T/2008/6494 

 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 
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NEKO 

RW/T/1969/655  

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

MICROLAX 

RW/T/2008/0064

87 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

Le Dessin de 

deux larmes 

RW/T/1996/3990 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

 IMODIUMLI

NGUAL  

RW/T/2010/6898 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

FRENCIA RW/T/2022/0005

18 

Guangzhou Sunda International 

Trading Co., Ltd of Room 4606, 

CITIC PLAZA, No. 233 Tianhe 

North Road, Tianhe District, 

Guangzhou City, Guangdong 

Province, Peoples Republic of China 

TILEMASTER INVESTMENT 

LIMITED of Tri-pro Administrators 

Ltd Level 5, Maeva Tower, Bank 

street, Cybercity, Ebene, Mauritius 

COTTONTOU

CH  

RW/T/2018/769 Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

GENTLE 

PROTECT 

RW/T/2015/0000

39 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

NOVALGIN RW/T/1982/0017

76 

SANOFI-AVENTIS 

DEUTSCHLAND GmbH of 

Brüningstrasse 50,65926 Frankfurt, 

Germany 

A.Nattermann & Cie. GmbH of  

Brüningstrasse 50, 65929 Frankfurt am 

Main, Germany 

BARALGIN 

 

 

 

RW/T/1982/1775 

 

 

 

SANOFI-AVENTIS 

DEUTSCHLAND GmbH of 

Brüningstrasse 50,65926 Frankfurt, 

Germany 

A.Nattermann & Cie. GmbH of  

Brüningstrasse 50, 65929 Frankfurt am 

Main, Germany 

Dessin d'une 

Boîte 

RW/T/1998/0042

15 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

IMODIUMDU

O 

RW/T/2010/0068

99 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

Dessin d'une 

boîte 

RW/T/1998/0042

16 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

(Dessin d'une 

Bouteille) 

RW/T/1995/3831 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

LANSOYL  

 

 

RW/T/2008/0064

93 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

KENVUE a(nd 

logo) 

RW/T/2022/0006

23 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

KENVUE 

 

 

RW/T/2022/0006

24 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

MYLANTA 

 

 

RW/T/2019/0000

14 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

 MAKE-UP BE 

GONE 

RW/T/2021/459 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 
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 08933, New Jersey, USA 

SAVLON 

 

 

RW/T/2022/621 

 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

NO MORE 

TEARS 

 

RW/T/1996/0040

05 

 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

MANCHESTE

R 

RW/T/2010/0071

79 

 

 

Jamal  Abdul Nasser Mahmood Al 

Mahamid of P.O. Box 81450, Dubai, 

UAE 

 

J.S.S. TOBACCO LTD of Suite 404, 

Albany House, 324/326 Regent Street, 

London, United Kingdom, W1B 3HH, 

UAE 

AYAGO RW/T/2013/217  

 

 

AYAGO AGRO INDUSTRIES –

LIRA P.O BOX 340 ,PLOT 8-16 

STATION ROAD INDUSTRIAL 

Mukwano Industries (U) Ltd 

PLOTM30, P.O BOX2671, Mukwano 

Road, Kampala, UGANDA 

SHIBE RW/T/2013/0002

16 

 

 

AYAGO AGRO INDUSTRIES –

LIRA P.O BOX 340 ,PLOT 8-16 

STATION ROAD INDUSTRIAL 

Mukwano Industries (U) Ltd 

PLOTM30, P.O BOX2671, Mukwano 

Road, Kampala, UGANDA 

SOYSEED RW/T/2013/0002

27 

 

 

A.K   OIL FATS (U) LTD of P.O 

BOX 2671 PLOT 30 MUKWANO 

ROAD, Uganda 

Mukwano Industries (U) Ltd 

PLOTM30, P.O BOX2671, Mukwano 

Road, Kampala, UGANDA 

VELCRO RW/T/1999/4433 

 

Velcro BVBA of Industrielaan 16, 

9800 Deinze, Belgium 

Velcro IP Holdings LLC of 95 Sundial 

Ave., Manchester, NH, 03103, USA 

CAREPACK RW/T/2009/8025 

 

 

Vestergaard Sàrl of  

Place Saint Francois 1, CH-1003 

Lausanne, Switzerland 

LifeStraw Sàrl of  of Place Saint-

François 1 CH-1003 Lausanne, 

Switzerland 

LEAPFROG 

INVESTMEN

TS 

RW/T/2018/546 

 

 

 

Leapfrog Investments Holdings Ltd 

of 2nd floor, The AXIS, 26 Bank 

Street, Cybercity, Ebene 72201, 

Mauritius 

Leapfrog Investments Platform, Ltd.of 

2nd floor, The Axis, 26 Bank Street, 

MCybercity, Ebene 72201, Mauritius 

TARAKI 

RW/T/2022/545 

 

ISANZURE(X) COMPANY LTD of 

Rwinkivu, Kayonza, Iburasirazuba, 

Rwanda 

Rommate Ltd of Mukarange Sector, 

Kayonza District, Eastern Province, 

Rwanda 

NYARUKA RW/T/2020/0003

20 

 

ISANZURE(X) COMPANY LTD of 

Rwinkivu, Kayonza, Iburasirazuba, 

Rwanda 

Rommate Ltd of Mukarange Sector, 

Kayonza District, Eastern Province, 

Rwanda 

NEUTROGEN

A 

RW/T/1989/0032

66 

 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

Le Dessin 

d'une Boite 

RW/T/1996/3988 

 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

MICROLAX 

AD 

RW/T/2008/6488 

 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

JOHNSON'S 

RW/T/2014/91 

 

 

Johnson & Johnson of One Johnson 

& Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, 

08933, New Jersey, USA 

Kenvue Inc. of 199 Grandview Road, 

Skillman, NJ 08558, USA 

NEPEXTO 

RW/T/2019/231 

 

 

Mylan Institutional Inc. of 1718 

Northrock Court, Rockford, Illinois 

61103, USA 

Mylan Inc. of 1000 Mylan Boulevard, 

Canonsburg, Pennsylvania 15317, USA 

ABEVMY  

 RW/T/2017/687  

 

 

Mylan Institutional Inc. of 1718 

Northrock Court, Rockford, Illinois 

61103, USA 

Mylan Inc. of 1000 Mylan Boulevard, 

Canonsburg, Pennsylvania 15317, USA 
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